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WELCOME and OPENING REMARKS
Conference Chairman, Gerry Ronan
Assistant Deputy Minister, Environmental

Sciences and Standards Division

Environment Ontario, Toronto

It is with particular pleasure that I extend to you, on behalf of the Conference organizers, a

hearty welcome to the 39th Conference on the Environment.

One of the toughest challenges facing organizers of technical conferences such as this is to

continue, year after year, to sustain interest and relevancy in terms of contemporary societal

concerns. All too often conferences, such as ours, lapse into the pitfall of straddling too many

issues, and as a consequence lose focus, and ultimately lose audience interest.

Another difficulty conference organizers must grapple with is information overload. We are

constantly being bombarded with information about the state of our health, our cities, our

economy, and last but not least, the state of the environment. People are being forced to develop

immune systems to protect themselves from being immobilized by information trauma.

Consequently, it is becoming harder and harder to grab our collective attention.

This Conference has demonstrated a durability and relevance second to none. The Conference

Planning and Program Committees are to be commended for again crafting an agenda which

addresses extremely important environmental issues. They have also brought together a number

of first-rate authors and speakers to share with us their insights on these issues. Special thanks

go to Ray Stewart, Dave Crump, George Rocoski, Dennis Onn, Janine Zend, John Kinkead, Pat

DeAngelis, Bill Bardswick, all from MOE, Murray Greenfield from Dofasco and Eric Veska

from Trow Consulting. I should also mention Murray Cheetham, who as always ensures
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everything runs smoothly in his role of Conference Co-ordinator.

As I have already noted, this is the 39th year of the Environmental Conference, formerly known

as the Waste Management Conference. The roots of the Conference go back to the first stirring

of environmental awareness in Ontario in the late fifties. It originated as the Industrial Waste

Conference, and for the first two decades its primary focus was on promoting technological

advances in industrial waste treatment processes.

Perhaps it is a commentary on the glacial rate of change in approaches to reducing pollution that

we still devote a major part of our energies in pursuit of better technology trains to treat wastes.

Belatedly we are coming to realize that there is a better way to reduce pollution than sole reliance

on end-of-pipe technology. The Conference themes reflect this new reality. Waste Reduction,

Green Industries and Pollution Prevention are indicative of the new directions being charted.

Pollution Prevention, with its emphasis on front-end process changes to reduce the creation of

pollutants, holds great promise of being a more effective way of protecting the environment in

partnership with the private sector.

The astute mathematicians among you will have realized by now that next year will be the 40th

anniversary of the Conference. Conferences, like people, can suffer anxiety pangs at the onset of

those dreaded middle years. Some people kick up their heels when they reach this plateau. This

Conference is not totally immune to the process. For next year's Conference, consideration is

being given to integrating it with other Ministry sponsored events such as the Technology

Transfer Conference. The goal would be to provide a forum for the latest developments on



green industries, innovative technologies to reduce pollution, sharing information on research and

R&D Funding opportunities.

It would be remiss of me if I failed to acknowledge the contribution of the Pollution Control

Association of Ontario and the Air & Waste Management Association to these proceedings.

Members of both of these Associations are in the environmental protection business for the long

haul. Their continuing involvement and support are crucial to the development of innovative

technologies and new approaches for the protection and restoration of the environment. We must

continue to work together and forge even stronger partnerships with these Associations in pursuit

of our shared goal, a Sustainable Environment.

Life is full of surprises. One of them is our new Deputy Minister, Richard Dicemi. Richard

was appointed Deputy Minister a few weeks ago. Prior to his appointment, he had been Deputy

Secretary to the Cabinet, Federal Provincial Relations Office in Ottawa. He has moved from an

area where few outsiders understand what is going on, to a Ministry where everyone knows what

is going on, and want their personal imprint on the agenda.

Richard has jointed the Ontario Environment Ministry after a 20 year career with the Federal

Government where he held a number of senior positions including Senior Assistant Deputy

Minister of Health & Welfare and Assistant Under-Secretary of State. Richard was bom and

raised in Montreal. He has a Bachelor of Arts from the College Ste. Marie and a Masters in

Public Administration from Harvard.
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I know Richard is a person who likes to respond to challenges. Moving forward on Ontario's

environmental agenda during these tough economic times is not a task for the faint-hearted.

Richard has accepted the challenge and privilege of leading the Honourable Ruth Grier's

environmental team. Under her leadership the team has been given the task of bringing about

fundamental and far reaching changes in Ontario's approach to environmental protection.

I would like to call upon Richard to introduce our Minister, the Honourable Ruth Grier.

June 15, 1992
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The Honourable Ruth Grier

Minister of the Environmeiit

ONTARIO AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL REVOLUTION
Notes for Remarks

to

39th Ontario Conference on the Environment

June 15, 1992

Good morning: I would like to join our conference chair, Gerry Ronan, in welcoming you

to this, the 39th annual Ontario Conference on the Environment.

This year also marks the 20th anniversary of the formation of the Ministry of the

Environment in 1972. That's when the ministry replaced the Ontario Water Resources

Commission as the patron of this conference. Since 1954, these sessions have consistently

anticipated the development of environmental protection in Ontario.

Because this is our event, it has become traditional for the Ministry of the Environment to

offer some of the latest developments in technical knowledge and hands-on expertise here.

And environment ministers have reviewed many of the new policy directions designed to

guide the development and application of that know-how. At last year's conference, for

example, I set out in some detail our Waste Reduction Action Plan - the strategy behind Bill

143 which will move us along the road to a conserver society.

This year is no exception. Today I intend to introduce two new tools which will put Ontario

on the leading edge of water quality management and guide us in achieving our water quality

objectives in Ontario - new provincial Fill Quality Guidelines for Lakefilling and Sediment

Quality Guidelines.
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The Provincial FiU Quality Guidelines are directed strongly toward preventing pollution.

They will regulate the fill which may be used in lakefilling projects.

Waterfront renewal has become a major source of economic opportunity for many Ontario

communities. This often involves some alterations of shorelines. In addition, lakefilling can

be required for fiood control, for water diversion or reservoirs, for causeways, docks and

footings for bridges and for confined disposal facilities to contain dredged material.

Our government is committed to supporting waterfront renewal by ensuring that its most

valuable component - clean water - is protected. We will provide this protection by

direcung more attention to the cumulative effects of changing the shoreline. At the same

ume we want to estabUsh clear and consistent means of measuring the quality of materials to

be used in lakefill. . .. •

In one area -- the Greater Toronto bioregion - I believe this is especially important. The

shorelme of Lake Ontario, from Trenton to Burlington Bay, borders Ontario's most heavUy

populated region.

Two centunes of abuse have changed this shoreUne beyond all recognition. Pioneer shipping

- and dredgmg rocks for ballast from along the shoreline - destroyed fish habitat and left

the lakefroni defenceless against erosion. Since the days when Toronto was still known as

Muddy York, new land has been built out into the lake. The shoreUne has been moved from

Its onginal alignment, where Union Station now stands, out to include Harbourfrom and as

far as the Leslie Street Spit extends.

Industrialization along the shore, development polluting the river systems that feed into the

lake, have all taken their toU. The entire lakefront region here is subject to constant pressure

for waterfront development, lakefill and shoreline alteration. And nobody has any real

understanding or appreciation of the cumulative effects of all of these changes.



The Royal Commission on the Future of the Toronto Waterfront^ chaired by David Crombie,

ftt)m its first public hearings recognized a strong public demand to maky Lake Ontario

accessible, fishable, drinkable and swimmable.

In its first interim report, the commission raised some significant concerns. I will quote

them:

"While lakefilling operations have had little or no short-term impact on water quality,

they do contribute to general sediment contamination , with potentially damaging

effects on the biological food chain."

"Extensive modification of the Lake Ontario Shoreline have altered natural coastal

processes, causing contaminants to accumulate in sediments; in the past such

pollutants would have been carried off shore."

"There has been no comprehensive assessment of the cumulative impact of lakefilling

on the Toronto waterfront."

Responding to this in December, 1990, I asked the Royal Commission to address policies,

practices, technology and methods available to regenerate the shoreline areas. That is, to

establish a shoreline that was healthier and more beneficial to the surrounding community.

In its final report, Regeneration: Toronto's 'Wcaerfront and the Sustainable City, the

Commission recognized a full range of economic and other benefits from lakefilling. These

include extensive industrial, commercial and residential development as well as boat berths

and sport fishing to benefit recreation and tourism. In addition, the lake has been an

inexpensive and convenient repository for material excavated from downtONvn construction

sites.
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The other side of the coin has been lakefiU material contaminated with lead, other heavy

metals and organic materials that have contaminated lake sediments and the food chain.

Other lakefiU work has filled wetlands and river estuaries, released vast quantities of silt

from lakefiU sites and damaged natural habitat above and below the water line.

The report concludes that the environmental price was higher than necessary and sometimes

outweighed apparent benefits. It points to people or agencies looking at one aspect of a

proposal -for example economic feasibility or local benefits - without regard for the overall

impact when combined with other developments.

The Shorehne Regeneration Plan proposed in this report emphasizes four points. They are:

• protection of remaining natural areas

• rehabilitation of degraded areas

• a mechanism for considenng cumulative environmental effects and

• improvement of access and recreational opportunities.

We have accepted this recommendation and have already been working with Mr. Crombie on

a Greenway strategy which incorporates this regeneration plan.

The Crombie Commission has also called for a moratonum on any significant new lakefiU to

protect the entire length of the shoreline until studies of its future can be completed. It also

recommended that criteria and conditions be established for smaU or demonstration projects

that could be undertaken without compromising the integrity of the ShoreUne Regeneration

Plan.
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These recommendations are based on extensive study and public consultation and the

provincial government is taking them very much to heart. v -. .

We will take an extremely cautious approach in considering any new major lakefill projects

anywhere from Trenton to Burlington 3ay. The government has no intention of supporting

any further new major lakefill projects, other than carefully-selected demonstrations, until we

have a clear understanding of the cumulative effects of existing shoreline work and we have

received further advice on the implementation of the Grcenway Strategy.

The Crombie Commission, with a mandate from both federal and provincial governments,

was a major initiative which built a community consensus on new approaches to improving

our environment and our quality of life. And you will hear more about this from Suzanne

Barrett, from the Crombie Commission, later this morning.

Lakefill concerns are not confined to the Greater Toronto bioregion. Throughout the

province, we have identified a need for more quality control over the material that is

deposited in our lakes and rivers.

The Fill Quality Guidelines offer a first step in establishing that clear and consistent measure

of quality I mentioned earlier. I have asked our Advisory Committee on Environmental

Standards to co-ordinate public consultation and review of these draft guidelines and

recommend a sound and practical final set of guidelines based on that review.

This committee is an uidependent advisory body established for just Utis purpose. They

recommend standards for environmental contaminants as well as policies, principles and

procedures for setting environmental standards and public consultation is an important part of

this process. Most recenUy, they provided sound advice on new criteria for the contaminant

N-Niiroso Dimethylamine, or NDMA, in water.
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Our proposal is that only fill which can be classed as inert fill and will not harm the

environment may be considered for lakefill use. Material contaminated beyond that level

wiU be classed as unsuitable. The draft guidelines call for a series of tests for metals and

organic compounds. They also require other testing to prevent fill from contaminating

sediments and the water.
-^

I intend to apply these fill guidelines throughout Ontario on an interim basis until final

guidelines can be established based on fiill pubUc consultation and the recommendations of

the Advisory Committee on Environmental Standards.

The fill guidelines will take effect immediately for all new lakefill projects.

The second major instrument I am announcing in our water quaUty protection strategy is new

Sediment Quality Guidelines which wiU be put into effect immediately.

Toxic chemicals from industrial and municipal discharges of waste water have accumulated

in sediments throughout our rivers and lakes and especially in the Great Lakes. The damage

hai been compounded by other sources, including the runoff from farm fields and city

streets, lakefilling with contaminated materials and deposition of fallout from the air. These

contaminated sediments are a reservoir for persistent toxic chemicals that break down slowly

and re-enter the water.

The new guidelines wUl provide a basis for managing the areas where these sediments are

conunuing to degrade water quality. They will also provide a yardstick to assessing current

water quality conditions and anticipate the potential impact of new developments.

The Guidelines wiU establish safe levels for metals, nutrients and organic compounds. And

for the first time, these levels have been based on biological impact. They assess sediments

in terms of effects on sediment-dwelling organisms and other aquatic Ufe.
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We intend to integrate these guidelines into our overall provincial water quality strategy.

This includes ministry programs such as MISA - our Municipal Industrial Stiat^y for

Abatement, the Beaches Improvement Program and the Qcan Up Rural Beaches Program,

as well as other provincial water strategies.

Adoption of the Sediment Quality Guidelines will put Ontario in the forefront of sediment

management in North America. They will guide our ministry in assessing the quality of

sediment in our water quality programs. With these guidelines, environmental managers can

determine:

• when sediment may be considered clean

• * what levels of contamination are acceptable for short periods of time while the source

of the contamination is being controlled and cleanup plans are being developed

• what levels of contamination are considered severe enough to warrant removing the

sediment.

The guidelines will also provide a consistent measure of environmental quality to assist both

the public and private sectors as they address such issues as:

• the extent of cleanup required after a spill

• placement of matenal dredged from the bottom of a waterway and

• specifying which excavated material may be used for lakefilling.

In addition to assisting local community officials in waterfront management, this initiative

will help us meet our international obligations under the 1987 Protocol to the Great Lakes

Water Quality Agreement. We have consulted extensively on the gmdelincs with the various
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interests involved in the federal-provincial Remedial Action Plans. As you know, local RAP

teams are developing management plans for contaminated sediments in the 17 areas of

concern identified by the International Joint Commisaon along the Ontario side of the Great

Lakes.

The new sediment guidelines will provide a valuable gauge to detennine existing

contamination and establish cleanup priorities as weU as guiding us in preventing poUution.

In addition, where fill projects are contemplated in future, the sediment and fill guidelines

will complement and reinforce each other in protecting and restoring water quality. They

will work together to prevent sediment from becoming contaminated.

For example, the sedimem in a particular area may be contaminant-free, supporting healthy

aquauc life and offering excellent swimming and fishing opportunities. Then we must ensure

that zny matenal used in that area does not degrade that high standard of environmental

quality.

Similarly, if there are grounds for concern about the quality of the existing sediment, then

the nil matenal quality should not compound those concerns and further degrade water

quality. ..

In the Ministry of the Environment we are moving into a new generation of environmental

policy with the emphasis shifting from controlling pollution to preventing pollution. This

involves fundamental changes for both government and industry in our approach to

environmental protection. It is no longer enough to react to issues, often after the poUution

problem has become acute. Government and industry must anticipate poUution problems and

prevent them from happening. This calls for approaches which incorporate environmental

considerations into social and economic decisions.
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Prevention is based on a simple principle; if you don't create pollution in the first place, you

won't have to run the risk of harming environmental and public health or invest in costly

cleanup mechanisms. For industry tWs means overcoming its reliance on end-of-pipe

technology; introducing source control and closed-loop systems within plants to prevent the

discharge of contaminants into the environment; substituting raw materials to avoid the

generation of harmful byproducts or waste; and, introducing process changes and product

redesign to minimize the amount and degree of hazard in the waste stream.

This concentration on improving processes and reducing wastes opens the door to new

efficiency and economy. This is the ideal in pollution prevention, and the industries who

have been monitoring their discharges, as part of the MISA program, are taking it seriously.

In the petroleum sector, for example, four Ontario refineries were using zinc-chromium

based additives in their cooling water towers. They found high levels of these metals in their

discharges wiih some evidence they were toxic to the rainbow trout used in the monitoring.

All four have replaced this toxic compound with an organophosphate. This inhibits the

growth of slime and micro-organisms in their cooling water towers and eliminates the metals

discharges.

)

Northern Telecom, when they looked closely at their use of CFCs in their operations,

discovered they could eliminate them entirely from their plant. The result was a better

product, a more efficient process and substantial savings in the chemicals they no longer

need to buy.

I am sure you will hear of more examples in today's session on corporate greening and

tomorrow's pollution prevention session.

Under a federal-provincial Memorandum of Understanding I signed last month, the

auiomaking industry has become Ontario's first industrial sector to formally introduce a

voluntary program aimed at preventing pollution.
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In its role as one of this province's economic engines and the source of many jobs,

automaking also contribute to the contamination of our air, land and water. The pollution

prevention agreement is a major step in tummg this situation au>und and 1 Ivhrvc it will hrlp

establish a pattern for developing similar initiatives with other industries.

The memorandum emphasizes reducing the use of toxic chemicals. It also emphasizes the

transfer of technology, encourages poUution prevention within all sectors of the industry and

adopts a multi-media approach, which recognizes that the contamination of air, water and

land cannot be treated in isolation.

The memorandum shows what can be accompHshed when governments and industry form

productive partnerships. And I am pleased that the industry's task force will be meeting with

representatives from environmental groups and labor in the same spirit of co-operation.

Conirolling pollution and planning based on total ecosystem impact is, I am sure, familiar to

those of you who have been active in the development of Ontario's Municipal Industrial

Strategy for Abatement. MISA is environmental poUcy that involves fundamental changes in

our approach for both government and industry. And Jim Ashman, director of our water

resources branch, will go into more detail tomorrow on the ways we are working with

industry to incorporate environmental protection into industrial poUcy, production and

processes.

Also tomorrow, Jim Smith, who heads our new pollution prevention team, will be outlining

the next step in Ontario's poUution prevention strategy. We have set our sights on toxic

chemicals in the environment. We have identified a candidate list of 21 highly hazardous

substances which we believe should be phased out or banned in Ontario.
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We have released this list to the federal government and we have a<;lfH Environment Canada

to use it in their consultation with industry, government, environmentalists and the public to

establish national priority for phasing out toxic chemicals. -

All these developments are part of the new generation of environmental policy and a new

approach to environmental legislation. Traditionally, governments have set limits to the

levels of specific contaminants that can be released, based on the estimated capacity of the

environment to absorb damage. Instead of setting limits to potential damage, we are

concentrating on preventing damage. At the same time, we are working out more effective

and efficient ways to operate. Rather than reacting to the impact of technology, the new

generation of regulation is driving technology and innovation.

To put it in the broadest possible terms, our objective is to promote and encourage

change in the basic operation and behavior of individuals, institutions and industry, to

prevent pollution and protect our environment and, at the same time, to invigorate our

society and our economy.

And 1 think most of you here share that objective. You are all, one way or another,

practical, worki'ng environmentalists.

In the WorldWatch Institute report, Siaie of the World 1992, Lester R. Brown introduces the

concept of the Environmental Revolution. He sees it as a social development as significant

to human development as the Agricultural and Industrial Revolutions that marked the world's

major social transitions. His question is:

"Will the change come from strong worldwide initiatives that reverse the degradation

of the planet and restore hope for the future, or will it come from continuing

environmental deterioration that leads to economic decline and social instability.'
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His concern is that the Environmental Revolution has so £ar been regarded as a spectator

sport, where most sit in the stands and watch as a handiiil on the playing iield actively try to

influence the outcome of the contest

I believe all of us here are on the playing field. We are all working in the same direction

toward the same goal — building an environmentally, economically and socially sustainable

future for this province. We face the continuing challenge of getting all of the specXatOTS

committed to that goal and working toward it.

That IS our essential challenge. We will learn something here firom each other. We will

meet people who may have ideas that can help us with our individual challenges. We will

not, however, solve all of Ontario's environmental problems in three days.

The important thing, for all of us, is to build on our progress and to keep working to make

this province a better place to live.
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BACKGROUNDER ON PROVINCIAL SEDIMENT QUALITY
GUIDELINES

The accumulated organic and mineral debris which
sits on the bottom of a lake, river or stream is called

sediment. It is home to the small bottom-dwelling

organisms, such as midges and worms, which fish eat.

The Ministry of the Environment has singled out

contaminated sediment as a particular environmental

problem. The ministry is concerned for two reasons:

• Rrst, sediment acts as a reservoir for persistent toxic

chemicals • poisonous substances which take a long

time to break down. It hokls them and releases them
sk>wly into4he water.

• Second, toxic chemicals accumulate in catfish, carp

and other fish that feed on the bottom of lakes and
rivers, and in the bottom-dwelling organisms (also

called the benthic community). These chemicals may
be transfen-ed to fish either t)ecause they ate the

organisms or because the fish swam too close to the

contaminated sediment. These chemnals may be
transferred again, and at levels which may present a
health risk, to wildlife, birds and people who eat the

fish. This process is called biomagnification.

SOURCES OF CONTAMINATION

The primary source of contaminants in sediment is

toxk: chemicals from industrial and municipal

discharges of waste water. The chemicals and heavy

metals, such as mercury, copper and polychlorinated

biphenyls (PCBs) arxj some persistent pesticides,

such as DDT, attach themselves to floating particles,

soil for exanf>ple, which eventually sink and settle on
the sediment. Other sources include:

• Chemicals in factory emissions whteh attach

themselves to particles of dust or droplets of water

and fall back to the earth in the font) of dust. rain,

sleet, hail or snow;

• Runoff from cities, towns and agricultural areas,

which n^y contain pesticides, phosphorus, metals, oil

and gasoline;

• Lakefilling, or the practice of creating nrwre land by
building up the shoreline with rubble, twicks, stones,

concrete and loose earth - comnwn^ called fill. If the

fill is contaminated, then the toxic chemicals may
reach the water and eventually the sediment. This

may happen in two ways. Fill may be washed away
during constructwn by strong waves, currents or

heavy rain, or the chemicals in the fill may leach into

the lake or river.

MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENTS RESPONSE

The ministry has several programs in place which,

either directly or indirectly, tackle the problem of

contaminated sediment.

• The Remedial Action Plan (RAP) Program - The aim
of the program is to help clean up the 17 Areas of

Concern in the Great Lakes in Ontario which were
Identified by the International Joint Commissbn as
being badty contaminated. RAP teams have pointed to

contamir^ted sediment as one of the factors

contributing to poor water quality and to poor living

conditions for the benthic or bottom-dwelling

community.

• The Municipal/Industrial Strategy lor Abatement
(MISA) - The aim of the program is to prevent pollution

by reducing, and in some cases, eliminating the

discharge of contaminants into the province's lakes

and rivers.
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• Operation Lifeline and the Beaches Improvement

Program The aim of these two programs is to help

municipalities improve storm water management and

reduce the amount of runoff from cities arnl towns.

Until recently, the ministry used the 1976 Open Water

Disposal Guidelines to help protect the quality of the

sediment. The guidelines were developed originally to

determine whether or not material dredged from the

bottom of a lake or river was suitable for disposal in

open water. Over time they were applied to sediment.

Now the ministry has developed the Guidelines for the

Protection and Management of Aquatic Sediment

Quality in Ontario and the Fill Quality Guidelines for

Lakefilling in Ontario. The new guidelines together

with the forthcoming Materials Management Policy for

soil, rock, rubble, sand, concrete, clay, other soil and

rock-like materials and the fill used for lakefilling will

help to iniprove the quality of sediment and to prevent

its contamination in the future.

THE SEDIMENT QUAUITY GUIDELINES

The purpose of the sediment quality gukielines is to

protect the aquatic environment by setting safe levels

for metals, nutrients (substances which promote the

growth of algae) and organic compounds.

The guidelines are designed to help environnf)ental

managers - ministry offk:ials and environmental

consultants - make decisbns on a whole range of

issues that affect the quality of sediment.

In partKular, the gukielines will be used by the RAP
teams- the driving force in the gukielines'

development - to determine whk:h sediments are

contaminated arKJ how to organize the cleanups.

HOW THE GUIDELINES WORK

The gukjelines establish three levels of effect - No
Effect Level, Lowest Effect Level and Severe Effect

Level, The Lowest and Severe Effect Levels are

based on the k>ng-term effects whk:h the

contaminants may have on the sediment-dwelling

organisms. The No Effect Level is t>ased on a level of

chemk^als which is so k>w that no contaminants are

passed through the food chain.

The levels of effect will help environmental managers
determine:

• when sediment may be conskjered clean;

• wfiat levels of contamir)atk>n are acceptable for short

periods of time while the source of the contaminatkxi

is being controlled and cleanup plans are being

devek)ped;

• wtiat levels of contanwiation are severe enough to

conskJer the possibility of either removing the

sediment or covering it with a layer of cleaner

sediment. This is called capping.

The three levels of effect are:

• The No Effect Level: This is the level at which the

chemk^ls in the sediment do not affect fish or the

sediment-dwelling organisms. At this level no transfer

of contaminatkin through the food chain and no effect

on water quality is expected.

The No Effect Level is the maximum corx^entration of

chemk^als in the sediment at which no effect is

obsen/ed in fish or bottom-dwelling organisms. A
better rating than No Effect is a zero rating or no

chemk^als at all in the sediment.

Sediment that has a No Effect Level rating is

conskJered clean and usually no mar^gement
decisk>ns are required. Furihemnore, the sediment

nf»y be placed in rivers and lakes provkJed it does not

physk:ally affect the fish habitat or existing water uses
- such as bkx:k a drinking water supply pipe.

• The Lowest Effect Level: At this level, the

chemk^ais in the sediment have no effect on the

majority of the sediment-dwelling organisms. The
sediment is clean to marginally polluted.

Dredged sediments containing concentratnns of

organk: contaminants - PCBs or pestk;ides, for

example - that fall between the No Effect Level and

the Lowest Effect Level nrtay not be disposed of in an

area where the sediment is consklered clean. That is

to say, the sediment near the proposed disposal site

has been, rated at the No Effect Level or better.

Similariy, material for lakefilling projects whk;h testing

has determined meets the Lowest Effect Level may be

placed only in an area where the contaminatnn in the

existing sediment has also been classified at the

Lowest Effect Level.

Contamination in sediment that exceeds the Lowest

Effect Level may require further testing. In addition, a

nr^nagement plan may be needed to prevent further

contamination.
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• The Severe Effect Level: At this level, the sediment

is considered grossty polluted and likely to affect the

health of sediment-dwelling organisms. If the level of

contamination exceeds the Severe Effect Level then

testing is required to d^ermine wftether or not the

sediment is acutely toxic.

At the Severe Effect Level, a management plan will be

required. The plan may include controlling the source

of the contamiruttion and removing the sediment.

Sonf)e examples of the guidelines include:
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The Fill Quality Guidelines

Only material rated as inert fill according to the guidelines accompanying the forthcoming Materials

Management Policy may be used as fill for lakefllling projects. The fill which may be used for lakefilling projects

will be divided into two categories - Confined Fdl and Unconfmed Fill:

• Confined fill may be used for lakefdling projects provided it is placed within the confines of a

structure, such as a dyke, which is capable of withstanding the waves of a-once-in-SO-years storm. The
idea is to prevent the fill from coming into contact with the open water and, in the event of a storm or

high waves, being washed away.

• Unconfined fill which may be placed directly into the water must first pass a set of stringent tests

including:

- bulk chemical tests for 11 metals and organic compounds including polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs),

arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, mercury, nickel, zinc, total organic carbon and total

phosphorus.

- the Receiving Water Simulation Test which determines whether or not organic compounds such as

PCBs leach out from the fill. The material is checked by putting it into a container of water and
shaking it. The water is then tested and must meet the Provincial Water Quality Objectives which

protect fish and other aquatic life.

- further tests which the ministry may order on a case by case basis. The tests may include chemical

analyses for nutrients, other metals and organic compounds in the new Provincial Sediment Quality

Guidelines.

Unconfined Fill must meet the Lowest Effect level of the sediment guidelines for organic parameters

and either the Lowest Effect Level or what is called the background level of the sediment for metals.

The background level is the quality of the sediment before it was affected by industrialization. The
Lowest Effect Level is the level of contamination in the sediment at which testing shows there is no toxic

effect on the majority of sediment-dwelling organisms. Such sediment is clean to marginally polluted.

In addition, the fill must not affect the quality of the sediment or kill sediment-dwelling organisms and

fish. The fill must be free of substances which could accumulate in organisms or which could form

objectionable deposits - such as scum - or ruin the potential of the water for recreation or as a habitat

for aquatic life, such a fish, worms and midges.

Fill that fails the tests for Unconfmed Fill may qualify as Confmed Fill if it meets the requirements for

Confined Fill. Material that fails the requirements for Confmed Fill must be managed as a waste as described

in Regulation 309 under the Environmental Protection Act and/or the procedures described in the proposed

Materials Management Policy.

While the lakefilling project is being built all reasonable measures must be taken to keep the water as

clear as possible and to reduce the loss of fill. Fill is lost when waves wash it into the lake or river or when the

fill does not sink when placed into the water but becomes suspended turning it brown and gritty. Some
precautions may include dumping fill only when the water is calm and protecting all exposed areas of the lakefill

project from severe storms by dykes and enclosures to prevent erosion.

GDldeline Benefits

The guidelines will help environmental managers, who include conservation authority officers and
Ministry of the Environment and harbour commission employees, determine what material may be used in

lakefill projects.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introductioa

The purpose

TK,. nurTx«e of Ontario's new FiU Quality GuideUncs is to protect the quality of the water in the

• T^'.^P^^^ ""ITto orevcnl ooUution from occurring in the future. The guidelines regulate the

P'°:^"f'r^nil^rmav^ iL5 bproETXing from lakefUling as part of urban water front renewal to

?hfr^cJion otatSSe d^^T^ '^itua^uidcline. together with the Provincial Sediment Quahty

Guidelines wiU enhance protection of the aquatic environment.

Lakefllling

Lakefilling is the practice of creating new land by placing rubble, stones, concrete, bricks and loose earth

into shallow areas in lakes and rivers.

The most obvious example of lakefdling is the Metropolitan Toronto harbour ^area. Most of t±ie land

on which^e p^elent HarbourfrL development now stands^for instance, was
^^^^^^^^^^^^^

before 1930 The Stelco Pier in Nanticoke on Lake Ene is another example The 1,191 "^^^ ^^'^/^J^^f^
a^d Su^y is used for unloading and loading raw materials and fimshed goods transported by Great Ukes

ships.

Some of the benefits of lakefilling projects include the creauon of land for parks, marinas and wUdlife

preserves as weU as protection of shoreUnes from erosion or floods.

Monitoring of some existing sites suggests that the fill used has degraded the quaUg- ofjAe water and

sediment and has harmed sediment-dwelling organisms, such as worms and midges, which fish eat

Existing Regulations

Todav most major lakefilling projects proposed by ministries, munidpaliUes or conservation authorities

become lute'ciTlhe EnvironSTAisess^cnt Act because they are part of a larger project, such as a

waterfront park, which is subject to the act.

Private lakefilling proposals may also be designated under the Enviromnental Assessment Act, if the

minister b^Sles^aflTe'rkeCpart'of a project or the whole project - a manna and waterfront recxeaUon

centre, for example - is significant.

All lakefilling projects must meet the requirements of the province's Uke and Rivere J^o^^™".' ;^ct

administ^XteMiSsCf Natural ResourS (MNR) and the federal Fisheries Act which MNR admmisters

on behalf of Fisheries and Oceans Canada.

Until now the fill which was placed directly into the water had to meet the
«^»^<^'"'^"'i°f

°°'^,"°';

OpenwLdL^ Guidelines for idimenL These guidelines were developed ^odetermme whether o^ not

ifd^ed material^ suitable for disposal in open water but have been used ^^^"^ ° ^^"^^^^^ ^'"•

The new FiU QuaUty GuideUnes for Unconfined Fill replace the Open Water Disposal Guidelmes.

Today if a project is approved under the Environmental Assessment Act and conforms to the Ukcs

and Riversl^Vo^^ment Act an'd the federal Fisheries Act. then the material to be used as fiU must meet the

requirements of the Fill Quality Guidelines.
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The guidelines will also complement existing ministry programs for protecting water quality. They
include:

• The Munidpai Industrial Strategy for Abatement (MISA) - The aim of the program is to reduce and,

in some cases, to eliminate discharges of toxic chemicals from industry and municipalities;

• The Remedial Action Plan (RAP) program - The aim of the program is to help clean up the 17 Areas

of Concern in the Great Lakes in Ontario which the International Joint Commission identified as being

badly contaminated;

• Operations Lifeline, a program to upgrade sewage works, and the Beaches Improvement Program -

The aim of these programs is to help improve storm water management.

For copies of the Fill Quality Guidelines for Lakefdling in Ontario, please contact the Public Information

Centre of the Ministry of the Environment, 135 SL Clair Ave. W, Toronto, Ontario. M4V 1P5. (416) 323-4321.
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FOREWORD

The guidelines provided in this document were developed for evaluating the suitability of fill material

for lakerUling. They arc designed to protect the aquatic environment from both the physical effects of, and

contaminants associated with lakeQll materials. The guidelines incorporate features of the Provincial Sediment

Guidelines to ensure protection of sediments and the Provincial Water Quality Objectives to ensure protection

of water quality and water uses. Some provisions in this document relating to the suitability of fill material for

lakefiUing, spcdTically the use of the ConAned Fill Guidelines, contain references to material in the Policy for

the Management of Excess Soils, Rock, and Like Materials (in preparation).

In addition to the protection of water and sediment quality, many other issues such as habitat alteration,

alteration of current patterns, and siting and design, must be addressed before a lakeflll can be built. These

other issues will be addressed in a Provincial Lakefdl Policy currently under development.

Ministry requirements in these Guidelines will not exempt projects from current evaluation procedures

under other legislation administered by this Ministry, or by other Ministries or agencies. Proponents are

responsible for complying with all appropriate policy and regulations in this regard.

1. INTRODUCTION

LakefiUing refers to the placement of solid

material (e.g., loose earth, rubble, broken concrete)

in or abutting a waterbody (lakes and rivers) to

create structures for flood and erosion control (e.g.,

shoreline protection or stabilization works), land

creation (e.g., waterfront parks and recreational

boating fadhties) and confmed disposal facilities for

dredged material. )

LI LakefiUing in Ontario - Backpound

Most of the large lakefilb for the purpose of

land creation have been centred in the western

basin of Lake Ontario, especially the area adjacent

to the Metro Toronto waterfront. The Toronto

Harbour Commission, under Federal charter, has

been using this technique to develop the Toronto

waterfront since 19n. Over the past 25 years, the

Commission has been involved in the construaion

of the Eastern Headland (also known as the Leslie

Street Spit) which is the largest lakefill structure in

Lake Ontario.

During the late 1960's and 1970's, the

conservation authorities bordering western Lake

Ontario and other government agencies (e.g.,

municipalities. Government of Ontario) proposed

.

shoreline plans which included varying degrees of

land creation through lakefdling.

Creation of new land resources through filling

in the littoral (shallow, near-shore) zone can be an

appealing concept for several reasons. With

lakefront property commanding a premium price,

the creation of new land by lakefilling is attractive,

particularly in the heavily populated western basin

of Lake Ontario. In many cases, lakefills provide

recreational opportunities that would otherwise not

exist and could not be provided through the

purchase of existing shoreline properties. In

addition, the fUling activity provides construction

interests v^th an inexpensive means of disposing of

large quantities of waste excavation material and

rubble.

Concerns over the environmental implications

of lakefiUing that have been consistently raised over

many years have recently heightened across Ontario,

particularly in the Metro Toronto area.

The impact on the aquatic environment of

building lakefills using the present methodology has

not been adequately assessed. However, monitoring

of existing sites has, in some cases, indicated

degraded soil, water and sediment quality, and

disruption of aquatic communities in the vicinity of

lakefiU structures.
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A main area of concern has centred around the

quality of the material that has been used in

lakefiUs. Monitoring of fill quality has indicated that

material with the potential to impair water and

sediment quality has entered lakefiUs.

1.2 A Fill Quality Program

The Guidelines which follow have been

developed to provide environmental protection from

the loss of fill and associated contaminants during

lakefilling. They are meant to ensure that lakefilling

does not significantly impair water quality, aquatic

habitat, and adjacent uses from the loss of fill.

Criteria to address aquatic environmental

concerns have been developed such that the quality

of fill and method of placement will ensure

compliance with:

• The MOE water quality management goal: To
ensure that the surface waters of the province

are of a quality which is satisfactory for aquatic

life and recreation" (MOE, 1984)

• The Provincial Sediment Quality Guidelines: to

protect organisms that are directly impacted by

contaminated sediment, namely the sediment-

dwelling (bcnthic) species; and to protect

against biomagniHcation of contaminants

through the food chain from sediment

contaminant sources.

In addition to the protection of water and

sediment quality, many other issues must be

addressed before a lakefill can be built. These

guidelines do not address these other issues.

2. ENVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA

2.1 General

During construction of a lakeHIl, major aquatic

effects are associated with loss of fill material along

with the contaminants associated with the fill.

These effects may be chemical or physical.

Chemical effects are associated with changes to

water and sediment quality. Physical efTects are

two-fold: the effects of suspended sediment on
water quality, spedficaUy, on turbidity; and, the

effects of deposited sediment on aquatic habitat.

Environmental criteria outlined here are

designed to determine the acceptability of fdl and
on-site placement of lakefill materials. These

criteria identify two categories of acceptable fill:

Confmed and Unconfined Fill. The screening

system is outlined in Figures 1 to 3.

• Confined fill: material that meets the initial

screening criteria only.

• Unconfined fill : material that meets the initial

screening criteria as well as additional more
restrictive criteria.

If lakefilling material meets the criteria for

Confmed Fill, the proponent at this point has a

choice of follovong the conditions for placement of

Confined Fill, or proceeding to determine if the

material meets the criteria for acceptability as

Unconfmed Fill

2.2 Chemical Effects

2.2.1 Confined Fill Material Criteria

Confined Fill criteria are based on the

protection of the terrestrial environment. The
Materials Management Policy Committee is

preparing these criteria which are scheduled for

completion at the end of 1992. At that time,

material for use as Confined Fill must meet the

inert fill guidelines outlined in the proposed Policy

for Management of Excess Soils, Sediments and

Like Materials. In the interim, fill material for use

as Confined Fill must meet the Confmed Fill

Guidelines (Interim) as listed in Appendix B.

Initial acceptability of the lakefill material is

determined on the basis of:

• The material meets the Confined Fill

Guidelines (Interim) in Appendbc B. Sampling

and analytical protocols to be followed are

described in the document Sampling and

Analytical Protocols developed as part of the

Proposed Policy for Management of Excess

Soil, Rock and Like Materials

Material not meeting these criteria will be

considered unacceptable for lakefiUs. Fill material

that passes these criteria qualifies as Confined Fill

and can be used for lakefilling if the following

conditions are met:
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• Confined fill is placed within a confining

structure such that there will be no loss of

material to the surrounding aquatic

environment.

• The confining structure is designed to withstand

the most significant wave that could occur in

storms over a 25-year period. The placement

of confined fill can occur only after such a

confining structure is completed.

• The confining structure is protected to the

estimated 50-year storm significant wave prior

to the end of the calm period* during which

confined fHi was first deposited.

2.2.2 Unconfined Fill Material Criteria

In order to qualify as Unconfined Fill, material

passing the criteria referred to above must not

impair sediment quality (Persaud el al. 1992) and

must also meet the following criteria (OMOE
1984):

• The material must be free of substances that

could form objectionable deposits (e.g., scums,

oil, floating debris, etc) or impart colour, odour
or taste to water.

• The material must be free of substances that

could cause 'rapid lethality" to aquatic life.

• The material must be free of substances that

could result in significant bioaccumulation in

aquatic organisms.

• The material must not create water quality

conditions that would impair the health and

well-being of aquatic life and other normal

water uses.

The following tests must be carried out to

determine acceptability of fill material according to

the above criteria. A mandatory list of parameters

requiring analysis is given in Table 1. Other

parameters from the Provincial Sediment Quality

Guideline list (Tables 1 and 2 of Appendix A) may

Table 1: Mandatory Parameter List for

Unconfined Fill

PCBs
Arsenic

Cadmium
Chromium
Copper

Lead

Mercury

Nickel

Zinc

Total Organic Carbon

Total Phosphorus

be required on a case-by-case basis after review of

the history of the site where the material originated.

In order to qualify as Unconfmed Fill, the

material must fu^t meet the Siie-Spedfic Suitability

chemical criteria discussed below and outlined in

Figures 2 and 3. Candidate material will be tested

by bulk chemical analysis and results reported on a

dry weight basis (OMOE (1983) or approved
equivalent analytical procedures).

In addition, the material must also meet a

visual screening test (Objectionable Substances) and
a Receiving Water Simulation test in order to

qualify as Unconfmed Fill.

Material that meets these criteria qualifies as

Unconfined Fill and is suitable for use in direct

contact with open water.

Site-Specific Suitability of Fill

Organic Compounds

If sediment quality in the vicinity of the lakefill

(i.e., ambient sediment quality) is equal to or better

than the No Effect Level of the Provincial Sediment

Calm period is normally considered to be the period from June through August when the normal climatic

conditions do not generate any sustained high energy waves. This period may be extended on a case-specific

basis if it can be demonstrated, based on climatic records (i.e., wind and wave data) (OMNR 1988), that the

occurrence of significant waves greater than 05 m will occur with an expected probabiUty of <25%.
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dissolved in water or remain associated with

particulate matter which will eventually settle to the

bottom. Contaminants associated with material in

a lakefill may also migrate with groundwater and

reach the lake.

Contaminants in the water column, either in

solution or associated with suspended particulate

matter, can have a wide range of effects. These
include exceedances of drinking water objectives

(with potential human health implications), direct

toxicological effects on aquatic biota,

bioaccumulation of contaminants through the food

chain with possible toxicological effects on
predators, and restrictions on commercial

management of fish or on sport fish consumption.

Most studies related to lakefilling have

concluded that water quality effects are localized,

with infrequent detection of nutrients, metals and
organics above PWQOs. Neither acute nor chronic

biological effects have been documented and, in any

case, detecting such effects in the field would be a

difficult task.

A PWOO is designed to protect the most

sensitive water use whether it be for the protection

of aquatic biota, recreation or other uses, and as

such it can be used as the 'no effect* level. In the

vicinity of lakcfills, the PWQOs/PWQGs are not

routinely violated but are occasionally exceeded.

Since acute biological effects in these areas have not

been observed, it can be assumed that lakefilling has

not had acute toxicological effects on pelagic biota

(biota ranging throughout the water column).

However, chronic effects may have occurred in

localized areas near active filling where PWQOs or

PWOGs have been" exceeded. Contaminants in fill

can also enter the groundwater and migrate to a

lake or river. The rate of migration of

contaminants in groundwater is expected to be slow,

but some migration is nevertheless expected. This

aspect will be addressed in the Policy for the

Management of Excess Soil and Soil-like Material.

Fdl lost to the aquatic environment from a

lakefill site is eventually deposited on the bottom.

Most will be deposited in the vicinity of the lakefill,

at least on a temporary basis. Studies have found

elevated levels of some contaminants in biota and

sediment in the vicinity of lakefilling operations on

the Toronto waterfront; however, it is often difficult

to separate the effects of lakefilling from other

point and non-point sources of contaminants.

There is little information on uptake of

contaminants by biota in the vicinity of lakefiUs

under construction. It can be reasonably assumed
that, if the sediments lost during the filling process

are contaminated, and there are no other significant

sources of contaminants, then aquatic biota in areas

adjacent to lakefilling will have higher contaminant

body burdens than in areas not infiuenced by lost

fill. Therefore, it is prudent to minim irr the loss of

fill, and to ensure that any fill lost is not

contaminated.

23 Physical Effects

2J.1 Turbidity Criteria

All reasonable measures will be taken during

filling operations to minimize turbidity levels.

Specific mitigative measures will be determined on
a site-specific basis in consultation with Ministry

staff, but will include the following general

• Filling m areas exposed to wave action will

occur only during a defined 'calm* period.

During other periods, filling will occur only in

protected areas, not prone to wave attack.

• The exposed fill face will be restriaed to a

specific length, usually L5 metres. All other

areas must be protected with erosion-resistant

material to withstand, as a minimum, the

annual storm event.

• All areas exposed to wave attack must be

protected, prior to the end of the calm period,

against the estimated 25-year storm significant

wave - if confined fill has been used, then the

Confined Fill criteria will apply.

Where sensitive water uses are identified,

turbidity levels must be within the specifications of

the PWQO/PWOG. Site monitoring may be

required to ensure compliance with
PWQOs/PWQGs. If violations occur, then the

proponent svill lake corrective action immediately,

according to the project's contingency plan, in which

the proponent identifies essential controls and/or
mitigative measures to be taken if violations occur.

Such measures may include installations of sflt

curtains or filling only behind dikes constructed of

erosion-resistant material.
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2.3.2 Rationale - Turbidity

In extreme cases, turbidity has adverse effects

on biota. The short-term levels of suspended

sediment (which is one component of turbidity)

required to adversely affect biota are higher than

levels resulting from lakefilling. Localized levels of

suspended solids above 2S mg/L (which is the

generally accepted "no effect" level) may occur close

to the active fiU face; however, such levels are not

expected beyond the immediate vicinity of the fill

face.

Deposition of fine-grained sediments and

associated changes in benthic (bottom-dwelling

biota) community structure have been documented

in the vicinity of lakefills as a direct result of the

loss of fill. In extreme cases, close to active filling,

benthic communities arc absent. Except in

protected areas such as embayments and in small

water bodies, deposited material will eventually be

transported to deep parts of the lake.

3 REFERENCES

At low levels, turbidity affects water uses such

as bathing, industrial water uses and aesthetics.

There arc specific PWQOs/PWQGs to protect

against adverse effects on these uses.

Studies indicate that turbidity increases due to

iakefiiiing activities are tisually difficult to discern

over natural background levels, although >^olations

of the PWOO/PWQG have been documented.

These studies have been carried out in Lake

Ontario in the Toronto area where background

turbidity levels can be high, obscuring increases

from iakeniiing. In areas where background

turbidity levels are low, violations of the

PWOO/PWQG would be expected close to active

lakcniling if loose soil is being dumped directly into

the water.

2.3.3 Sedimentation Criteria

To mmimizc sediment losses, the mitigative

measures outlined above to reduce turbidity will be

required.

All sensitive water uses within the area where

sedimentation is hkely to occur will be protected.

(The proponent will identify control measures prior

to undertaking the project as well as remedial

measures that will be taken if impacts do occur.)

ONTARIO MINISTRY OF THE
ENVIRONMENT (MOE) 1983. Handbook of

Analytical Methods for Enviroiunental Samples.

Vol I and II. OMOE, Toronto.

ONTARIO MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT,
1984. Water Management - Goals, Policies,

Objectives and Implementation Procedures of

the Ministry of the Environment, OMOE.
Toronto, Ontario.

ONTARIO MINISTRY OF NATURAL
RESOURCES, 1988. Wave Climate Database

Catalogue, Conservation Authorities and Water

Management Branch, Toronto, Ontario.

PERSAUD, D., R. JAAGUMAGI and A.

HAYTON. 1992. Guidelmes for the Protection

and Management of Aquatic Sediment Quality

in Ontario. Toronto. 30pp.

2-3 4 Rationale - Sedimentation

Fill lost during the^ lakefilling process is likely to

be deposited either along adjacent shorelines or

offshore, and could affect navigation routes, water

intakes and discharges, and aquatic habitat
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Figure 1 . Categorization Of Fill For Lakefilling
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Figure 2. Site Specific Sediment Criteria For Organic Compounds
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Rgure 3. Site Specific Sediment Criteria For Other Parameters
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APPENDIX A

PROVINCIAL SEDIMENT QUALITY GUIDELINES

•KUt h Praviadal Sediment Qsality GoiddiMS for Metals aad NatrieBts.

(values* in ug/g (ppm) dry weight unless otherwise noted)
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Tabic 2: Proviacial SedimcBt Qnalitjr Gaiddines for Otpuiic Coapooads.
(values* in jig/g (ppm) dry weight unless otherwise noted)

Compound

Aldrin

BHC
o-BHC
p-BHC
Y-BHC
Chlordane

DDT(total)

op+pp-DDT
pp-DDD
pp-DDE
Dieldrin

Endrill

HCB
Heptachlor

H epoxide

Mirex

PCB(iQtal]

PCB 1254^

PCB 1248*^

PCB 1016''

PCB 1260^

PAH (total)

[.Odvui ETfeci L.evels and Severe EiTecl L.eveU are based on the Sth and 9Sth percentiles respectively of the Screening Level

Concentration (SIX) (see Section 4.2.4) except where noted otherwise.

( ) Denotes tentative guidelines

* - Values less than 10 have been rounded to 1 signincant digit. Values greater than 10 have been rounded to 2 significant digits

except for round numbers wftich remain unchanged.

" - 10% SIX.

'^- 90% SIX

Analyses for PCB Arochlors are not mandatory unless specincally requested by MOE.

InsufTicient data to calculate guideline.

* Numbers in this column are to be convened to bulk sediment values by multiplying by the actual TOC concentration of the

sedimenis (to a maximum of 10%), e.g. analysis of a sediment sample gave a PCB value of 30 ppm and a TOC of 5%. The value

for PCB in the Severe Effects column is first converted to a bulk sediment value for a sediment with 5% TOC by multiptyirtg 530
X 0.05 26.5 ppm as the Severe Effect L.cvei guidelines for that sediment. The measured value of 30 ppm is then compared with

this bulk sediment value and is found to exceed the guideline.

PAH (total) is the' sum of 16 PAH compounds: Acenaphthene, Acenaphthylene, Anthracene, Benzo(k)fluor«ttlheiie,

Benzo<b)nuorene, Benzo(a)anthracene. Ben2o(a)pyrene, Benzo(g,h,i,)perylene, Qirysene, Dibenzo(a,h,)anthnccne, FluonntheBC,
Pluorene, Indeno(l,2J<d)pyrei)e; Naphthalene, Phenanthrene and Pyrene.

(Lakenil February 1992)

No Effect Level
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APPENDIX B

Interim* Cooflned Fill Guidelines Mandatory Parameter List

Material of Residential/Agricultural Origin

PARAMETER

Antimony

Arsenic

Barium

Beryllium

Cadmium

Chromium VI

Chromium (total)

Cobalt

Copper

Lead

Mercury

Molybdenum

Niciccl

Selenium

Silver

Vanadium

Zinc

Electrical Conductivity

Sodium Absorption Ratio

pH

GUIDELINE
ug/g

0.43

11

160

1.1

0.7

1

58

16

41

45

02

1

38

0.93

027

TJ

120

0J6

0.7

3-10

PLUS: Any elements or compounds which an examination of the history of origins of the material indicate arc

likely to be of concern.

In addition, material 0\at may be considered for use as Unconfined Fill should also be analysed for PCBs, Total

Organic Carbon and Total Phosphorus. These analyses art not required if the material is being considend only as

Confined FUL

* These interim guidelines are adapted from the Proposed Policy for Management of Excess Soil, Rock and Like
Materials. MOE May 1992 (draft) and define the upper limit of material that can be used in a lakcfilL
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Material of Industrial/Commerdal Oridn

PARAMETER GUIDELINE (na/a\

Inorganics

As listed for Material of Residential/Agricultural Origin

Volatile Organic Compounds

Benzene 0.002

Toluene 0.002

Xylene (total) 0.002

Carbon tetrachloride 0.002

Trichloroethylene 0.004

Trichlorofluoromethane 0.012

Methylene chloride (dichloromethane) 0.003

Ethylene dichloridc (1,2-dichloroethane) - 0.002

1,1,1-trichloroethanc 0.005

Tetrachloroethylene 0.002

Polvchlorinated Biphenvls

PCBs 03

Polvcvclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

Benzo(a)pyrene 0.05

Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 0.1

Benzo(a)anthracene 0.05

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene 0.1

Fluoranthene - - 0.14

Phenanthrene 0.092

Naphthalene 0.05

Pyrcne 0.11

Phenols

2,4,6-trichlorophenol 0.1

2,4-dichlorophcnol 0.1

p-cresol 0.1

pentachlorophenol 0.1

Plus

Any elements or compounds, which an examination of the histoiy of origins of the material indicate, are likely

to be of concern.
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APPENDIX C

APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS FOR LAKEFILL GUIDELINES

Formal application procedures for lakefilling are to be developed as part of the comprehensive Lakefill Policy.

On an interim basis, the strategy outlined below has been developed based on ^Tiding procedures.

Types of Projects

The fill quality guidelines apply to all new and on-going lakefill projects (on-going projects may be reviewed on

a case-by-case basis and exemptions may be granted by the regional Director if the proponent can demonstrate

that no adverse effects are likely to result from such an exemption) including:

• shoreline stabilization projects

• construction of piers, groynes, docks, and causeways

• construction of breakwaters and Confined Disposal Facility (CDF) perimeter walls/struaures

• large-scale projects for recreational purposes (e.g.. Bluffers Park)

3 beach creation

• enclosure dykes or dams for mine tailings ponds.

Lakefill fill quality guidelines do not apply to:

• material placed within a CDF structure such as dredge spoils and mine tailings. These are granted

approval under Part V of the E.P. Act and conditions of disposal will be regulated through Certificates

of Approval since these structures are designed to contain specific materials for disposal

• material placed on shorelands above the high water mark and adequately stabilized or protected

• filling behind impermeable barriers such as concrete or sheetpile revetment walls (subject to appropriate

treatment of decant water).

Projects exempted from the Fill Quality Guidelines

• projects designated as emergency shoreline works (designated by a regional Director), e.g., repairs and

maintenance to flood and beach protection works.

Project Specific Application Procedures

Large Scale Projects Subject to the Environmental Assessment (EA.) Act: All projects subject to the

Environmental Assessment (EA.) Act (either Full EA. or Class EA.) would typically proceed through

the Environmental Assessment process and the Guidelines would be applied through conditions written

into the Terms and Conditions of Approval of the project. In the case of Class EA.S, this information

would be contained in the Environmental Study Report of individual projects. It is expected that when
Class EA.S having lakefilling components come up for review they will specifically address and comply
with the Lakefill Policy. It should be noted that Lakefill projects arc not waste disposal facihties and as

such would not come under Part V of the E.P. Act and would not require a Certificate of Approval.

Fill quality guidehnes and other design and construction mitigation measures as may be required as part

of fulfdling the EA. Act would be established as specific conditions and procedures to be used in the

EA. process. This would require the proponent to provide details in the initial E. A. document of how
lakefilling would be done and what environmental safeguards would be followed. These would then

become part of the conditions of approval of the EA.
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Large-scale Projects not designated under and/or exempted from the EA. Act.

Proponents of projects exempted from the EA. Process are not exempted from any of the guidelines

or other policies related to lakefilling and are required to provide to the MOE Regional Director all

information on fill quality and construction techniques (i.e. engineering design) that would normally have

been required for EA. Approval. In addition the proponent should ensure that the project is not in

contravention of any other Federal or Provincial statutes.

Federal Projects (CDFs, SmaU Craft Harbours): All Federal projects are exempt from Provincial legislation.

In the past, the Federal government, through Environment Canada, has been willing to impose

Provincial giiidelines/policies on federal projects. The province expect this level of cooperation wiO

continue under the new guidelines.

Small-scale Provincial and Private: most small-scale projects would require a Ministry of Natural Resources

(MNR) Work Permit. The MNR work permit system is operated under the Public Lands Act and

provides that no person shall dredge or Tdl a shoreland or work on any public land without a work

permit. MNR permits give consideration to fisheries concerns (Fisheries Act) and projects that could

alter or destroy fish habitat would normally not be granted a work permit.

MOE comments on projects under the MNR permitting system. This is ciurently done on an informal

basis but allows MOE Districts and/or Region to review and comment on all small scale lakefiUing

projects. The proponent initially applies for approval through the Public Lands Act. The proponent

is then instruaed to contaa the MOE District Office. Currently most of the projects submitted for

approval have a perimeter constructed of clean material (granular, rock, sheet piles) prior to backfilling

with fine material. For larger projects, the proponent often identifies the source of the backfill material

"borrow area".

General Conditions Governing Fill Evaluation

a) Certain types of material are considered acceptable for lakefilling. These include concrete rubble, as well

as sand, gravel and excavated soils. Some materials, such as asphalt and construction debris, are not

considered acceptable for use in contact with open water, though such material may be considered for

use where the proponent is able to demonstrate, through studies funded by the proponent, that the

material v^ll not adversely affect the aquatic environment.

b) Classification criteria for fill have been developed in conjunction with Materials Management Policy. A
single series of analytical tests are required for material classification. Material will be tested by bulk

sediment analysis and results reported on a dry weight basis (see Sampling and Anatytical Protocols in

the Proposed Policy for Management of Excess Soil, Rock and Like Materials for sampling procedures).

According to the results of these tests, material classified as Inert Fill (Proposed Policy for Management

of Excess Soils, Sediments and Like Materials) can then be placed in a iakefill. No additional testing

is required at this stage if the material is destined only for use as Confined Fill.

c) Material that passes additional tests as outlined in this document can qualify as Unconfined Hll and can

be placed in contact with open water. In order for material to be classified as Unconfined Fill, it must

pass the Provbdal Sediment Quality Guidelines criteria, which will not require additional testing to the

bulk test referred to above, as well as a Receiving Water Simulation test, which will require additional

testing.
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The testing requirements, such as mininiuni number of samples, site history, etc. are detailed in the Sampling

and AnaiyticaJ Protocols developed as part of the Proposed Policy for Management of Excess Soil, Rock and

Like Materials. As a minimum, analysis will include all parameters identiHcd in Table 1. Additional parameters

may be required by MOE regional offices on a case-by-case basis, depending on site history.

General Conditions Governing Fill Placement

• filling should only take place during a defmed calm period (i.e., June to August or MNR Hindcast

Method) in those areas subject to storm/wave damage.

• exposed fill face should not be more than a specified length, usually 15 metres.

• in instances where Confmed Fill will be used in a lakefill, the outer structure must be constructed of

material meeting the Unconfined Fill criteria (e.g., quarry stone, concrete rubble, or other similarly inert

material (as per Policy for Management of Excess Soils, Sediments and Like Materials). The outer

structure must be completed to provide full protection before commencing placement of material

classified as Confined Fill.

Siting and Design Considerations

The follovking general provisions must be given full consideration during the siting and design phase to ensure

a lakefill will not affect water uses.

Lake mis:

• should be located so as not to affect water intakes or outfalls.

• should be located so as not to affect navigation routes or shipping channels.

• should be located sUch that erosion of material will not affect the structural or functional integrity of

onshore and offshore discharges or intakes or other sensitive water uses.

• should be designed to minimize the creation of embayment areas, minimize the amount of semi-

protected shoreline created, maximize the flushing of embayments reducing the deposition of sediments,

so as to avoid direct input of storm sewers or other discharges into embayments created.
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THE ONTARIO GOVERNMENT'S PLANS FOR THE PROMOTION
OF GREEN INDUSTRY

by
George Davies, Deputy Minister, Ministry

of Energy, Toronto, Ontario

This annual Ontario Conference on the Environment provides an

excellent forum for industry and government to share ideas and

perspectives. It's a real pleasure to take part in this opening

session.

I'm especially pleased to be taking part in a conference

sponsored by the Ministry of the Environment. Our two

ministries — Energy and Environment — are close partners in the

effort to put Ontario firmly on the path to sustainable

development and a greener future.

I wish that spirit of partnership were a little more widespread.

In a recent book, economist Lester Thurow of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology reflected on why economists and

environmentalists don't get along. To the economist, Thurow

says, goods and services are the primary focus -- and a clean

environment is only one of many desirable economic outputs.

But to the environmentalist — Thurow says — goods and services

are distinctly secondary, and "a green environment is worth more

than green money." Or money of any colour, he might have added.

Thurow feels it's time the two groups signed a peace treaty. We

in the Ontario government agree.
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We are now working on a Green Industry Strategy that will bridge

the concerns of economists and environmentalists. We realize

that a decent environment is a vital part of our quality of life,

and that making our economy more conserving will ultimately be a

source of strength and competitive advantage.

But what is a green industry, anyway?

There are two meanings. In a general sense, a green industry —
with a small "g" and a small "i" — could be any industry.

Industries become green by minimizing the environmental impact of

everything they do.

But Green Industry — with a capital "G" and a capital "I" — has

a narrower focus. It refers to companies that make products,

operate processes or provide services that help protect or

improve the environment. These companies supply the technology,

goods and services needed for energy efficiency, water

conservation, pollution prevention, and the 3 Rs.

Ontario's emerging strategy covers industrial greening in both

senses.

What makes industrial greening so important is the link with

innovation. In all advanced nations today, innovation is viewed

as the key to competitiveness and future prosperity. The Ontario
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government puts innovation at the heart of its economic policy.

The rewards for innovation — for being first through the door

with new technologies, services or products — can be enormous.

The leaders can gain a substantial marketing advantage and a

highly competitive economy.

Environmental awareness is now a force — perhaps the most potent

force — driving innovation.

Michael Porter, in his study for the Business Council on

National Issues, highlighted four factors that spark innovation:

changing government regulations . . . changing consumer demand . .

.

changing input prices . . . and changing technologies and

processes.

The environment is at the cutting edge of all four trends.

Whether it's clean air regulations or acid rain controls ...

consumer demand for recycled paper and environmentally friendly

packaging . . . outright bans on some inputs like DDT and CFCs . .

.

shifting prices for energy, land and water ... or the auto

industry's quest for low-emission vehicles — in all these areas

environmental concerns are the catalyst.

In a wide spectrum of industries, innovation, research and

development are now heavily driven by the environment. Any
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company that resists the environmental trend is fighting powerful

market and economic forces — forces that are laden with

opportunity.

If we fail to respond quickly to the environmental challenge,

we'll enter a downward spiral. The clean-up costs will consume

vast amounts of money, leaving few dollars to invest in treating

the underlying causes. Both the economy and the environment will

get worse and worse.

But if we can rapidly make the transition to a more

environmentally friendly economy, we can start a virtuous rather

than a vicious cycle.

The key will be a new approach to environmental protection. Our

traditional practice has been to catch pollutants as they leave

the process — "at the end of the pipe." Most companies have

conducted business as usual, with environmental protection as an

add-on.

But this approach has proven expensive and frustrating for

business, and has generally achieved a limited reduction in

emissions and effluents. Often we've just turned one form of

pollution into another. Capturing liquid effluents, for example,

can leave solid waste, and burning solid waste creates air

pollution.
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It makes more sense to return to the front end of the pipe — to

shift our focus from the waste outlet to the laboratory. We need

to rethink our products and our industrial processes from the

very start. We need to build in energy efficiency and pollution

prevention at the R&D, engineering and design stages.

Zero discharge should be our goal. The route to this ideal state

is to minimize waste — by capturing the value contained in all

the material going through a plant.

A growing number of companies in the petrochemical and other

industries recognize this and are now working on closed-loop

processes that allow no effluent to escape into the environment.

It's a totally new approach to industrial design that involves

rethinking and redesigning processes from first principles. It's

a major challenge for Ontario industry — but it's one that will

produce better products and make for more competitive companies.

Now let me turn to one of my favourite subjects — energy

efficiency.

Energy efficiency is a leading example of the convergence of

economic and environmental goals. It can be much less costly —
in dollar terms — to save energy than to keep producing it. And

it's also much easier on the environment.
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Consider electricity, for example. Ontario Hydro calculates that

energy-efficient home appliances can reduce electricity

consumption for a remarkably low cost — ranging from less than 1

cent to 2.2 cents per kilowatt hour saved over the life of the

appliance.

By not having to produce that power, Hydro avoids much greater

costs, ranging from 4 to 7 cents per kilowatt hour. Numbers like

that explain why demand management is so attractive.

An important point about demand management is that, when it

lowers peak demand, it reduces the need to build large new

generating facilities. By the end of the decade. Hydro expects to

achieve electricity savings of around 5,200 megawatts. This is

equivalent to the output of one and a half Darlington-sized

nuclear stations.

Hydro expects that another Darlington would cost upwards of $20

billion. Through demand management, Hydro and its ratepayers can

avoid the mega-costs and the mega-risks involved in massive

supply investments.

And if we can contain the need for electricity, it will help us

to address a host of environmental problems — from nuclear

waste, acid rain, smog and global warming, to the ecological

impact of new hydroelectric dams.
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similar thinking applies to our water and sewer infrastructure in

this province. Projected capital spending for system upgrades

alone totals $7 to $17 billion over the next 15 years, and

proposed capacity expansions go far beyond this.

We simply can't afford this level of capital expenditure if there

are cheaper alternatives. A case can be made for demand

management for water, similar to that for electricity.

Enormous opportunities exist to save money and help save the

environment at the same time.

For example, water use in one-third of the province is not

metered — which means its use is not measured and charged for.

Metering would be a major step forward in controlling

utilization.

And it's been shown that simple measures like low-flow

showerheads and toilets can slash household water consumption by

40 per cent, with a payback period of just one to two years.

Audits in the industrial, commercial and institutional sectors

report similar findings: a 20 to 40 per cent water reduction

easily achieved, with a one to three year payback.

This makes a strong case for water efficiency when you compare
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these paybacks to paybacks of 20 to 30 years for new water and

sewer systems.

But the time for merely talking about such things is past. Action

is urgent, because he or she who hesitates is — broke. We have

to move quickly to develop our green industry in order to play

our part in the massive market that is developing internationally

for green products and services.

According to data collected by the U.S. Commerce Department, the

world market for pollution control products and environmental

services reached $370 billion last year.

In the U.S. itself, it's estimated that between 65,000 and 75,000

environmental companies achieved sales of $130 billion last year.

And the industry is growing between 8 and 18 per cent a year.

Ontario's Green Industry at present includes some 1,800

companies, recording more than $2 billion in annual sales and

employing 28,000 people.

The industrial and consumer market for green products is hard to

compute — but our best guess is that it could reach 3.5 per cent

of GDP, or $10 billion in Ontario this year.

The Ontario government intends to accelerate the growth of this
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green market so as to create an economy — and a society — that

are environmentally sustainable. At the same time, we want to

keep the economic benefits of supplying this new market within

the province, as far as economically feasible. Our goal is to

see a large share of this green demand met by competitive Ontario

firms with export potential.

The Green Industry Strategy is a key part of the government's

economic renewal plan. It is being developed in collaboration

with business, environmental, and other groups, and with the

support of seven government ministries.

Our strategy has two overriding goals:

o to encourage the growth of the market for green

products and services, and

o to help Ontario companies gear up to meet this market

demand.

The challenge for all Ontario industries is to get out there on

the crest of the environmental wave. Government's role is to put

in place the pieces that will facilitate the greening of the

economy and the growth of Green industry.

To help build the market for green products and services, we plan
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to pilot the concept of community-based Green Teams to lead a

household green audit and retrofit program. This new concept

will test one-stop shopping for the consumer by coordination of

audits for energy, water and waste.

We are currently talking to a few municipalities that could both

benefit from this approach and help us to demonstrate it.

Green Teams could offer information and advice on efficient light

bulbs, refrigerators, showerheads, toilets, composters and so

forth. We would like to see if they could be run as a

collaborative effort involving local utilities, tradespeople,

retailers, trainers and environmental groups.

We are counting on partnership and co-operation by the local

players to mobilize communities behind this promising new

initiative.

We are also working on a co-ordinated approach to efficiency

initiatives for industry.

Here, it makes sense to consider changes to industrial processes

that look at use of, and impact on, resources — energy, air,

water and soil — in a coordinated fashion. We can work with

these companies in their efforts to become more environmentally

friendly, and at the same time more competitive.
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Through such activities we expect to expand the green market

significantly. But to supply this emerging market, we'll need a

whole new generation of highly engineered, environmentally

friendly products.

That's where our supplier development initiatives come in. We

want Ontario to become a leading producer and exporter of

environmental goods and services. The ministries involved are

working together to remove barriers, seek and encourage

stakeholder involvement.

Our tactics in the short run are to identify new product

opportunities and go after them. We now have a list of more than

200 such opportunities, and are currently concentrating on the

top dozen.

For example, we're working with two Ontario-based companies that

want to produce low-flow toilets for use in new construction and

for the retrofit market.

The General Electric lighting project, announced in January, is

another example of our strategy in action. With government

support. General Electric Canada is investing $144 million at its

Oakville plant to produce two of the three most advanced energy-

efficient lighting products in the world — the T-8 fluorescent

lamp and the Halogen-IR lamp.
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Over the longer term, a Business Development Unit recently

established by Ontario Hydro will play a pivotal role in the

Green Industry strategy. This unit operates in conjunction with

the Ministry of Energy and the Ministry of Industry, Trade and

Technology.

Hydro plans to invest $6 billion in demand management by the year

2000 — a commitment expected to lever an additional $10-15

billion in spending by the private sector. Hydro's new unit has

a mission to develop suppliers of energy-efficient products, so

Hydro can reach its demand management targets while securing the

industrial benefits for Ontario.

In the past. Hydro has worked with the nuclear industry and

makers of transmission and generating equipment to meet the

requirements of the supply side of the utility system. As a

result of this cooperation, Ontario companies provide more than

75 per cent of Ontario Hydro's purchases.

Now the challenge is to develop internationally competitive firms

to serve the demand side. We hope to produce energy-efficient

lighting, refrigerators, motors, lighting ballasts and so forth -

- not only for the Ontario market — but for the world market as

well.

The new Hydro Business Development unit will have strong links
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with the household and industrial conservation initiatives, and

in general with the suppliers and users of green products. Its

role is to improve the flow of information — to tell users about

new environmentally friendly products and services, and to tell

suppliers what users want.

Of course, our market development and supplier development

initiatives both depend on money. That isn't easy to find these

days, as no one needs to be reminded. But in this particular

case, the risks are greatly reduced by high regulatory standards,

product-testing and access to predictable markets.

We are confident the capital sources will be there to finance the

greening of Ontario industry and the development of new green

products and services.

Let me reiterate that Ontario's Green Industry Strategy supports

both economic and environmental goals.

o It promotes economic renewal through innovation and the

creation of high-value-added jobs.

o It will reduce public sector infrastructure costs —
for power plants, water treatment facilities and

landfill sites.
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o And it will moderate demands on the environment and

help ensure that our children inherit a livable planet.

The sOccess of the Green Industry Strategy will depend on new

partnerships — across government, across communities and across

industries — and between industries, communities and government,

Together, we can move Ontario toward a sustainable future. And

by example, we can help achieve a sustainable world. Thank you.
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ECONOMIC RENEWAL STRATEGIES AND LAND USE PLANNING
REFORM

by
Brian Riddell, Assistant Deputy Minister,
Ministry of Municipal Affairs, Toronto,

Ontario

Good planning is visionary. It is mindful of the past, respectful of tradition and

forward looking. Good planning is value centred, based on sound principles that

reflect who we are as a community and what we want to become. The planning

decisions we make today will affect our communities for generations to come.

The strategic vision that a community creates holds the key to its future. Land use

planning is an integral component of such a strategic plan and a tool to assist local

governments achieve the future their community needs and desires.

Good land use planning is environmentally sound, socially and culturally sensitive

and economically viable.

The Province has an obligation as well as an interest in the quality of local land

use planning. The njles and regulations established by the Province set the

parameters within which municipal governments plan their communities. An essential

element in the planning process must be the protection and improvement of

environmental quality. We cannot take the environment for granted in planning

growth and this requires us to better understand the full effects of our activities on

our natural surroundings. Over the long term the maintenance of open,

undeveloped spaces, environmentally sensitive features, and biological diversity will

result in healthy, sustainable communities.
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We must, in planning for our communities, recognize social needs by ensuring

access to the full range of resources, such as housing, places of employment, open

space, recreation, education, and health facilities. Land use planning must support

the maintenance and development of healthy and safe communities with adequate

physical and social environments for their residents.

Planning for a community must continue to support economic activity by

encouraging economic opportunities. Our communities will continue to grow - we

will need new jobs and continued economic support for the existing businesses and

industries. We will need fully serviced land capable of attracting new business and

industry.

LAND USE PLANNING REFORM

In June of 1991, Dave Cooke, the Minister of Municipal Affairs, announced the

creation of the "Commission for Planning and Development Reform in Ontario",

chaired by John Sewell. As part of its mandate the Sewell Commission has been

asked to recommend changes to the land use planning process that will ensure the

planning process is open, fair, accountable and effective in serving the public

interest and will support provincial priorities in environmental protection. The Sewell

Commission is seeking public input through extensive consultations, in the form of

public hearings and written submissions and expects to present its

recommendations eariy in '93.
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PROVINCIAL PLANNING

The ministry is building the capacity to strategically manage and develop broad

provincial policy initiatives that relate to the effective and efficient delivery of

provincial services for community economic development and growth of regions,

municipalities and rural areas. This means taking a broad, long term view of the

province through strategic planning and inter-ministry co-ordination.

In the area just beyond the boundaries of the Greater Toronto Area, the first strides

are being made to identify and address issues of grov\^h and development that

extend beyond the boundaries of individual municipalities, regions or counties. This

wori< has highlighted the importance of linking environmental planning for

watersheds and headwaters with the settlement and servicing plans of communities

that share the watershed. We think it will point the way toward the development of

provincial strategies tailored to different regions of the province.

ECONOMIC RENEWAL STRATEGIES

Ontario has been dealt a serious blow by the recession. All areas of the Province

have been affected, but it is in the urban centres where 70 per cent of Ontario's

employment is located that the impact of the recession has been felt the most: 72

per cent of Ontario's unemployed live in major urban centres. 72,000 constnjction

jobs were lost in 1991, representing 21 per cent of the constnjction labour force.
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Residential and commercial construction is widely recognized as a significant key to

economic recovery. The current regulatory system is not well equipped to respond

quickly to development projects, private or public, that have the potential to

stimulate and sustain the economy and create jobs.

For the long term, the Sewell Commission will be making recommendations for

improvements to the land use planning process. In the meantime, however, there

are short term steps that we can take immediately to make the current planning

and regulatory system work better. The current system of planning approvals in

Ontario has evolved over the years, through decades of unprecedented growth in

Ontario. It is a complex system with many layers of review by various government

agencies. Labour, business and the municipal sector have lost faith in the

development approvals process. They view it as a deterrent to growth and

economic recovery because of the length of time and high cost of complying with

government requirements before approvals are given.

On April 9, 1992, the l\/1inister of Municipal Affairs made a statement to the

Legislature in which he outlined plans to speed up the Provincial land use planning

decision-making process. "Supporting Urban Economic Recovery" is a package of

Government initiatives designed to effectively manage provincial planning decisions

to provide opportunities for new construction and development, while maintaining

environmental and other standards. We need a quicker, smarter way to determine

whether or not a development project should be approved or not.
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Interministerial teams have been organized on a geographical basis around the

Province. They are snnall teanns of planners from the ministries that are actively

involved in reviewing, commenting and making decisions on development

applications: Ministries of Municipal Affairs, Environment, Natural Resources,

Agriculture and Food, Transportation, Housing and Culture and Communications.

These Core Teams, led by Municipal Affairs, will provide a corporate plan review

service and develop criteria and process for streamlined decision-making. There will

be priorities set for provincial decisions based on good planning, protection of the

environment and creating jobs. The Core Teams will prepare coordinated provincial

positions on new official plans and updates and will identify specific major, complex

projects for accelerated decision-making.

The Core Teams are located in 8 regions throughout the Province with equal

opportunity to accelerate decisions on identified priority projects in those regions. By

preparing coordinated provincial positions on new official plans they will be enabling

all regions in the Province to prepare for new projects now and in the future.

While many of the priority projects will be located in large urban centres such as

the Palladium in Ottawa-Carieton, many of the projects will be in small urban areas

located within rural Ontario. The economic benefits derived will benefit the whole

province.
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Ministries will be working together in this initiative, as a team. Individually, as in the

case of the Ministry of the Environment, each ministry is committed to speeding up

its own turnaround time. Together they will make faster decisions so that good

projects that meet all of the provincial requirements and standards of good planning

are not delayed.

Accelerating decision-making does not mean we have abandoned our environmental

responsibilities. On the contrary. The principles of good planning, which include

environmental safeguards, will continue to be the foundation of every land use

decision. Nor does accelerating the decision-making process mean that every

project will be approved. What it does mean is that a decision will be made faster,

even when the decision is "NO".

All Ministries with plan review responsibilities will produce guidelines setting out

standards and approval requirements for official plans and projects to provide more

certainty in the process for proponents, reviewers and the public. The Ministry of

Municipal Affairs will soon release Streamlining Guidelines for all involved in the

planning process to assist in making the system more efficient and will also outline

policies and good planning principles to be reflected in new official plans.

We estimate that somewhere in the order of 200 new official plans and major

official plan amendments will proceed before the work of the Sewell Commission

has been completed. In anticipation of Sewell's recommendations we are
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developing Guidelines on Growth and Settlement Policy that represent current

thinking and existing practice and that are "in tune" with the direction that the

Sewell Commission is taking. Obviously, planning and development will continue as

the Commission's work proceeds.

The manner in which growth is accommodated and the resulting land use patterns

can have profound economic, environmental and social effects that are felt both

within and beyond the local municipality. The province has an obligation, as do the

other levels of government, to do its part in ensuring that effective land use

planning is carried out using the best information available. By preparing and

releasing guidelines now on planning for growth, we will be able to apply them to

new plans and proposals while the Commission completes its mandate and its

recommendations are implemented.

Land use planning and economic renewal are interdependent. All land use planning

must be founded in good planning principles which include economic viability.

Economic recovery can be stimulated by making good land use decisions that

ensure that environmentally sound development and construction projects can come

on stream quickly.
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LAKE ONTARIO GREENWAY STRATEGY

by
Rick Symes, Shoreline Management Advisor,
and Suzanne Barrett, Director of Environmental
Studies, Royal Commission on the Future of
the Toronto Waterfront, Toronto, Ontario

REGENERATION

The final T«po*t of the Cioi&bl£ CotDfflissktn: "ReMfiterartoit • Tonuao's Wata^hmt aitd the

SustalnaMt City", ^ts Teleaied on May 14 1992. It sununari«e« ihre»-aiid>a*halfyean of toidiea

and lecommeiMlailons by Qte Cummuuoun. Tbc icpurt hij^ilighu ihe llnk» that exiai Utwceii dty

and naniit — ainong people, the economy, hfculih, and enviiuunenul susiainabilliy. It pRxnottS tlw

ooMyMcin MppioMk-n lo achieve itgenerauoo of both (he eovixonment and the economy.

RefeiMration ii defined as a proccH that restores and malniains envifonraenul health, as weD as

wMicipaUng and pr«v«nUiig future harm. This means striving to ensure that cxisdng land uaca and

•Uivioea are adapted, and all new developn^ni Is designed, to contribute to the httlth, diversity,

and tuttalnabUltv of the entire ecosystem: the physical environment, human ooomuinlttes, and

eoonocnic adiviuoa.

The Pkuvioce, nu)((iuKlii(| die iiii)Miance of actiw on Ute recoinmendidons of the Gtmbie
Oomniuion, hai taken steps to esuibiish a Watenroni Regenention Trusu TMi aieocy will

coordinaie the regeneration of Ute Lake Ontario Waterftoiu fhrni BurtlngtoQ Bay, m the we«, «> the

Trent River, in the easL It will:

• champion the ecological intenity of the wAtefront;

• identify and protect the public's Interest In the waieiftont based on the princtplet of dean,

green, useable, diverse, open, accessible, connected, afTordabk and attractive; and
• wrutk wiih all IcvcU \A ^uvcnuitcui, bgciwicik, cuuuiiunily gn>ups aiid oilier Inttresu,

including the jTrivatc mxiut, d mca uxrunon mils compatible with job weaiion, economic
development, and a heoJthy, accctiuble watcrlront.

LAKE ONTARIO GREENWAY STRATEGY

One uf (he ufujolu Miiiibicr Gricr Ims utkuJ ihc Walcrfruiti RegenertiJoo Trust to undenike Is a

Lake Oniaiio Greenway Stniegy. The primary objccilve of this Grcenwsy Siraxegy is to ensure

That wateTfrom octivide!! urvl developrrtent conoibute to ecosystem health by pruccting natural and
cultural heritage, rernedianng problem areus und yystcms, and enhancing oppcnunliles for

recreation and economic activities. It will pt^A-lde an Integrated Kpproa>::h to Implemendng a number
of recoromendadons In Regenerauon, panlculAriy those regarding the WaierTroct Trail and other

recrearlon opponunldci, protecting vistas, shoreline managemetiu habitat protecdon and
resioradon, soil remetliailon, dealing wiia polluted wiuer and sediments, and ocoaystem-based

planning.
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A grvcnwty »lon| the waurfront will achieve many bencAu. Il will:

provide recreation oppartunltio close to hotne;

connect coolotical iQrstenM and habiuitai

oihanoc wata quali^;

provide oppanufiiiics for economic aciivitie»;

oontribuiE id liveable ooRunuAiiiai and

involve retidenu in rcgcncniion projecu,

ahor»Hn> Mawg#wi*nt- The iihurvUnc Tn«rw|eincni ccmpoaenc of the Qitcnway SuaiBfv will

continue woik already undenikcn 1^ the Cummisiaun and published in diMCUMlon paper #13:

"ShareUne Kegtiterationfor the Oremer Toronto Btiregton'. This KUdy examined thepolicks,

practices, lechnolosy and mcthodx available for slureline ict^encnUun, inclmlinK lakefUIinj;,

erosion protection, and fl^liery inanaaensnt It itlendfled a number of beneflu of shoreline

mana|;emenu u well as a number of issues. The benefits include protecUui of wnto^um £acililies

from erosion, and the pravifdon of new waterfroat ItUKl for rearaiiun and other uses. Sorae of the

Iccy issues include a lack of attention to cumulative effects; impacu on habiiais. water ijuolUy,

sediment quality and coiisial processes; iimiuiiions of existing siandurdx and uonirols; and effects

on visiu and pubHc occesk to the waccifroAL

Th« Shoreline Refeneration srudy concluded tliai there is a need Tor iuie||(rated plonjiiii^ 1

nunagement of the shoreline, to provide coordination of the many agencies ano other int

|IUld

interestt

Involved, cKabllsh shared ^als, faclliiaie balanced decisions, and sUmula» appropriate action.

Tite i^ake Ontario Creenurfly Strategy is Intended to achieve this and will laclude:

• deacriptlve inaps showing key habitat and coatul process Inrormation,

• asseument of physical prooestox and habiiai for seciionti uf the slurc with

rcc-ommcndaiions for nvanagement;
• Cfiieria and conditions for lakeflUing and eixision cunuvl; and
• polivy development.

Prueaiit for th# <»ragnway Strategy. The Waterfront Regeneration Trust will act u a
faclllttior and a oatidyyt to atphieve the objectives of the Grtenway Scmegy. It will work
oollaboradvely with all levels of government, the btisiness sector, non*goveniinent groups, and the

general public Mr Cromble wlU chair a steering cormnictee with brood representation. Woil(|ioupi

will be established to undertake spet^ific aspects of the strategy, and the results of thdr work will

be imegmted to fOTm the Strategy. Initial public consultation will be held this fall, and continued

during the preparation of the Strategy. The taxzct date for compledon of ihe draft strategy is June

1994, although projcoi that are (insistent wiih the emerging strategy will be encouraged and
implemented before that dnv.

Impitrmynbitlon of tha (tragnway Siratggy. A number of mechanlSBU will be used to

implement the Strategy. They incliide:

Uie develupnicnt uf Piuvinctal policies, siandardi and guidelines;

iHicgiaiiun uC puliclcs and projects Into municipal and oonien/adon authority plans; and
wateifh>nt partnership agreements.
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itb^lUN II - UUKKUKAIt UKbbNINU

Moderator: Peter Victor, Assistant

Deputy Minister, Policy Development
& Intergovernmental Relations,

Environment Ontario, Toronto

David Reld, Environmental Protection

Industries Sector. Domestic Industry

Support Branch, Ministry of Industry,

Trade and Technology, Toronto, Ontario

Donald A. Hames, Dow Chemical Inc.

Sarnla. Ontario

Wayne Wright. Vice-President.

Canadian Petroleum Products Institute.

Wlllowdale. Ontario

Ian Tedford. Manager, Environmental

Programs, Xerox Canada Ltd.

North York, Ontario

Rose Todorski. Facilities

Management. Bell Canada
Etobicoke, Ontario

Dave Burman. Facilities

Management, Bell Canada
Etobicoke. Onlano
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NATIONAL EMISSIONS REDUCTION MASTERPLAN (NERM)
A Responoiblo Care" Initiative of CCPA

Don A. Hames
Dow Chemical Canada Inc.

Harold W. Quinn
Consultant to CCPA

INTRODUCTION

The Canadian Chemical Producers' Association (CCPA)represents over 60 companies in Canada engaged in themanufacture, distribution and sale of chemicals and alliedproducts In the mid-80's, CCPA adopted a policy of ResponsibleCare under which every member company is committed to takingevery practical precaution towards ensuring that oroducts do notrepresent an unacceptable level of risk to health' and the
environment. Since its inception in Canada, the Responsible Carecomjnitraent has been adopted by chemical industry trade
associations in a number of countries. In 1990, Responsible Carewas recognized with a Global 500 award presented by the UnitedNations Environment Program.

Responsible Care has a set of guiding principles whichstates that every member Company will:

* ensure that operations do not represent an unacceptable levelot risk to employees, customers, the public or the environment;

* provide relevant information on the hazards of chemicals tocustomers, urging them to use and dispose of products xn a safemanner and make such information available to the public onrequest; ^

* make Responsible Care an early and integral part of theplanning process leading to new products, processes or plants;

1
i^^^e^se the emphasis on the understanding of existing productsand their uses and ensure that a high level of understanding ofnew products and their potential hazards ia achieved prior to andthroughout commercial development;

* comply with legal requirements which affect its operationB andproducts; *

* be responsive and sensitive to legitimate community concerns;

0: ResponaibLe Care i, a registered tr»dei»ark of tl>e C«n»<J1«n Ch.«ic»l
Producers' Association
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* work actively with and assist governments and selected
organizations to foster and encourage equitable and attainable
standards

.

The documents which are the substance of the guiding
principles and which outline the specific performance
expectations of Responsible Care are six Codes of Practice. These
address Research and Development, Manufacturing, Hazardous Waste
Management, Transportation, Distribution and Community Awareness
and Emergency Response (CAER). Each code of practice has an
accompanying set of milestones which represent significant steps
in the management of the code implementation process. These
milestones also provide a means by which progress can be easily
measured

.

Two of the codes of practice, the Manufacturing Code and the
Hazardous Waste Management Code, identify, as priorities, the
development of inventories of environmental emissions and
programs for reduction of them, while a third, the Community
Awareness and Emergency Response Code, specifies the need for
public disclosure. The CCPA has embarked upon a program to
address these priorities. As the title of this paper indicates,
it is called the National Emissions Reduction Masterplan, which I

shall subsequently refer to as NERM.

NERM

NERM, as a multifaceted initiative, will encompass:

* an inventory of chemical-specific emissions to all
environmental media from the operating facilities of CCPA member
companies;

* a database of hazardous and non-hazardous waste experiencing
off-site waste management;

* monitoring of the reduction of chemical-specific emissions and
of waste generation and setting of reduction targets;

* communication to the public of aggregate emissions and waste
data and of reduction accomplishments and projections.

The collection of emissions and waste data has begun on a
voluntary basis for 1991. Member companies have been encouraged
to respond in order that both they and the CCPA can gain some
experience with the NERM process. However, reporting of 1992
emissions in 1993 will be mandatory for all operations. It is on
the basis of those 1992 emissions data that the CCPA will be able
to develop aggregate data for coimnunication with governments and
the public.
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The key instrument for collection of the desired data under
the NERM initiative is a three-part survey. Part A provides
information relating to the identity of reporting facilities,
Part B collects annual chemical-specific emiseions data and
Part C reports annual total waste destined for off-site waste
management. I shall now take a few minutes to discuss each of
these

.

THE SURVEY

PART A

Part A of the survey permits identification of the
geographic location of an operating facility, which will allow
aggregation of emissions data on a national or regional basis. A
facility is defined as operations under common local management
and it may include off-site installations such as warehouses or
landfills. Part A also identifies a knowledgeable contact for the
information provided. For companies with a number of different
operating facilities, a complete survey must be filed for each.
However, corporate coordination of the survey and submission to
the CCPA of a single package containing surveys for ail locations
have been requested.

Part B

Part B is the most comprehensive component of the entire
survey, it is designed to require chemical-specific reporting of
emissions to all environmental media, i.e. air, water or land,
from particular on-site emission sources of chemical substances
of health and environmental concern. For example, emissions of a

particular chemical to the air will be identified to have
originated from stack or other point sources, from chemical
storage or handling sources, from fugitive sources such as
leaking valves or pumps, from spills or from other non-point
sources such as waste water treatment facilities or landfarms.

In addition. Part B collects data relating to the quantity
of a specific chemical associated with wastes leaving the
facility for off-site waste management. While it is not a

foregone conclusion that this chemical will be emitted to the
environment, the fact that it has left the site and is thus not

under the direct control of site management introduces the
possibility of environmental emissions. An awareness of this
potential may in itself provide an incentive to reduce the
quantity of off-site waste or, at least, the quantity of the
chemical associated with it.
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For identification of chemical species for reporting
purpoboo, a list of over 300 chemical R hao been provided as a

otarting point or a minimum. At present, the core of the list is

the current U.S. EPA Section 313 Toxic Chemical List. To that has
been added a number of other chemicals of environmental concern,
such as CO2, NOy' ^^x' 3ll^3"^s from methane through hexane,
alkenes from 1-butene through 1-hexene and acetylene. These
additional compounds relate to such environmental concerns as
global warming, acid rain and tropospheric ozone. Even with these
additions, it is recognized that the list does not necessarily
identify all chemical substances of health and environmental
concern. Reporting companies have been encouraged to develop an
awareness of all emissions and to report any which they think may
be of concern. It is to be expected that the chemical list
employed will undergo additions and/or deletions as its validity
is tested by our experience with it.

Although the survey is designed to encourage chemical-
specific reporting of emissions, it is recognized that, in somft

instances, the reporting facility will be dealing with mixtures
of chemicals, perhaps in starting materials and/or product
streams, and, most certainly, in process and waste streams. To
the extent that the chemical-specific composition of such
mixtures can be reasonably determined, chemical-specific
reporting of emissions is expected. If, however, it is not
possible to provide chemical-specific identification of a

mixture, it is sufficient to use the generic or chemical family
identity, e.g. Cg-alcohols.

There is, also, the question of whether to report emissions
regardless of how small the quantity of a substance encountered
at a facility or how small its environmental emissions. Two
criteria have been adopted to assist responders in this regard.
These state that emissions of substances of health and
environmental concern must be reported if:

1) the quantity of the chemical acquired for use at or produced
by the facility exceeds 10,000 kg per year, and

2) the emissions of that chemical from all sources at the
facility exceed 1000 kg per year.

These are criteria which are considered satisfactory for NERM
reporting at this stage of the process. They certainly will
assure reporting of major emissions. However, within the context
of the Responsible Care commitment, responders have been
encouraged to report emissions of less than 1000 kg per year, if
the substance involved is known to be of high health or
environmental concern.
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Member companies have been asked to use the estimation
methods which they consider to be mosf appropriate. With
emissions to water and land, the determinations are quite
straight forward, involving knowledge of the total quantity of
material emitted and the concentration of the chemical species
involved. With emissions to air, on the other hand, the
estimations are more complex and the data accuracy will be
influenced by the level of sophistication of the methods
employed. For small quantity emissions, the impact of data errors
will not be great. For larger emissions, however, it could be and
it is expected that responders will upgrade the level of
sophistication of estimation methods for such situations.
Recognizing that there will be some error associated with all
submitted data, facilities have been asked to provide their best
estimate of emissions to two significant figures.

The section of Part B which addresses transfers of a
chemical in wastes to off-site locations requires reporting of
the total quantity of the chemical in kg per year and information
relating to what happens to the waste after it has been
transferred. Responders are asked to indicate whether the waste,
and thus the chemical, was recycled, reused or recovered (either
as material or energy content recovery), was destroyed
biologically or by incineration, was contained by landfill,
underground injection or other storage or received some other
treatment. This reporting of the destiny of the waste is in terms
of the percentage of the whole. This information will provide a
basis for monitoring change in waste management strategy with
time for particular types of waste.

The final section of Part B reports the change in chemical-
specific emissions from the previous year and encourages
facilities to consider the emission reductions possible over each
of the succeeding five years. These projections will not be
considered to be defined targets to be met. However, since one of
the primary goals of this program is to provide a basis for
setting of emissions reduction targets, the projections should
reflect realistic goals and will, we think, stimulate the
necessary activity to accomplish them.

PART C

Part C of the survey is not, in fact, a survey of emissions,
but rather one of total waste destined for off-sLte waste
management. It requires reporting of waste quantities in tonnes
per year for both hazardous wastes, as defined by the pertinent
provincial regulatory agency, and non hazardour. wasteo. It
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distinguishes between routine waste, that arising from the on-
going scheduled activity at the facility, and non-routine waste,
such as that resulting from unscheduled activity such as spill
cleanup, storage tank sludge clean-out, etc. Within each of these
categories, there is a further more specific identification of
the waste, such as waste water and packaging waste.

There is, as in Part B, a need to identify the type of waste
management technology used off-site, as well as to provide a
comparison of the total waste guantity for the year of reporting
with that of the previous year and a projection of the quantity
of Such waste for each of the next five years. Again these
projections should reflect the identification of waste reduction
targets and stimulate a waste minimization program at the
facility.

Member companies are encouraged to provide also information
relating to particular emission or waste reduction
accomplishments. This can be in an anecdotal format and will
provide insight for others into how these may be achieved.

MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION OF DATA

The development and distribution of the survey has been, to
this point, the key focus of this program. Attention is now being
given to how best to establish a system for management of the
data and how best to aggregate it for communication purpose-j.
These decisions will be made in the very near future. Because
response to the survey of 1991 emissions is voluntary, it is not
expected that there will be a response by the total CCPA
membership. Consequently, there will be no public communication
of aggregate data for that year. However, member companies have
been encouraged to communicate their own emissions data to their
respective communities.

The situation will be different, however, in 1993. Response
to the survey of 1992 emissions will be mandatory and it is
expected that CCPA should be able to communicate meaningful
aggregate data for that year. These may be chemical-specific
aggregates or expressed as VOC or greenhouse gas emissions.
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RELEVANCE OF NERM TO OTHER INVENTORIES

While NERM is a proactive initiative of the CCPA, it is not
the desire nor the intent of the CCPA that it should result in an
isolated database. There are other initiatives currently underway
at the federal and provincial levels to generate emissions
inventories. These include NOj^/VOC and greenhouse gas
inventories, as well as the National Pollutant Release Inventory
(NPRI). CCPA has been involved in consultations relating to all
of these. It is expected that the database developed under NERM
will allow the CCPA to provide meaningful data relating to
emissions from the Canadian chemical industry to all such
national or provincial inventories.

SUMMARY

In summary, the Canadian Chemical Producers' Association
sees the National Emissions Reduction Masterplan as an important
and a necessary initiative under the Responsible Care commitment.
The survey, currently in its experimental phase, will provide, in
the short terra, valuable experience in the collection of
meaningful and useful emissions and waste data and, in the longer
term, a valuable database for the establishment of realistic
reduction targets for the industry and monitoring of progress
toward the meeting of those targets. We appreciate the
opportunity which this conference has provided us to make you
aware of this initiative.
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XEROX REMANUFACTURING
TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

RELIABILITY
ENVIRONMENTALLY

FRIENDLY
VALUE

The unique Xerox remanufacturing process

The Xerox Total Quality Assurance Program

The Xerox benefits at work
.-1 -
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I maUE PROCESS
hXerox five step remanufacturing

[«;ss ensures your equipment will per-

il to the highest Xerox quality stadards.

^;uarantee it.

PERFORMANCE ASSURED
You can relax in absolute confidence that

your Xerox equipment will answer your

business demands with trouble-free

performance.

THE RESULTS OF EXCELLENCE
Xerox demands the best from its people and its

prixlucis. We make sure your machine

delivers maximum results - copy after copy.

h^LAIM
deduce the machine to its framework

K lean it thoroughly. Major subassem-

II are broken down and evaluated.

STANDARDIZED PROCESS
We start with a proven successful product,

we add the latest technological improve-

ments and we remanufacture according to

documented procedures.

RELIABILITY
Product quality makes the difference We
meet the toughest specifications and the tests

prove it. The result is long-term on-the-job

reliability.

H^EW
hi ndestructible hardware is refinished

iceused. This makes maximum use of

t materials and helps minimize landfill

UNLACE
il itical components subject to wear are

tf tested to ensure full life expectancy

riilaced. Wherever a part has been

ded since the product was first intro-

ll, Xerox installs the latest version of

tax.

mSSEMBLE
hiachine is reassembled on a dedicated

© ction line under a comprehensive

ij.tion process carried out by highly

ad technicians.

\l\SSURE
•le inspection takes place at every sta-

iNure quality standards are met.

nents undergo a rigorous and

"jgh testing program.

. iliiy and machine reliability test-

in up to thousands of copies,

lus grades of paper and Xerox-

pattern tests.

FACILITIES AND PEOPLE
The Xerox remanufacturing operation is a

comprehensive process based on sophisti-

cated equipment and an integrated facility.

Highly trained engineers and technicians

carry out every stage of the process. These

dedicated experts are proud of their work

because they know each machine will per-

form to the highest Xerox standards.

QUALITYASSURANCE
To ensure total performance integrity,

all in-line inspections, copy quality tests

and reliability examinations are verified by

an independent Xerox audit laboratory.

TOTAL SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE
If you are not satisfied with your Xerox

remanufactured machine, Xerox Canada

will replace it at your request, without

charge to you, with an identical mtxJel or

one with comparable features and

capabilities.

This is the same three-year guarantee we
provide w ith all our products covered under

a Xerox full-service agreement.

You can be sure of continuing reliability,

value for your money and a Xerox machine

that meets your business needs.

We guarantee it.
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VALUE
The Xerox name is famous for quality.

You get full value for your investment

because our equipment lives up to that

reputation m every way.

ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY
We're proud to recycle. Like you. we want to

help protect the environment.

I
XEROX

I

T7»e

Document
Comiiany

TOTAL
SATISFACTION

GUARANTEE

Xerox Canada Ltd.

Sft.SO Yonge Street

North York. Ontario

M2M 4Cj7

XKROX <inj Ihc OKiimcni Company arc rcgiMcrrd tratlcmark^of

XKKOX CORP*)RAnON. used by W-SKOX CANADA LTl) .

j\ J fcjiixlcrod user

kJH^J Pnnlcd im recycled paper

Pnnicd in Canada 6I0C M47(V92»





THE BELL CANADA ZERO WASTE PROGRAM

by
Rose Todorski and Dave Burman,
Facilities Management, Bell Canada

Etobicoke, Ontario

Ball Canada Is planning on taking wattt reduction In the office to new httights In

the 1990't.

Bell has set up a pilot project to roduoe waste from their 12 story, 25,000
•quare metre building in Etoblcol(e, Ontario. Their objective is to mal(e this

facility a model environmental building by generating zero garbage and showing

that waste reduction can be achieved without large cost.

In igsg, the building used to produce 910 kg (1,800 lbs) of garbage dallyJ By
April, igsi, that amount had been cut down to 320 leg (700 lbs) through \

conventional paper, glass and can recycling. The Zero Waste program wak
implementod in July 1991 to further reduce waste. By the end of the year, It

was down to 34 leg (75 lbs) dally. Their goal is to have their 1000 empl^ees
generate only 5 lbs per day.

Prior* to the Zero Waste Program. 76 to 60 bags of garbage were put out ^ach day
costing $35,000 yearly to haul away. By the end of 1991 only 3 to 4 bag^ were
generated from the office and cafeteria at a small fraction of the cost.' Pslng

$18,000 to start the project, Beli estimates the Investment pays for Hsptf in

less than .eight months. More importantly. Bell f^ela that the enthusiasmj and

support generated _arnong the employees and the benefit to the environment is

beyond oaloulatibn.
|

The key to the project's success, has been teamwork and the company's I

emphasis on the aitruistlo. benefits of waste reduction for the environment
rather than the linandal considerations of Bell's bottom llne.'v Belt Canada has

begun to extend this program to all of its buildings and has produced a handbook
outlining the prooeduras involved In the zero waste program.

The program indudes: '.

»

•Setting targets for materials such as polystyrene, mixed plastics, paper

.

towela, carbon paper, paper recycling, corrugated pepert>card; glass, cans', and
composting of food wastes.

•Doing a waste audit to discover how much of what types of waste was being

produced. Even though they had a comprehensive paper recyding program in
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place, the audit revealed that 75% of the waste was contaminated paper, 20%
was food waste (mostly from the cafeteria) and 5% was plastics..

•Setting up a zero waste action committee comprising representatives from
Corporate Environment, Facilities Managemsnt. Dining Services, Administrative

Services, non-management ompioyees and Icey suppliers. •

•Organizing a one waeic educational program to. introduce employees to the

project.

•Working with their food supplier to stop using polystyrene cups, dishes and
cutlery. Avoiding individual cre^, Juice and miilt dispensers and replacing,

them with large dispensers, ceramic ^ugs and dishes and special plastic. *Lug-

A-Mugs' that were distributed to each employse who are then entitled tola
coffee discount in the cafetsrla for using them.

j

•installing hand driers in the washrooms to silminate the use of paper towels,

(note that purchase and Installation of dryers was the largest start-up akpense)

•Composting an estimated 140 lbs of food waste per day in 8 aooeierator

compoeters placed beside the paridng lot Special small. plastic receptaotes for,

organic waste hove been placed on each floor and In the cafeteria. These are

emptied into the composters each day by .the maintenance staff.

•Eliminate the use of two large waste removal containers at the loading doclc

and out pick-ups from 6 times per weetc to one time per weel(. This also •

provided extra docic space and reduced the potential for pest problems.

•Changing tiie perception of what garbage is by placing only one waste can on
each floor while placing a recycling basket at each desk. This makes the '.act of

recycling easier and the act of wasting harder.

The building is now about to embark on an energy saying program includlrig test

installation of motion detectors, adding light fixture reflectors, reducing] the

capacity of the hot water tank, etc.
\
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*1 TITLCCLIDC
ZERO WASTE

ZERO WASTE, the story of Bell Canada's initiative to help

protect the environment.

*2 STATEMENT OF COMMITMENT

"BELL CANADA is committed to Leadership, Innovation and

Excellence'" In conducting its business and promoting its

services, it will do so in a manner that protects people and
thpir oni/irnnmont."

*^3 PHOTO OF BUILDING

2 Fleldway Rd. was selected as the pilot site for Zero Waste
because It's a typical commercial building: with Sales,

Clerical, Engineering and Marketing staffs.

*4 GRAPHIC - 2 Fleldway Rd.

The 12 storey building at 2 Fleldway Rd. has about 1000

occupants, and It is 257,000 square feet in total. Before

recycling started enough garbage.was generated to
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'5 BUILDING GRAPHIC IN

CAnBACC CAM

fill this building every two yeers. That means, the

equivalent of this huge structure was being buried In landfill

every 2 years.

*6 SKVLINE OF TORONTO.

Th* Toronto ckylln© ie familiar \o ovoryono. Moc\ of thoco

buildings are similar to 2 Fleldway Rd. This graphically

illustrates the landfill crisis facing Southern Ontario and

indeed North America.

*7 GARBAGE CAN GRAPH

In 1989, 2 Fleldway road generated just under 2000 lbs. of

garbage each and every working day. By early 1991 a

traditional recuclino program had reduced this to nhntji 700
IDS. per day. un July 2 the ^ero Waste program started and

garbage was down to 350 lbs by August. By October .... 1 40

lbs. According to the latest measurement in March 1992 2

Fleldway Rd. was down to 48 lbs. per day. That is a 97.4S
reduction!

*8 KEY STRATEGIES

The 7 key strategies used in Zero Waste are:

1. Waste Audit

2. Management Team
3. Non-Management Team
4. Action Plan

5. Kick-off Day
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6. Measurement
7. Reaudlt & Secondary Plan

*9 WASTE AUDIT - 2 Fleldway Rd.

The firot >yq31c audit performed April 1391 showed o tolol

weight that day of 677 lbs.

Paper - 372 lbs. - this is contaminated paper.

Carbon paper - 205 lbs. - this has with It paper which will be

recaptured.

Food waste - 59 lbs.

Glass and cans - 24 lbs. - there were simply not enough

recovery containers In place.

Styrofoam - 7 lbs. - not a lot in weight, biiJLy^iq;PLi-S4W^-4n

Vbe-^tri+dtrrgr'-S+yf^eiaaflFi represented Z5% of the total weight

Other - 6 lbs. included disposable pens, tape dispensers, food

wrappers, potato chip bags, etc.

Plastic - 4 lbs. - Included packaging and shrink wrap

A traditional recycling program had been In place, so it was
quite alarming to find the largest portion of waste In this

audit was contaminated paper. The recycling program needed

Improvement.
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^\0 MANAGEMENT TEAM

The Management Teann was composed of Corporate

Environment, Beaver Foods (the cafeteria contractor). Bell's

Administrative Services (who administer both stationery

supplies and the cafeteria contract) and Facilities

Management who manage the building. These people were key

in driving change and making budgetary decisions. They

worked together with the Associate Team.

*1 1 ASSOCIATE TEAM
NON-MANAGEMENT TEAM

The associate team is composed of representatives from

each of the floors. They are the real sales people of the

program. Good candidates for an associate team are Health &
Safety reps and union reps because they are respected by

their peers.

* 12 THE ACTION PLAN

The action plan looked first at elimination.

Styrofoam was banned. Plastic plates, forks &. knives; and

individual coffee creamers were eliminated. China and

cutlery were re-introduced, along with dispensing machines

for milk &. cream. Convenience packages such as ketchup,

relish and mustard were eliminated and the cafeteria

returned to bulk dispensers. Jet spray machines for juice

were introduced to eliminate juice in plastic containers. The

majority of convenience packages were found unopened 1n the

garbage. 2 Fieldway Rd. went back to basics. Paper towels
were eliminated since 99% of washroom waste was
towelling. Carbon paper hopefully will be eliminated through
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mechanization or going to NCR paper Carbon paper is

presently being removed by a contractor to recapture paper

content only. Carbon paper can be broken down into an ink

form and is mixed with another product to make items such

as roofing. A feature unique to Zero Waste is the collection

of food waste from every floor plus kitchen and cafeteria

areas for on-site composting. The recycling of paper, glass,

cans and cardboard continued.

*13 TEAM PICTURE

The Recycling team has grown to 24, which provides back-up
at monthly meetings. The advantage is that each floor is

always represented. This team is key in the program and is

involved with high profile days and promotions.

*14 ZERO WASTE KICK-OFF DAY

July 2nd, 1991. The world changed at Bell Canada.

"BELL WENT BACK TO BASICS"

15 MONTAGE

Zero Waste began with a kick-off day followed by an

education week. Each major supplier provided a display In

tho MAin Lobby. Tho caf^torl* dicpl«y9d poctorc and now
china. The paper recovery people displayed blue waste
baskets. The compost people answered questions for

employees and donated a composter for a draw. F-acilities

riaiiayuiiimii. uibpiayeu all pi uitiuuuriai uernb' nuriuuu uul ai

desks that day. It was a high profile day with special invited

guests, lots of picture taking and videotaping. Banners hung

on every floor.
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*16 RICKY RECYCLE

Bell's Recycling Mascot "RICKY RECYCLE" appeared on all

floors to greet employees and add a fun element to the day.

^17 COFFEE MUGS

Upper management purchased reusable plastic mugs for their

employees prior to kick-off day. Each employee received a

coupon for their first coffee free in their new mugs. "Lug~A-

Mug" was the theme wherever one went. The mug has a

safety lid to avoid spills and burns.

*18 ZERO WASTE ITEMS

As well as the mug, a replica of the curbside blue box was
given out at on employee appreciation day along with a blue

spruce seedling tree to take home. Employees received a

sponge made out of recycled material to help them clean up

spills at their desk since paper towels had been eliminated.

A magnetic waste clip to hold a plastic bag was offered as an

alternative for non-recyclable Items to be collected at the

desks & deposited in a centrally located bin by employees

themselves.

*^19 SWEATSHIRTS

All team members wore golf or sweatshirts to make
themselves highly visible. These shirts can also be given out

as prizes In draws.
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^20 BLUE WASTE BASKET

This is a typical work station today. Thers Is one blue

wastebasket and no garbage can. Employees deposit all

grades of paper, all colours Into this container, as well as

window envelopes, envelopes without windows, craft paper,

newspaper, magazines^ glossy brochures, fax paper, thin

cardboard supply boxes, sticky notes. Staples are fine and so

are paper clips. Fieldwag's paper contractor takes the
LurilBfiLy back Lo Lhe plant for sorting, mis is a great neip

since sorting is labour intensive and space for stock piling is

limited. Garbage pick-ups were reduced from 5 per week to

3.

*21 MAGNETIC CLIP

Here's the magnetic waste clip you saw earlier. Bell

employees collect "True Garbage" - "non recyclables"

hand to mouth garbage for example: kleenex, cigarette

boxes, chocolate bar wrappers, and potato chip bags in this

plastic bag. At their convenience they walk to a centrally

located waste bin and empty out the bag.

22 CAFETERIA RECYCLE CENTRE

The cafeteria recycle centre is centered around the dish

servery since the dish supply needs to be handled and

replenished continually. Starting at the clock there is a

caddy for trays, glass and con containers; a wall mounted bin

for the collection of food waste and then back to the servery.

It all works nicely with the flow of traffic. A side door was
opened for the employees to use to exit to the park for lunch

or breaks. They can now return, drop off their waste Items
and exit back to the elevators.
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*23 HAND DRYERS

Infra-red photo cell hand dryers were installed to replace

nnper tnwpls. There is no button to push. thQu time out

quickly, and employees like them because the dryers are not

still running, wasting electricity while they are already back

at their desks. Infra-red photocell hand dryers actually use

less electricity than is used In the manufacture of paper

towels. Garbage containers In washrooms were locked and

employees were asked to walk to centrally located waste

containers since there were no more paper towels

*24 REP. SIGNS

Each Zero Waste recycling team rep has a sign over their desk

to make them easily identifiable. It's helpful for new staff

or people moving into the building who are not familiar with

this building's program.

*25 RECYCLE NEWS

Bulletin boards were Installed on every floor for Recycle
News. They're used for positive feedback to employees,
announcements of special days planned, or just telling

employees when they are doing well, how many trees they

saved and comparing waste reduction month to month. The
employees also want to know when things are not going weT
so they can take action.

*27 PHOTOCOPIER
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At kick-off time the building was set up uniformly with
containers as high concentrations of carbon paper,

photocopying paper, etc. were identified. Containers were
added to make the transition easier for the employees and to

reduce trips to the paper containers.

^-^fi r.\ AT^/rAN f-nwTi iNrir"^

Extra containers were added for collection of glass and cans
at the front entrance. Prior t-o Zero Waste, employees were
leaving glass on the concrete. The program eliminated a

potential safety hazard.

*29 COMPOST CORNER

At the back of 2 Fieldway Rd., in the parking lot, workmen
dug out two parking spaces and installed 9 digesters. The
digcatcro ore Ion iiioinlciiuiiuo, ull scuMJiial, aiiU vvui K Willi a

modifier. There is a low residual content since modifiers
increase water content, and water is absorbed by the

surrounding ground area. They are cleaned out once per year,

usually in May. There is not enough residual to give back to

the employees so it is put back into the compost area. These
digesters are used on a rotation basis. Approximately 140
lbs. of waste per day is deposited into them. Of that, 40 lbs.

per day is just coffee grounds and filters (that equates to

one large green plastic garbage can).

*30 RE-AUDIT

2 months later another audit was done to see if the program
had been a success. This time paper contamination had been
significantly reduced from 372 lbs per day to 33 lbs. per day.
The largest portion now was carbon paper followed by excess
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packaging at 77 lbs. par day. This was a new challenge which
had not appeared on the first audit. The remaining portions

just needed to be fine-tuned. It is important to remember
that more than one audit is required.

*31 SUPPLEMENTARY PLAN

Elimination of food packaging was addressed as a result of

the 2nd audit. Items such as pre-measured convenience

packaged pouches of coffee and cake mixes. The cafeteria

went to reusable, refillable containers. Coffee beans are

now purchased and ground on site. A new team, working with

Administrative Services hopes to eliminate carbon paper

soon. In the Interim carbon paper is sent out for recapturing

of carbon content.

*32 ENVIRONMENT CONTRACTS

Facilities managers hire a myriad of contractors, ie:

Plumbers, Electricians. These tradesmen normally used

Fieldway's waste facilities for disposal purposes.

Environmental clauses are now included in contracts.

*33 CONTRACTS MANAGER/CONTRACTOR

Facilities Management sits down with the contractors before
signing a contract and makes it clearly known that as part of

the contract, whether they generate waste from the building
or bring it with them, contractors must now dispose of it in

an environmentally friendly way. If they don't, there will be
no future business with Bell Canada.

*34 ZERO PACKAGING
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Zero Waste Is a continual education process. Facilities
Management has made employees aware that when they
purchase items such as: computers, and furniture, suppliers
are to provide zero packaging.

*35 HOUSE SERVICES CLEANING SUPPLIES

Facilities Management purchases the buildings' cleaning
supplies in drums with easy pumps for refilling containers
The cleaners save their convenient size containers and refill
as required.

*36 ZERO WASTE FACILITV SIGN

A sign installed at the back loading dock declares the
building Zero Waste. Contractors cannot dump at this
location. They must take waste off site. The garbage bin is
locked with a chain and padlock to make sure waste from
outside sources.is not thrown into it.

*37 PAYBACK

Here are some costs and savings and a simple pay back

^Tk^'h^^^
'°'^' °" ^^^ ^'^^ ^'^^ ^''^ 0"^ ^i"^e costs except

for the additional hydro factored in fp(: U^B hand dryers In

associated electncai;;costs can be reduced. Th^N^^^iiigher
since It was the pilot and more was spent on promotional

512,000 that IS, garbage liners and paper towels that do nothave to be purchased now. In labour w^^e 2 pick-ups perweek for 1000 people each time, no longer stocking

^^^
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dispensers. Please note that the labour figure is based on a

loaded rate which includes all benefits, vacation etc.

Simple Pau-Back
If you tal<e the costs and divide them by the savings over 12

months; after 9 months there Is a return to be made. The
costs are all one time costs except for hydro. The savings

are annual.

*38 BUILDINGS - BAGS ON STEPS

Where is 2 Fieldway today? Well as you can see this Is all

the garbage per day leaving a building with 1000 people In it.

*39 3 BAGS

The Building's true waste has been reduced from lbs. to

40 lbs, per day. You have probably seen your neighbours take
o[jt more on garbage day. That is a 97.4% reduction! Of the
48 lbs. more than half - 28 lbs. is cafeteria waste. . The
remaining 20 lbs. per day are from the other 1 1.5 floors.

i ONTARIO & QUEBEC

Zero waste is a corporate program which will cover over
53,000 employees in Ontario and Quebec. In 1992 Bell Is
scheduled to roll out Zero Waste in about 200 buildings.

^41 PLAQUE
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There is e corporate challenge now and any building which
reaches an 80X or better reduction in waste, will be awarded
a plaque. The first recipient Is 2 Fleldway Road. At this

time another five locations qualify. The plaque ceremony
will be a high-profile media event and an opportunity to show
the employees how well theu have done.

*42 100 BOROUGH DRIVE

Other buildings on the program include 100 Borough Drive in

Scarborough which has achieved an 83^ reduction. It is

340,000 square feet and has 1,250 employees.

^"43 Future slide of Asquith

*44 20 HUNTER STREET HAMILTON

•20 HUhier bireei, Homiiion has acmevea an 94X reduction, u
is 125,000 square feet and has 210 employees.

'45 BELLEVILLE

380 College Street in Belleville Is a work centre, which has

achieved an 32% reduction. It has 17,500 square feet end 94

employees.

*46 SEMINARS

The Zero Waste Group provides presentations and seminars

free of charge to external groups Bell Canada networks with
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outside industry to share its knowledge and expertise, end

hopes also to learn from others and, to exchange information.

*47 BENEFITS

The Zero Waste program establishes leadership and corporate

commitment to the environment. It satisfies employee
environmental expectations. A lot of employees asked why It

took so long! They want a program in place. They want to

help and to be part of the solution. The Zero Waste program
reduces daily waste collection and total costs for disposal

services from the building. Since Zero Waste is a program

for maximum diversion to landfill. Bell will avoid future

fines for not complying with new legislation by the Ministry

of the Environment. The company wanted to be proactive

rather than reactive to to legislation. In doing so. Bell

avoids the embarassment of negative publicity. And most

Important a program like Zero Waste cultivates "team spint"

and "team building".

^48 RCO AWARD

Bell Canada won the 1991 Waste Minimization award for

commercial 3'R Initiatives from the Recycling Council of

Ontario.

*49 PARKING LOT

This segment was not part of the Zero Waste program but you

might find it interesting. You are looking at the parking lot

next to 2 Fieldway Road. Quotes to repave the lot were In the

range of $400-550,000. It was suggested maybe Facilities

Management should look at
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*50 LOT CLOSE-UP

Recucled asphalt, and theu did. This samp Int wns pnvRri in

recycled asphalt, the material taken off of highways, and
piled sky-high. No additional drainage was required since
recycled asphalt Is porous and percolates the water well. It

had its first winter - the results are excellent. No ponding,

so no safety hazard. This lot was done for $95,000 saving
Bell almost 1/2 million dollars. Recycled asphalt however,
is not recommended for heavy traffic lanes. Those should be

repaved with asphalt.

^5 1 ZERO WASTE

There are a lot of buildings out there just like 2 Fieldway Rd.

The Zero Waste program Is not rocket science and Is easy to

install. If you would Install something in your building —

...IT WOULD MEAN THE WORLD TO US
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SESSION III - POLLUTION PREVENTION

Moderator: Anton Davles, Past Chairman
Air and Waste Management
Association, Toronto

Jim Smith, Assistant Director,

Hazardous Contaminants Branchi,

Environment Ontario, Toronto

Burkhard Mausberg, Researcher,

Pollution Probe,

Toronto, Ontario

Dianne Saxe, Barrister & Solicitor,

Doctor of Junsprudence.

Toronto, Ontario

Susan Hazen. Oflice of

Pollution Prevention, US
Environmental Protection Agency.
Washington, D C

Jim Ashman, Director,

Water Resources Branch,

Environment Onlano, Toronto
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Selection of Candidate Substances
for Bans or Phase-Outs

Identification

i
Assessment

Regulatory

Options

1000 Substances Found In or Released t

Ontario's Environment

Environmental Impacts
|

• Loadings
• Use Impairments
• Receiving Water Impact
• Bnd-Of-Pipe Toxicity

Candidate Substances Lists

Primary List: 21 Substances - Secondary List: 46 Substances I

Technical & Economic Feasibility
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SUNSETTING HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS

by
Burkhard Mausberg, Researcher,
Pollution Probe, Toronto,

Ontario

"It appears that the only chemicals to have declined

significantly in the Great Lakes ecosystem are those

whose production and use have been prohibited outright

or severely restricted."

- U.S. Council on Environmental Quality^

What Is Sunsetting?

In its recent Sixth Biennial Report, the International Joint Commission (IJC)

provided an excellent definition of sunsetting:

"'Sunsetting' is a comprehensive process to restrict, phase-out and

eventually ban the manufacture, generation, use, transport, storage,

discharge and disposal of a persistent toxic substance. Sunsetting may
require consideration of the manufacturing processes and products

associated with a chemical's production and use, as well as the chemical

itself, and realistic yet finite time frames to achieve the virtual elimination

of the persistent toxic substance."^

The emphasis of sunsetting is on complete and comprehensive elimination.

That is, it includes phase-outs of uses, generation and releases, and it does not imply

a case by case approach, but focuses on examining a// substances and deciding

which ones should be eliminated.

Of course, the initial focus is on those substances that are the most hazardous,

and in this regard Pollution Probe defines substances to be hazardous if they are toxic

and persistent and/or bioaccumulative.

Historical Overview Of Sunsetting

The term sunset was coined by Bo Wahlstrom of Sweden's National Chemicals

Inspectorate. In 1989, at the 13th joint meeting of the OECD chemicals group,

Sweden proposed the development of a global sunset list, consisting of chemicals that

should be phased-out and banned globally. The OECD Chemicals Group was
reluctant to embrace the Swedish proposal, and the sunset concept is now hidden

somewhere in the OECD's risk reduction project.
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!n early 1991, the Canadian Institute for Environmental Law and Policy,

together with the U.S. NWF, released the report, A Prescription for Healthy Great

Lakes. This document was the result of two years of research into implementing the

zero discharge goal of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement . One of the three

main recommendations included the development of a Sunset Chemicals Process for

the Great Lakes.

Also in 1991, the New Directions Group, a consortium of the CEO's of Canada's
largest industries, environmental groups and research institutes, issued an action plan

for toxic chemicals, which included the recognition that a sunset chemical protocol is

required for Canada. In 1992, the Sixth Biennial Report of the International Joint

Commission also contained strong recommendations for a sunset chemicals protocol.

Finally, in April of this year, the Ontaho Ministry of the Environment issued its lists of

21 primary and 46 secondary sunset candidates.

Thus, given the relatively short life of the sunset concept, it has gained

considerable support from industry, government and environmental groups.

Why Is Sunsetting Necessary?

Ecological and Human Health Impact?

First, and in Pollution Probe's view the most important aspect, is ecological

need. In the Great Lakes Basin, wildlife, fish and human health are being affected by

persistent, toxic and bioaccumulative substances. This is also occurring in other

ecosystems.

The effects have been well documented for several years. Traditionally, the

concerns have focused on the most blatant and acute effects. In recent years,

however, a wealth of evidence has been collected which suggests that the impacts of

persistent toxins have been more insidious. The book, Great Lakes, Great Legacy ,

produced by the U.S. Conservation Foundation and the Institute for Research on
Public Policy has documented the wide range of insidious, sublethal damage to fish

and wildlife which has been caused primarily by persistent toxic substances.

Even though industries and governments have spent billions of dollars on
reducing persistent toxins in the last two decades, the ecological and human health

impacts are still occurring. Thus, Pollution Probe believes that a sunset chemicals

protocol is now required.
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Costs of Clean-ups

In the Great Lakes, there are now 43 Areas of Concerns which are developing

Remedial Action Plans. A complete financial analysis of how much it will cost to clean

up the Areas of Concern has yet to be done. However, some government
representatives are quoting anywhere between $1 and $1 5 billion dollars for all

RAPs. A large part of the clean-up costs is associated with contamination caused by
persistent toxins: contaminated sediments are a good example. One also should
examine the costs of destroying existing stocks of persistent toxins; for example,
PCBs. One also might consider costs associated with health care and costs

associated with productivity losses due to the health impacts of persistent toxins.

A Sunset Chemicals Process will prevent similar contamination in the future,

and will save the costs associated with persistent toxic substances. While banning
substances will incur costs on society, in the long run, Pollution Probe believes a
sunset protocol will save financial resources.

Failure of the End-of-the-Pipe Approach

The traditional end-of-the-pipe focus for pollution control has failed. Most
participants in the environmental field have recognized that pollution prevention is

superior to pollution control. The Sunset Chemicals Process represents the ultimate

pollution prevention strategy.

Sunsetting Fulfils Government Promises

The federal government signed the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement in

1978 which calls for the virtual elimination of persistent toxic substances. The federal

Green Plan extends this promise to the whole country. Sunsetting satisfies the partial

fulfilment of these promises.

Successes of Previous Sunsets

Banning achieves success in pollution levels. Barry Commoner has
documented this success:
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Table 1. Improvements* in U.S. Pollution Levels,

Pollutant



work continues in two ways. First, the criteria system should be updated periodically

as new substances will likely enter the sunset realm. And second, Pollution Probe
would like to see the screening system applied to all new chemicals. This has been
termed the "sunrise" process, which will not allow new hazardous substances to be
generated, used or released.

Following the development of the criteria system, an implementation system
needs to be established. Those substances that have alternatives available should be
banned and phased-out first. For the remainder, time-tables and schedules have to

be set for sector-by-sector phase-outs. In addition, there is also a need to examine
processes and products. For example, certain processes may create sunset
chemicals as by-products or by accident. PAHs in aluminum smelting, or

organochlorines in kraft pulp and paper plants are good examples. In these cases,
the processes have to be sunsetted.

Sunsetting in the Broader Picture

In an industrial society, several very basic activities occur that will ultimately

cause persistent toxic substances. For example, burning coal turns out to be one of

the largest anthropogenic source of mercury, which is a sunset candidate under the

Ontario list. Given that coal burning also produces acid rain, greenhouse gases, other
persistent toxins and that coal burning kills miners in Nova Scotia, maybe it is time to

sunset the use of coal.

Another fundamental process is the splitting of salt to produce chlorine. As
long as elemental chlorine is produced, organochlorines will be produced, and many of

these chemicals have turned out to be persistent toxins. The ultimate pollution

prevention activity would be to phase-out the use of chlorine as an industrial

feedstock. Indeed, this was recommended by the International Joint Commission
recently."

Therefore, sunsetting must set the path towards eliminating those processes
which will eventually produce persistent toxic substances. The establishment of a
criteria-based screening system is a good start in this direction.

"In the end, what we as a society refuse to destroy will define
us as much as what we decide to create."^
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INTEGRATING THE NEW REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS INTO A CORPORATE GREEN

PLAN
by

Dianne Saxe, D. Jur.

Toronto, Ontario

What is a green plan

A "green plan" is a structure for shifting the focus and the scope of corporate

management to integrate environmental considerations with practical economic decision

making, especially through understanding, applying, and anticipating legal requirements.

Why do you need one?

Today, environmental regulation and liabilities are more and more |>ervasive. They can
affect almost every business in one way or another, whether large or small,

manufacturing or service sectors. They affect the land you buy or rent; the money you
lend, borrow or invest; what you tell your shareholders; the electricity you use; the

products and services you produce, the way you produce them; the way you package and
sell them; and how you dispose of your wastes. They have an increasing impact on
public image and market share. Delays in obtaining approvals, or uneven regulation by
government, can threatened the viability of many businesses.

Environmental liabilities are concerns not merely for the corporation as a whole, but also

for all the individuals who work there. There is no "corporate veil" for environmental
liabilities.

Environmental liabiUties are also more and more expensive. Prosecutions have increased

from 54 a year to thousands. Fines which 8 years ago averaged several hundred dollars

are now often in the hundreds of thousands of dollars. Cleanup costs can add millions to

the cost of shutting or moving a plant, or of buying or selling property, or even of losing a

tenant. Their financial impact is growing steadily.

For these reasons, avoiding prosecution, and mounting a successful defence when
charges are laid, are increasingly good investments of corporate time and money. This is

not a simple matter of compliance with set standards. It requires an active program of
environmental due diligence which is thorough, well-thought-out, coherent and
vigorously implemented.

The traditional focus of corporate management has been on internal matters such as the

famous "bottom line". Environmental liabilities were often ignored, or were safely

pigeon-holed as the responsibility of an "environmental manager" or department. Some
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BILL 143 AND THE CORPORATE GREEN PLAN

progressive companies then commissioned an environmental audit; some followed it up,

others did not. This type of approach isn't good enough. It won't give a company the

protection it needs to minimize environmental problems, nor to show a court due
diligence if a problem occurs. In addition, such a company will be poorly positioned to

compete in today's marketplace, or tomorrow's.

A structiu-ed approach to incorporating environmental concerns in management decisions

can have substantial advantages:

The company may be able to avoid the acquisition of expensive environmental

problems created by others.

The company may be able to identify new business opportunities.

The company may be able to improve relations with its customers, employees,

shareholders and neighbours.

The company may be able to establish a good track record and credibility with

regulators.

Audits of material use, of energy, and of waste frequently identify areas where
businesses can cut costs by becoming more efficient.

A "green plan" may enhance a company's ability to obtain bank financing, to

launch a stock issue, or to obtain environmental impairment insurance.

Lenders, insurance companies and underwriters are becoming intensely aware of

their potential exposure should they deal with companies with serious

environmental problems.

The entire effort will pay for itself if one significant spill or offence is averted, by
alerting the company to potential accidents before they happen or while they are

still small enough to be easily controlled. Spills cost enormous amounts in time,

money, lawyers and adverse publicity.

Where does Bill 143 fit in?

Bill 143 is another step in the development of a regulatory agenda which will continue to

push Canadian businesses towards sustainable development. The key focus in this Bill is

on waste reduction. To date, Canadians have been among the most wasteful people in the

world. We have become accustomed to huge consumption of energy, of space, of air and

water, and of material goods such as paper and plastic, to a degree which amazes and
appalls much of the rest of the world. We will not be allowed to continue indefinitely. If

we wish to protect our privileged standards of living, we will be forced to learn to do
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much more with less. We did not do enough voluntarily; now the government is starting

to make us.

The first elements of Bill 143 to have practical effect for most private companies will be:

the new waste management rules for the ICI sector: waste auditing, source

separation, and waste reduction workplans;

packaging reductions, (a first step towards product stewardship)

reduction and elimination of "problem products".

Each of these are predictable components of an overall emphasis on sustainable

development, and on reducing Canada's pattern of excess consumption and excess waste.

They are consistent with a systematic approach to integrating environmental concerns

with business decision - making. They should not be viewed in isolation.

The basic components of a green plan

General principles for successful design of a green plan

Designing a green plan should begin with a set of principles which guide your approach

to the task. For a progressive company, these would probably include:

Give environmental concerns the priority they deserve. Make environmental

matters part of the main business of your line managers.

Understand what environmental law requires, now and in the foreseeable future.

Try to understand the goals and motivations of environmental regulators and

activists.

Recognize your responsibility for the problems you help to create

Develop a clear sense of where your company wants (and needs) to go.

Be pro-active. Don't wait until the government or someone else makes you do

something. Do what you need to do, but do it on your own terms when you can

keep better control of timing and cost.

Turn problems into opportunities, and act on them.

A structured approach for systematically turning environmental problems into

opportunities typically includes:
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A structured approach: Six Steps To A Corporate Green Plan

STEP 1: CORPORATE COMMITMENT - RESOLUTIONS OF THE BOARD

STEP 2: IDENTIFY CURRENT PROBLEMS & OPPORTUNITIES - THE
ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT

STEP 3: IDENTIFY SOLUTIONS , PREPARE ACTION PLAN

STEP 4 COMMUNICATION

STEP 5: IMPLEMENT ACTION PLAN

STEP 6: FOLLOW UP

Many of these steps will be institutionalized by the regulations to implement Bill 143.

STEP 1: Corporate commitmeiit - Resolutions of the Board

Expanding the focus of management to include environmental protection can only

succeed if it is built upon a serious corporate commitment.

Corporate commitment starts with the directors. The directors should:

a) Adopt a formal environmental policy establishing the corporation's

environmental goals. At a minimum, this must include corporate commitment to

full compliance with environmental laws and to preventing spills. The policy may
go further and commit the company to go beyond the minimum requirements of

the law. Leadership companies will commit themselves to sustainable

development, and will use their utmost good faith to avoid harm to the interests of

future generations.

If comphance with Bill 143 is one of the key goals of the policy, the company will

want to single out the need for waste reduction to meet prescribed goals. A
sample environmental policy is included at the end.

b) Require management to brief the Board on both economic and
environmental impacts whenever the Board is asked to make decisions. This is a

critical step, as it ensures that environmental concerns will be integrated into the

decision making process, and will be brought repeatedly to the attention of
directors and management.

c) Require management to develop a detailed "green plan", with budget and
schedule, to achieve the corporation's environmental goals.

d) Maintain an ongoing interest in the green plan. The directors should

require management to report back to the board with an action plan within a
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reasonable period of time, and ensure that there are sufficient resources to

implement it. The directors, or a special Board committee, should review regular

progress reports on the green plan.

Management should respond to these directives by undertaking Steps 2 - 5. The process
returns to the directors in Step 6.

STEP 2: Identify current problems and opportunities

The first step in preparing a green plan to achieve the Board's environmental goals is to

identify the corporation's environmental problems and opportunities through an
environmental audit. Such audits are a thorough, systematic, formalized and properly

documented review of the relevant aspects of the corporation, in comparison to its

environmental goals. Audits may be focused narrowly on doing the minimum required by
law ("compliance audits"), more broadly on opponunities to improve the environmental
impact and positioning of the company ("leadership audits"), or something in between.

Directors should insist that audits be based upon detailed, written terms of reference that

reflect a thoughtful understanding of the company's goals. Audits may be performed in-

house, by consultants, or both. A team approach is often best. Consultants often bring

expenise, experience and resources not available in-house, but they can rarely match
company staff in their knowledge of the plant and its people and equipment. In addition,

company staff are more likely to suppon the "green plan" process if they have had a

responsible share in its development.

There are at least five types of audits: audits of ONGOING OPERATIONS, WASTE
AUDITS, PRODUCT AUDITS, audits of PROPERTY CONTAMINATION (existing

properties), and audits of PROPERTY ACQUISITIONS.

Audits of Ongoin g operations

Operations audits have at least four key functions. The first function of an operations
audit is to identify the extent to which the corporation is presently in compliance with
environmental laws. In other words, does the corporation hold and comply with all

applicable licenses and permits? Are corporate emissions within all legally applicable

standards? Is corporate waste disposed of using properly licensed haulers and properly

documented? Are all necessary reports being filed with the Government? Are all

applicable orders being fully complied with?

The second function of the audit should be to systematically identify and evaluate the risk

of accidents which could cause environmental damage.

The third function is to identify future problems and trends. For example, will the

company remain in compliance when new regulatory initiatives are adopted?

The fourth function is to identify opportunities to become more efficient, and/or to profit

from increased environmental consciousness. For example, can product flushed during
line changes be recaptured instead of going for disposal?
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Areas which are usually reviewed include at least:

a) Environmental policies and manuals

c) Monitoring and supervision

d) Employee training

e) Staffing levels

f) Use of independent contractors and outside experts

h) Equipment design, age and capacity

k) Maintenance

1) Emergency planning

m) Reporting and labeling

n) Security and prevention of vandalism

o) Product handling

p) Waste creation and disposal.

In performing the audits, the company must focus on a number of levels of detail.

Technical "end of pipe" emission controls, a traditional focus of environmental audits, are

only the first possibility. More generally, companies should assess whether the need for

end of pipe controls can be avoided through upstream changes; review of waste disposal

options should be accompanied by a review of options for waste reduction. At a third,

even more general level, companies should consider methods to change their internal

planning and decision-making processes. Just as the Board should require environmental

considerations to be brought to their attention in all decision-making, management
processes should also be revised to ensure that environmental concerns are visibly

integrated into every day management

Traditional waste audits , which have always been one aspect of a good operational audit,

have often focused primarily on compliance, e.g. ensuring that wastes are lawfully

handled by proper haulers with appropriate manifests. More ambitious operational (and

waste) audits have also looked at opportunities for waste reduction and diversion, for the

sake of saving costs and improving efficiency. These broader waste audits will now be

required under Bill 143 and its regulations.

Product audits (or life-cycle audits) are an expression of product stewardship. They are

intended to allow a company to determine the total impact of what they produce, from
cradle to grave. There is still substantial controversy over the methodology to be used,
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but the general concept of product stewardship is gaining increasing acceptance.
Packaging audits are the province's first step in this direction.

Audits of Existing Property

The function of a propeny audit is to determine whether any properties owned or
occupied by the company are contaminated, and if so, to what extent They typically

include at least the following steps:

a) Determine the history of the property

b) Sample and analyze, if necessary.

c) Identify type, area and degree of contamination.

d) Determine whether the contamination exceeds applicable standards for

residential / industrial use.

d) Determine whether site cleanup is legally required / desirable.

Such audits are often done in two stages: a preliminary screening which looks for signs of
trouble, and the more detailed examination which follows if the first screening suggests
grounds for concern.

Acquisition audits

One important opportunity to profit from environmental awareness is to avoid the

unintended acquisition of contaminated property. A prudent company performs property

audits, operations audits, or both prior to acquiring any interest, whether ownership,
possessory, security, or other, in new businesses or properties. Without such audits, it is

impossible to obtain an accurate assessment of the true value of the acquisition.

Other types of possible audits include energy audits, and total materials budgets.

STEP 3: Identify Solutions, Prepare action plan

This is the most creative and important part of a green plan. It is also the pan most
heavily affected by the directors' environmental goals: does the company wish to be an
environmental leader or only to stay in compliance with the law? At a minimum, the

company should try to identify solutions to all problems of actual non-compliance. The
company should also consider ways of reducing identified risks of accidents. It may also

wish to consider how to exploit opportunities to become more efficient and/or to profit

from going "green".

One of the most important sources of ideas for possible solutions is to be aware of what
others are doing. Each company should aim to exceed the average for its industry. A
company which falls behind the average in its field will probably be unable to show due
diligence.
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The solutions identified must then be evaluated, and organized into an action plan. The
plan should organize, priorize, and allocate time and money to accomplish the chosen
solutions. It should be specific, concrete and timely. It should be designed both to

remedy existing deficiencies, and to ensure future compliance. Leadership companies
may also plan to improve cooperation and environmental performance throughout their

industry, and to work with government in the development and refinement of regulatory

initiatives.

Bill 143 and its associated regulations institutionalizes this step by requiring companies
to prepare waste reduction workplans, and to include waste separation as part of the plan.

In addition to all the specific details identified through the previous steps, the plan

should:

i) establish a general pattern of attentiveness in relation to environmental

matters, including good communications both internally and externally;

iii) systematically address each of the major environmental hazards of the

corporation's activities, including a contingency plan for emergencies;

ii) clearly define environmental responsibilities, and make them part of the

main job of every line manager in the company, with appropriate incentives for

top performance;

iii) designate a senior manager of environmental affairs, to be responsible for

keeping the company up to date with regulatory change and to provide technical

support to the line managers;

iv) establish a system for responding professionally to government
inspections and investigations, and for reporting spills; and

v) make realistic allowances for the delays and expense of obtaining any
necessary government approvals.

A key element in the plan should therefore be significant improvements in

management information systems, to ensure that both directors and management
receive current information about the environmental status of the company, and
timely feedback about the success of their efforts to control environmental
impacts. In larger companies, computerization may be essential. In the longer

run, these information systems will be most effective if integrated with the

accounting systems used to manage its economic and financial performance.

STEP 4: Communication

An essential pan of all parts of a green plan is communication with interested

stakeholders.
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Employees, for example, must understand the environmental risks of the business and the

importance of avoiding environmental damage. Employees must understand what the

company is trying to do, why, and how to make it happen. They should also have an

opportunity to make suggestions to improve the plan. Health and safety committees are

often interested in contributing in this way.

It may also be valuable to communicate the highlights of the plan to your customers.

Significant environmental improvements by your company can be an important selling

point.

Shareholders must also be educated about the plan. They need to understand that the

green plan represents an investment in the future, and how it will help to protect the value

that brought them to the corporation in the first place. It may also be useful to bring the

plan to the attention of potential investors who seek "green" investments.

Securities regulators are now developing increasingly stringent requirements for the

disclosure of "material" information about environmental matters. Institutional investors

and pension funds also request such information with increasing frequency.

Another important component of implementing a green plan is establishing good relations

with the public and regulators. This could include establishment of a liaison committee

in order to:.

i) Communicate what you are doing right

ii) Be prepared to learn where you can improve

iii) Show your willingness to solve environmental problems so that your

neighbours will come to you with their concerns before they call in the

environmental police.

Bill 143 and its regulations begin to institutionalize this requirement by demanding that

companies p»ost their waste reduction workplans.

STEP 5: Implement action plan

In order to achieve the corporation's goals, it is critical to ensure that the action plan is

methodically implemented and that the most serious risks are dealt with first. This can

be a complex and demanding task, requiring several years. In particular, the difficulty of

obtaining government approvals should not be under-estimated. If implementation is to

be phased, it will be necessary to consider how to limit company liability in the interim.

The success of the action plan will depend upon the commitment of the CEO. Staff are

unlikely to take it seriously unless the CEO does.

In the past, some companies have performed audits, developed action plans and then

failed to implement them. There is nothing more dangerous to a due diligence defence.
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especially when the workplans have been filed with the government or are otherwise

accessible to the eager EEB.

STEP 6: Follow up

A green plan is a long term investment that requires continuing attention. It is essential to

monitor the results of the action plan, and to amend it as required. The environmental

audits and action plan should be updated regularly to take account of changes in the

company's operations as well as the development of new scientific knowledge, the

availability of new technology, and regulatory changes. Should an environmental

incident occur or should warnings be delivered by government officials, management
should be required to prompdy re-evaluate existing control systems.

The directors should require management to make regular progress reports as the action

plan is implemented, and should evaluate its adequacy at least annually. The entire cycle

should be repeated periodically, perhaps every five to ten years.

Bill 143 and its regulations are expected to require reviews of the waste reduction

workplans at least annually. Periodic repetitions of the waste audits are also possible.

Conclusion

Bill 143 and the regulations which will implement it employ a methodology intended to

force corporations to take more responsibility for sustainable development, and for

reducing Canada's consumption and waste. We can expect that the same methodology

will be used increasingly in the next few years in more and more areas of environmental

management, such as elimination of toxics, and improvement of air and water quality as

well as waste. Prudent companies will therefore acquire a mastery of these techniques,

and will prepare for their expansion to other areas of environmental regulation. In fact,

these techniques are merely an illustration of the broader method of integrating

environmental concerns into corporate management which will be more and more
important for long term competitiveness.
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Appendix: Sample RESOLUTION OF the board of directors

1. General

1.1 ABC CO. will to do everything reasonably within its power to protect and
conserve the natural environment for present and future generations. This
is among ABC Co.'s highest priorities.

1.2 ABC CO. will do everything reasonably within its power to comply with
applicable environmental laws, including federal, provincial and
municipal laws.

2. Sustainable Development

2.1 Environmental considerations shall be thoroughly integrated into the
management of ABC CO..

2.2 Management shall thoroughly review environmental impacts before
making or recommending all significant decisions.

2.3 ABC CO. will do everything reasonably within its power to avoid spills
and other accidental discharges of contaminants into the natural
environment, especially from the manufacturing, storage, transportation
or other handling of raw materials, products or wastes.

2.4 ABC CO. will be prepared to contain and clean up spill and to respond
appropriately to any other emergency.

2.5 ABC CO. will annually evaluate and improve its products and processes
so as to progressively reduce any adverse effects on the environment.

2.6 ABC CO. will progressively reduce routine discharges of contaminants
into the environment.

2.7 Whenever practical, ABC CO. will conven its manufacturing processes
from open to closed-loop systems.

2.8 ABC CO. will strive to virtually eliminate discharges of persistent toxic
chemicals by the year 2000.

Product Stewardship
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3.1 ABC CO. recognizes that it siiares in the responsibility for the

environmental impact of the products it produces, from their initial

creation to their ultimate disposal.

3.2 ABC CO. will design and manufacture all of its products so as to

minimize any adverse effects on the environment., and maximize
efficiency in the use of energy and natural resources.

3.3 ABC CO. will co-operate with other public and private bodies to develop

systems for the re-use and recycling of ABC Co.'s products, and for

progressively increasing the recycled content of ABC Co.'s products.

Waste Management

4.1 ABC CO. will take active steps to reduce the waste which it sends for

disposal.

4.2 ABC CO. will give priority to waste reduction, re-use and recycling, in

that order.

4.3 ABC CO. will strive to reduce the quantity of waste which it sends for

disposal by 20% by the end of 1992, by 35% by the end of 1996, and by
50% by the end of 2000, all calculated in reference to the waste sent for

disposal in 1987. ABC CO. will ensure that all of its wastes are disposed

of safely and lawfully.

Communication

5.1 ABC CO. will educate its employees to work in an environmentally

responsible manner.

5.2 ABC CO. will encourage its suppliers to adopt environmental practices

consistent with this policy.

5.3 ABC CO. will assist its customers to safely use and dispose of its

products, including reuse and recycling when practical.

5.4 ABC CO. will foster openness and dialogue with employees and the

public, in order to understand and respond to their concerns about any
impacts of ABC Co.'s activities.

Irftplementation

6.1 Senior management shall perform a thorough audit of ABC Co.'s

operations and shall prepare an action plan to implement the policies set

out in this resolution.
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7. Monitoring

7.1 An environmental progress report shall be submitted to the directors at
each meeting of the board. A detailed evaluation shall be submitted at
least annually.

8. Business Charter

8.1 ABC CO. shall advise the International Chamber of Commerce of its

suppon for the ICC Business Chaner for Sustainable Development
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EPA'S 33/50 PROGRAM SECOND PROGRESS REPORT
REDUCING RISKS THROUGH VOLUNTARY ACTION

by
Susan Hazen, Office of Pollution Prevention
and Toxics, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Washington, D.C.

SUMMARY

EPA's 33/50 Program is a year old, and one year closer to its goals of

reducing toxic chemical pollution through voluntary, direct action by industry.

Company participation in the 33/50 Program has increased more than three-fold

since the issuance of the Program's first Progress Report in July of 1991 . As of

February 1992, 734 companies had written to EPA expressing commitments to

reduce voluntarily their releases and transfers of toxic chemicals, up from 236
company commitments in July. The actual reductions pledged by these
companies also has risen significantly during the past six months, from 201 million

pounds in July to 304 million pounds in February.

The 33/50 Program seeks to reduce the generation of high-priority industrial

toxic wastes by 50% by 1995, with an interim goal of a 33% reduction by 1992.

Marking its first anniversary, this report examines progress in achieving the
Program's ambitious goals and reviews the activities conducted over the past
year to bring about this progress. In addition, the report provides an overview of

the universe of toxic chemical releases and transfers addressed by the 33/50
Program. And finally, anniversaries also offer a fime for looking forward, to assess

the challenges — and potential pitfalls— ahead in forging a voluntary pollufion

prevention partnership among governments at all levels, communities, and
industries.

Number of

Commitments
1995 Pledged

Reductions

::^ 400-

1995 Goal

700 Miilion Pounds

Hgure 1 . Progress of the 13/50 Program.

) 7 CHEMICALS OF THE 13/50

PgQGRAM

BENZENE

CADMIUM & COMPOUNDS
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE

CHLOROfORM
CHROMIUM & COMPOUNDS

CYANIDES

LEAD & COMPOUNDS
MERCURY & COMPOUNDS
METHYL ETHYL KETONE

METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE

METHYLENE CHLORIDE
NICKEL & COMPOUNDS
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE

TOLUENE

TRICHLOROETHANE

TRICHLOROETHYLENE

XYLENES
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THE 33/50 PROGRAM: A ONE-YEAR PROGRESS REPORT

REDUCING TOXIC RISKS THROUGH VOLUNTARY DIRECTACTION

THE 33/50 PROGRAM

ERA'S 33/50 Program is a year old — one year closer to its goals for reducing toxic

chemical pollution through voluntary, direct action by industry. The 33/50 Program seeks

to reduce the generation of 17 high-priority industrial toxic wastes by 50% by 1995, with an
interim goal of a 33% reduction by 1992. The Program was formally announced in February

1991 , and the first 33/50 Progress Report was released in July 1991 . This report examines the

progress of the 33/50 Program at its first anniversary, and looks ahead to the progress —
and potential pitfalls — of the next few years.

GOALSAND APPROACH

The 33/50 Program is an ambitious EPA initiative designed to reduce toxic waste

generation from Industrial sources quickly and with an unprecedented degree of flexibility.

Industry participation in the 33/50 Program is voluntary, the Program aims to demonstrate

that voluntary reduction programs con augment the Agency's traditional regulatory

approach by achieving targeted reductions more quickly than would regulations alone.

The 33/50 Program derives Its name
from the overall goals — on interim goal of a
33% reduction by 1992 with an ultimate goal

of a 50% reduction by 1995 in environmental

releases and off-site transfers of 1 7 high-

priority toxic chemicals, using 1988 as a
baseline year. In 1988, almost 6,000

companies reported to the Toxic Release

Inventory (TRI) that 1 .4 billion pounds of the

33/50 chemicals were either released to the

environment or transferred off-site to waste
management facilities. The aim of the 33/50

Program is to reduce this 1 .4 billion pounds of

wastes by at least SCP/o, or 700 million pounds,

by 1995.

The 33/50 Program is port of a broad
EPA thrust to encourage pollution prevention

as the best means of reducing risk to human
health and the environment. Pollution

prevention moves the focus on toxic

Industry Embracing Voluntary

Reduction Goals

The 33/50 Program's challenge to

American industry to voluntarily reduce
toxic chemical releases is being

embraced by a wide spectrum of

companies, ranging from Fortune 500
firms such as AT&T and Du Pont to small

and midsized companies like Magee
Carpet of Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania and
Ultra Forge of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. For

a description of the reduction programs
being implemented by these ond other

companies, see '33/50 Activities - Whiat

Industry Is Doing.* A complete list of all

companies participating in the 33/50

Program is included in Appendix A.
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chemicals upstream, away from managing wastes after they have been generated,

towards an approach that avoids the generation of wastes wherever possible through

toxics use reduction, equipment and process changes, improved handling and

operations, and so on. Although the goal of EPA's 33/50 Program is expressed as a 50%

reduction in TRI environmental releases and transfers by 1995, a goal chosen to allow for

progress to be measured with readily available data, the central theme of the program is

to promote continuous environmental improvement through pollution prevention.

Therefore, EPA urges companies to use pollution prevention as the preferred means of

achieving their reductions. Moreover, EPA hopes that by emphasizing pollution

prevention, companies will instill a new management ethic that will achieve even greater

environmental benefits, expanding their reduction efforts beyond the chemicals, targets,

and time frames established for the 33/50 Program.

The goal of the 33/50 Program includes the reduction of both direct releases to the

environment (1,134 million pounds) and off-site transfers of waste materials to sewage
treatment plants or commercial waste management facilities (297 million pounds). While it

is important to understand the difference between direct releases to the environment and
off-site transfers of wastes, both are included in our measures of progress because the

central theme of the 33/50 Program is to promote pollution prevention. Thus, EPA has

included all waste materials, regardless of whether they are released or transferred, to

encourage industry to consider all waste generation when reviewing their pollution

prevention options.

33/50AND THE TOXICS RELEASE INVENTORY

The chemicals included in the 33/50 Program are 1 7 high-priority toxic chemicals

that are among the more than 320 chemicals reported annually to the Toxics Release

Inventory (TRI). These chemicals were selected for

attention by the 33/50 Program not only because of toxicity

concerns, but because they are all commonly used in high

volumes by industry, and they all have high potential for

reduction through pollution prevention.

In 1988, the baseline year for the 33/50 Program,

these 17 chemicals accounted for 22% of the total

quantities reported to TRI (1 .4 out of 6.4 billion pounds).

Another reason for targeting these particular chemicals in

the 33/50 Program is that they are handled by a significant

portion of the facilities required to report under TRI. More
than 12,000 facilities associated with almost 6,000

companies reported releasing and/or transferring one or

more of the 33/50 chemicals in 1988. This represents 57% of

the more than 21,000 TRI facilities that reported in 1988.

(See Figure 2.)

ERA'S 33/50 PROGRAM:
THE 17 CHEMICALS TARGETED FOR
REDUCTIONS

BENZENE
CADMIUM & COMPOUNDS
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE
CHLOROFORM
CHROMIUM & COMPOUNDS
CYANIDES
LEAD & COMPOUNDS
MERCURY & COMPOUNDS
METHYL ETHYL KETONE
METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE
METHYLENE CHLORIDE
NICKEL & COMPOUNDS
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
TOLUENE
TRICHLOROETHANE
TRICHLOROETHYLENE
XYLENES
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Rgure 2. Total TRI and 33/50 Program Universe, 1986.

Pollution prevention benefits resulting from the Program could potentially extend to

a substantial portion of the entire TRI universe, since companies are encouraged to

consider reduction commitments beyond the goals of the 33/50 Program.

IMPLEMENTING THE 33/50 PROGRAM: EPA 'S APPROACH

To ochieve 33/50's goals, EPA developed a program consisting of four major
elements: outreach to companies to encourage commitments; public recognition of

companies for their commitments, pollution prevention efforts, and achievements;
technical assistance to help companies overcome barriers and achieve commitments
through pollution prevention practices; and evaluation of the effectiveness of both
industry and government efforts in a voluntary, cooperative program.

Outreach: Perhaps the major challenge for the 33/50 Program is reaching out to

the thousands of companies and over ten thousand facilities that can ploy a role in

reducing toxic wastes. Letters to the heads of companies con be effective, but they are
also easily overlooked by busy corporate executives with many priorities. There is also

history and culture to contend with. The 33/50 Program is building a new type of

relationship between government, communities and industry, Many companies, used to

dealing with EPA or the public only in on adversarial relationship, are hesitant to embrace
an EPA-sponsored voluntary program, no matter how sensible it might seem on paper. In

order to make the most of our communications, EPA employed the following strategy:
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A first round of intensive contacts with the "Top 600"' companies. This entailed not

only letters from the Administrator to company heads, but a series of about a dozen
meetings with top executives from different industrial manufacturing sectors: chemicals;

transportation related; machinery and electrical equipment; iron, steel, and primary

metals; pulp and paper; petroleum refining; pharmaceuticals; wood and metal furniture;

rubber and related products; and metal finishings and coatings. Trade associations, such

as the Chemical Manufacturers Association, were instrumental in helping arrange these

sessions. Program communications with individual company managers have also

occurred through meetings with EPA Regional Administrators and staff and regional

workshops with State program participation. Face to face contacts were invaluable in

identifying issues, addressing questions, and providing assurances as to how the Program

would and would not operate.

A second round of contacts involved not only letters to the heads of thousands of

additional companies, but many direct meetings between EPA's Regional Offices and
industries within their States. As many as a thousand additional companies will be
contacted as new companies report to TRI for the first time, or as corporate affiliations

change through sales, purchases, restructuring, and the like.

Continuing our outreach efforts, 33/50 Program staff have addressed conferences,

provided information to the press, written articles, and circulated information about the

Program wherever opportunities presented themselves. In this way, we can reach not only

industry, but environmental groups, community organizations, organized labor, and the

general public. The 33/50 Program is also independently reported on in the annual

National Report released by the TRI Program. In addition, EPA routinely contacts

companies that hove not yet joined 33/50 to make certain they are aware of the Program,

and to solicit their participation.

Public Recognition: EPA's release in 1989 of the first year of TRI data greatly

increased public awareness about toxic pollution and industrial awareness of the depth of

community concern about toxic wastes. The 33/50 Program provides industry a means of

having its progress towards pollution prevention recognized through a formal EPA program
that receives broad public attention. At the some time,

the commitment information submitted to 33/50 provides

the public with access to information beyond that

supplied in TRI reports.

In order to foster public awareness of industry's

reduction efforts, the 33/50 Program publicizes company
participation through Program publications, press releases,

and in speeches and other routine federal and State

communications: Companies submitting reduction

commitments receive a formal certificate of participation

from EPA. This year's Adnninistrotor's Awards Program,

More About 33/50...

Want to find out more
about EPA's 33/50
Program? See the bock
page of this report for

what's available, wt^o to

contact, and wtiere to

call, visit, or write.

1 Nearly 600 companies accounted for more than 76% of ttie total 1988 releases/transfers of 33/50 chemicals.
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highlighting outstanding achievements In pollution prevention, is being coordinated with
the 33/50 Program. Next year, 33/50 envisions having its own awards program to
recognize company efforts in reducing wastes. Including those that go beyond the goals
set by 33/50. creating effective pollution prevention programs, communicating with and
involving the public, and in other areas warranting special recognition. In addition, we are
developing a compilation of 33/50 Company Progress Reports which will highlight effective

company approaches to identifying pollution prevention opportunities and follow them
through implementation,

Technical Assistance and Technology Transfer: The 33/50 Program is working closely
with EPA's Office of Research and Development to help companies implement pollution

prevention through information collection, coordination, and exchange. To date, there
are five components to the 33/50 Program's technology assistance and transfer efforts:

1) The 33/50 Program is conducting a series of workshops across the country with
industry to exchange information on pollution prevention theory and practices
to aid in achieving reductions of the 1 7 chemicals.

2) EPA Is expanding its Pollution Prevention Information Exchange System, a free
computer bulletin board associated with EPA's Pollution Prevention Information
Clearinghouse. The Bulletin Board and Clearinghouse contain technical, policy,

programmatic, legislative, and financial information on pollution prevention, in

general, and the 33/50 Program, in particular.

3) EPA Is preparing a series of bibliographic reports on pollution prevention and
recycling techniques applicable to the major industries which release the 1

7

targeted chemicals.

4) EPA Is publishing on expanded pollution prevention resource guide. Pollution

Prevention Resources and Training Opportunities In 1992, which identifies l<ey

pollution prevention documents, industry specific guidance manuals, fact
sheets, and videos. The guide also identifies federal, state, university, and other
pollution prevention programs across the country. For example, the guide
contains a complete listing of State programs that offer technical assistance on
pollution prevention and waste minimization to businesses and Industry.

5) EPA is Identifying areas where new research efforts could lead to beneficial and
readily transferable pollution prevention alternatives. As part of this effort, EPA
will Identify successful and innovative pollution prevention practices companies
have implemented as part of the 33/50 Program and then share this Information
with other companies and other interested parties.

Program Evaluotion: How well is the 33/50 Program working? Are reductions being
achieved through pollution prevention? Do EPA regulatory programs or other barriers
inhibit companies from making voluntary reduction commitments? Would reductions
occur anyway without 33/50? These are important questions that need to be answered in

order to determine /f the 33/50 approach works, wt)y it is working, and what it is
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accomplishing. We are examining potential regulatory obstacles to pollution prevention in

order to identify areas where EPA can remove obstacles without undercutting statutory

mandates or environmental progress. Detailed corripany progress reports, prepared as

part of program outreach, are focussing on Incentives and obstacles to pollution

prevention; they will allow independent validation of pollution prevention successes. A
particular concern is documenting the extent to which reductions come about through

true pollution prevention measures. As a result of passage of the Pollution Prevention Act

of 1990, new TRI Information on pollution prevention practices and the impact they are

having will become available to EPA and to the public. Some companies are also

providing additional information in their progress reports to the 33/50 Program. This

information will provide invaluable Insights towards evaluating the effectiveness of the

Program.

33/50 AND OTHER FEDERAL, STATE, AND INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

The 33/50 Program is only one of the many pollution prevention activities underway
at EPA, in the States, and elsewhere. Our activities are coordinated closely with other

programs, wherever possible, so that there is a maximum impact with a minimum of

overlap. Some of the cooperative efforts are described in the following paragraphs.

Other EPA Pollution Prevention Programs: Recent reorganizations at EPA hove
brought the 33/50 Program and the Pollution Prevention Division institutionally closer as a
means of coordinating activities. EPA's new Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics

provides a central location for the Agency's pollution prevention activities. The 33/50

Program is becoming a key source of information for the Pollution Prevention Information

Clearinghouse. We work closely with the early reductions program established by the

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 to coordinate efforts to reduce industrial discharges of

toxic chemicals prior to legislatively mandated schedules. The 33/50 Program is being

looked to as a possible model as the Agency conducts a brood review of major regulatory

activities, with the aim of further promoting pollution prevention. For example, the

voluntary, direct action approach is proving successful not only in 33/50, but in EPA's

energy conservation/pollution prevention initiative. The Green Lights Program.

Other Federal Programs: 33/50 also is being considered as a potential model for a
broad Federal Sector initiative, focussing on federal government facilities as generators of

toxic releases. It would build on existing pollution prevention activities by setting ambitious

reduction targets and creating a formal tracking system to measure progress. A large

number of the Government Owned Contractor Operated facilities of the Department of

Defense and the Department of Energy are operated by companies already committed
to 33/50. We will continue our discussions with these Departments in order to make
maximum use of the 33/50 approach for these facilities as well as Government Owned and
Operated facilities.

EPA Regional Programs: EPA's Regional Offices play an Important role in

communicating Program goals to industry. States, and the community. Major activities

include seeking company participation through individual company contacts and
participation in regional and state meetings, and coordinating the implementation of the
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Program with State pollution prevention and toxic use reduction initiatives. Through these

activities, EPA seeks to minimize the potential for conflict with State programs and to

develop cooperative efforts with industry. States, and the community.

EPA Region VII, with the participation of Region V, has tai<en a very innovative

approach to the 33/50 Program. Working with the TRI list of the top TOO counties nationally

for releases and transfers of the targeted 33/50 chemicals. Region VII selected the five

counties and three metropolitan areas in its region that ranked highest (see Mop A). By

the end of 1991 , the Regions, in cooperation with State agency and department officials,

met with business and civic leaders and company representatives in each of these

counties and metropolitan areas to encourage voluntary, community-wide reduction

goals for all reported TRI chemical releases and transfers. They asked these communities
for a separate focus on the 17 targeted 33/50 chemicals. A key distinction from the

national 33/50 Program is that the geographic-oriented program targets groups of faciitties

in selected areas, as opposed to parent companies.

Through this effort in Region VII, a group of representatives from 26 companies and
McConnell Air Force Base has announced Its plan to reduce Sedgv/ick County TRI wastes

by more than 90% by 1995. This is a reduction of 142 million pounds compared to the 1988

total of 151 million pounds in the county, The group also plans to reduce all TRI wastes by
31% (47 million pounds) by 1992. Other community-wide meetings have resulted in the

formation of groups or steering committees to obtain similar commitments to achieve the

33/50 Program goals.



states: Pollution prevention has been a priority in many States for some time. The

33/50 Program has been a direct benefactor and is building onto the foundation

established by these State initiatives. Many States have taken a strong interest in the 33/50

Program and are using it to their advantage to foster pollution prevention. States like

California, Florida, Maryland, and North Carolina have written to companies encouraging

participation in the Program. Other States such as Louisiana and New York are tracking

reductions in the 33/50 Program chemicals as part of their State Toxics Programs. New York

has already reported a sizable reduction, from 69 million pounds in 1988 to 36 million

pounds In 1990, which will no doubt increase as the 33/50 Program builds momentum.

Yet other States like Colorado, Delaware, and Minnesota have their own voluntary

reduction initiatives either in process or in place. For instance, Minnesota has launched

the Minnesota 50 Project which sets a statewide 50% reduction goal for 1995 for the same

chemicals included in 33/50. Minnesota 50 will reach many individual facilities in the State

that would not otherwise be contacted by EPA, thus expanding the scope and potentiol

impact of the voluntary reductions approach.

Several States (such as Connecticut, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Rhode

Island) are holding pollution prevention and technical assistance conferences that include

discussions of 33/50 and disseminate information about the technologies that can be

applied to reduce or eliminate the use of 33/50 and other hazardous chemicals. Activities

such as the Northeast Waste Management Officials Association's distribution of a brochure

describing the 33/50 Program and the technical assistance available in New England

States also aid the 33/50 Program. Overall, Federal/State partnerships are forming to foster

source reduction not only for the 33/50 chemicals, but for other hazardous chemicals as

well, promoting a pollution prevention ethic within the respective States.

International: The 33/50 Program is seen as a possible model for voluntary reduction

efforts in the international arena. EPA has been working with Environment Canada, the

International Joint Commission, and others on a Pollution Prevention Initiative for ttie Great

Lakes that incorporates 33/50 goals for reducing toxic discharges to these international

waterways. Pollution prevention initiatives have been included in the Mexico-United States

Plan to protect the border environment. For example, American corporations will be

encouraged to make commitments to the Program for their facilities across the border.
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INDUSTRY'S PARTICIPATION IN THE 33/50 PROGRAM

Nearly 6,000 companies — operating more tinan 12,000 facilities nationwide —
submitted TRI reports to EPA for ttie year 1988 on one or more of \he 33/50 chemicals. Thiis

Is more thian half of all facilities that reported to TRI, All told, these companies reported 1 .4

billion pounds of releases and transfers of the seventeen chemicals in 1988, the baseline

year for the 33/50 Program. All 5,747 companies have been invited to participate in the

33/50 Program (see Table 1).

The bulk of releases and transfersof these chemicals reported to TRI came from
relatively few companies. Five hundred and fifty-five of the 5,747 companies accounted
for more than ttiree quarters (1.1 billion pounds) of the total for the 33/50 chemicals. This

group of companies (often referred to as the *Top 600' companies) were sent letters by
EPA in February 1991 inviting them to join the 33/50 Program. As reported in the first

Progress Report, more than one-third (236 companies) had responded with a commitment
to the program by July 1991 . Since then 39 more of these companies have joined the

TABLE 1. 33/50 PROGRAM COMMITMENT STATIJS OVERVIEW



Program. To dote, almost half of the 'Top 600' — 275 companies — have voluntarily

submitted reduction commitments to the 33/50 Program. These 275 companies represent

45% (640 million out of 1 .4 billion pounds) of the v^/astes targeted by the 33/50 Program for

reductions.

In July 1991 . EPA sent letters to the remaining 5,192 companies that reported use of

33/50 chemicals to TRI In 1988, asl<ing them to respond by November 1991 . Of this second
group of companies, 459 have thus far committed to participating in 33/50, accounting for

an additional 104 million of the 1 .4 billion pounds of 1988 33/50 releases and transfers. We
recognize that this second round of companies have had less time to consider their

participation In 33/50, and some may not have the level of resources available to many of

the larger companies. Nonetheless, their participation is crucial to the success of the 33/50

Program, not only In terms of meeting our numerical goals but, in a broader sense, for fully

promoting the pollution prevention culture throughout the industrial sector.

Across the two groups of companies, a total of 734 companies have indicated their

willingness to reduce voluntarily their releases and transfers of the 33/50 chemicals a more
than three fold increase since July (see Figure 3). All are listed in Appendix A. Together

these 734 committed companies released and/or transferred 744 million pounds of the

total 1 .4 billion pounds associated with the 17 chemicals.

Of the 734 companies that have committed to the Program, 562 (77%) have
responded with readily quantifiable reduction goals: 228 of these were from the Top 600'

and 334 from the second group. These goals lend themselves to numerical calculations of

how much of its releases and transfers a company plans to reduce by 1995. By lool<ing at

these 562 companies with quantifiable commitments, we are able to determine the level

of commitment that has been mode as of this progress report. Of the 599 million pounds of

releases and transfers of 33/50 chemicals associated with these companies, firms have
committed to a reduction of 304 million pounds by 1995 (260 million pounds from the 'Top
600'; 44 million from the rest). This pledged reduction of 304 million pounds represents on
increase of 51% from the 201 million pounds commited to as of July, 1991 , and 43% of the

national goal of 700 million pounds (see Figure 4). Although individual company
commitments vary considerably In amount, reduction pledges are averaging 50% per firm

(304 million pounds of pledged reductions out of the 599 million pounds of 33/50 chemical
releases and transfers reported by this group in 1988).

The 304 million pound national reduction commitment actually represents a lower

bound in assessing the 33/50 Program's progress to date. This estimate is based only on a
portion of the 734 company commitments received to date — the 562 commitments that

can be quantified on a company-wide basis. Additional reductions have been pledged
by companies on a chemical-, medium-, or facility-specific basis, requiring further analysis

by EPA before their contributions toward the national goals can be accurately assessed.
Other companies that have committed to the 33/50 Program have yet to specify their

numerical goals. In some instances, these companies have indicated that they need to

analyze their Industrial processes before determining the level of reduction they can
achieve.
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On the other hand, a number of companies have submitted quite detaiied

reduction commitments. One exampie is the commitment provided by LTV Steel

Company, planning an overall 80% reduction by 1995 that is broken down by individual

chemical (see Table 2). In another exampie, Honda of America supplied EPA with specific

details of the planning needed to achieve their reduction goals (see Table 3).

The 33/50 Program's national goal of 700 million pounds reduction by 1995 Is based
upon achieving a 50% reduction In the 1 .4 billion pounds of the 33/50 chemicals that were
released and/or transferred in 1988. One way to achieve this goal is for every one of the

5,747 companies to commit to the Program with a 50% reduction in their releases and
transfers. Realistically, however, some companies will choose not to participate in the

Program and of those that do, some will make commitments amounting to less than a 50%
reduction. Therefore, If the overall goal of a 7(X) million pound reduction Is to be achieved,
many companies will need to make commitments to reducing their releases and transfers

of the 17 chemicals by greater than 50% and. Indeed, some already have.

While there is much to be excited about with the level of voluntary commitment we
are seeing by companies responding to the 33/50 Program, we clearly have a long way to

go if we are to meet our national goal. EPA has planned follow-up activities involving

those companies v^/ho did not respond or who responded expressing an interest in, but not
a commitment to, the 33/50 Program.
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TABLE 2. SAMPLE COUPKHi REDUCTION GOALS (LTV STEEU

1988 % REDUCTION



The vagaries of the business cycle or of company operations make predictions

about future waste generation next to Impossible.

Companies are already devoting maximum possible resources to deal with

existing environmental requirements and cannot adopt additional

environmental goals.

Concern over possible conflicts between 33/50 endeavors and goals established

by other federal or state environmental programs, such as reduction goals

established under the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.

TABLE 3. SAMPLE COMPANY REDUCTION PLAN (HONDA OF AMERICA).

PROCESS



• Constraints imposed by customers, such as miiitary specifications for the types of

chemicals and processes required to fulfill government contracts.

• Mandatory federal, state, and local permitting processes ore extremely

cumbersome, and the company is unwilling to pursue permit modifications that

may be needed to implement 33/50 Program objectives.

EPA Is examining these obstacles to learn where there is opportunity to make more
companies interested in participating in 33/50. As the Program has stressed from its outset.

33/50 is not Intended as a substitute for EPA's regulatory programs, and the Agency
cannot relax regulatory oversight or enforcement as a means of encouraging
participation. However, 33/50 is working carefully in concert with EPA's other programs,

and with other federal agencies such as the Department of Defense, to insure maximum
coordination and flexibility.

Some companies also wrote Indicating that, as a holding company, partnership, or

other financial arrangement with limited oversight of day-to-day operations or diverse

business units, they were not the appropriate entity to decide environmental policy. The

33/50 Program is In the process of redirecting requests for participation to the individual

business units at these companies.

33/50 ACTIVITIES— WHAT INDUSTRY IS DOING

A number of companies that have committed to the 33/50 Program have provided

EPA with reports of their progress In meeting their reduction targets. A few of the 'Top 600'

company reports are summarized below. (Note: Information is this section was token
directly from company reports and has not been independently verified.)

• AT&T (New York, New York) reports that the corporation has already achieved a
66% reduction of Its 33/50 chemicals, from 6.4 million pounds of releases and
transfers in 1988, to 2.1 million In 1990. The reductions were achieved through a
combination of techniques, chiefly chemical substitutions and process

modifications, with an emphasis on pollution prevention. Some of the reductions

were also due to decreased production levels at several of the company's
plants. AT&T has set additional reduction targets for all its facilities worldwide.

These include: (a) 95% elimination of toxic chemical air emissions (of oil TRI

chemicals) by 1995, striving for 100% elimination by 2000; (b) 100% phoseout of

CFC's by 1994; and (c) reducing total manufacturing process waste 25% by 1994

(see Figure 5).

• BF GOODRICH (Akron, Ohio) reports a 32% reduction in 33/50 chemicals
between 1988 and 1990, and anticipates exceeding its reduction target of 50%
by 1995.
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capture greater amounts of metallic dusts, which the company hopes to be
able to reuse; creating a task force to explore means of eliminating landfilling of

electric arc furnace slag.

These large companies are not alone in making reduction commitments and In

keeping the 33/50 Program (and the public) up to date. Among the smaller companies
that have reported on their progress are:

• MAGEE CARPET (Magee Industrial Enterprises of Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania) has

eliminated their use of trichloroethane, thereby eliminating 340,000 pounds of

releases of this chemical.

• PINES TRAILER LIMITED PARTNERSHIP (Chicago, Illinois) has achieved reductions

from 1988 to 1990 for the tvy/o 33/50 chemicals it reports: 48% reduction for

xylene, and a 37% reduction for methyl isobutyl ketone, and anticipates overall

reductions of at least 50% by 1995.

• ULTRA FORGE (Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio) has been replacing its solvent-based vapor
degreasers with spray wash equipment, thereby eliminating more than 80,000

pounds of releases of trichloroethane and tetrachloroethylene; the company
anticipates total elimination of these two chemicals in 1992.
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RELEASE/TRANSFER PROFILE FOR 33/50 COMMITMENT COMPANIES

At this time in Ihe 33/50 Program's developmer^t, the information submitted to EPA
by companies participating in the Program is not detailed enough to enable us to analyze
fully the nature or impact of the reduction commitments themselves. We can determine,

as reported above, that the quantifiable commitments mode by 562 companies to date
amount to a nationwide pledge of 304 million pounds of reduced toxic chemical releases

and transfers by 1995. But we are not yet in a position to determine the impacts of these
reduction commitments on a geographic-, medium-, chemical-, or industry-specific basis.

By and large, companies have set reduction goals to be achieved on a company-
wide basis, in many instances spanning operations at facilities dispersed throughout the
nation and in a variety of industrial sectors. The details of how and where these reductions

actually will be achieved are still being flushed out at the plant or production process
level. Until more companies have completed their internal reduction plans and
communicated them to EPA, further analyses of the impacts of the reduction
commitments must be put on hold.

While we cannot yet analyze the Impacts of companies' reduction commitments,
we can describe the TRI release/transfer profiles of the companies which hove committed
to the 33/50 Program. This section of the report presents a series of analyses comparing
the releases and offsite transfers of 33/50 chemicals by the 734 companies committing to

the 33/50 Program to the total 33/50 release/transfer universe in the 1988 baseline year.

The analyses identify the p>otential impacts of companies' reduction commitments.
Readers are cautioned that the reduction efforts eventually implemented by companies
may result in a distribution of release/transfer reductions that differs marl<edly from the
distribution of the companies' overall releases and transfers. For example, a company with

identical facilities in Oregon and Tennessee could achieve a 40% company-wide
reduction goal in a variety of ways: by reducing releases at each facility by 40%; by
reducing by 60% percent at one facility and only 20% at the other; or, achieve Its

corporate goal entirely by concentrating reduction efforts to achieve an 80% reduction at

one facility, leaving releases and transfers at the other facility unchanged for the time
being. Accordingly, the release/transfer profiles presented below ore not intended to

represent the reductions that will be observed in companies' future TRI reports.

As indicated in Table 1 above, facilities associated with the 734 companies making
33/50 Program commitments reported 744 million pounds of 33/50 chemical releases and
transfers in the Program's baseline year. Although the participating companies overall

account for approximately one half of the 1 .4 billion pounds of 33/50 releases and transfers

in 1988, the analyses of these committed companies' releases and transfers presented
below do not reflect an even distribution from sector to sector.
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STATE/EPA REGIONAL DISTRIBUVONS

The state-by-state and EPA Regional distributions of company participation in the

33/50 Program and associated releases and transfers of the seventeen 33/50 chemicals

are shown in Tables 4 and 5, The number of 33/50 companies with their headquarters

located in each state or reporting jurisdiction differs considerably, ranging from zero in

Alaska and the Virgin Islands to 498 in Illinois (see Table 4). The company participation rate

also varies ranging from a level of no participation (Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, North

Dakota, South Dakota, Vermont, Wyoming, District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico) to a high

of 33% in Hawaii and 23% in both Delaware and Oregon.

The five states with the largest amounts of 33/50 releases and transfers in 1988 were
Ohio, Texas, Indiana, Pennsylvania, and Michigan (see Table 5). Each accounted for over

85 million pounds and together they represented almost one-third of the 33/50 national

total. In looking at the releases and transfers of facilities belonging to the committed
companies, we see that the top five states were the same, but in a slightly different order:

Texas, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio. (Note that releases and transfers are

assigned to the state in which facilities are located, not the state in which their parent

company headquarters are located.) The percentages varied among the states from less

than 5% of the total represented by committed companies to greater than 90%. However,

it should be noted that the extremes were associated with states with the smallest number
of TRl facilities, so that one company has a large impact on such a percentage
calculation. The percentages among the top five states were closer, ranging from 49% of

the total represented by facillfies of committed companies in Ohio to 58% in Pennsylvania.

MEDIA/DESTINATION DISTRIBUTION

Companies must report to TRl the amounts of a chemical that are released on site

and/or transferred off site. Releases consist of air emissions (fugitive and point source),

surface water discharges, on-site releases to land, and discharges to underground
injection wells. Transfers are either to Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTWs) or to off-

site treatment, storage, and disposal facilities. While the releases of a chemical to a
particular medium are clear, TRl data do not show the medium or geographic location to

which transfers are eventually released or the quantities of those releases.

For example, a chemical that Is transferred to a POTW may end up being

discharged to surface water or sent in sewage sludge to a landfill (or released to the air

through vaporization). The chemical wastes sent off-site to a treatment, storage, and
disposal facility end up at a different geographic location and may be treated and
reduced In amount by methods varying widely from chemical to chemical, and facility to

facility. These differences should be kept in mind when looking at the amount of releases

to the various media,

The distribution of releases and transfers by media/transfer destination for

committed companies and other 33/50 companies can be seen in Figure 6 and Table 6.

As shown, the 33/50 releases and transfers of committed companies differ significantly on
a percentage basis between media and transfer destination. For example, in 1988 the 33/
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TABLE 4. COMPANY PARTICIPATION IN 33/50 PROGRAM, BY STATE AND EPA REGION

NUMBER OF



TABLE S. RELEASES AND TRANSFERS OF 33/50 CHEMICALS, BY STATE AND B>A REGION, 1988

RELEASES/TRANSFERS





50 discharges to underground injection wells of facilities of committed companies
represented 81% of all 33/50 discharges to such wells. In contrast, the 33/50 fugitive air

emissions of committed companies accounted for 49% of total 33/50 fugitive air emissions.

INDUSTRY SECTOR DISTRIBUTION

The seventeen 33/50 chemicals are used by facilities manufacturing a wide range
of goods, from the chemicals themselves to electronic equipment, paper, plastics, food,

and furniture. Each of the industrial sectors that are required to report to TRI (the

manufacturing Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes 20 through 39) have reported

releases and transfers of the 33/50 chemicals. The distribution of companies' 33/50
Program participation rates across major industrial sectors ore presented in Figure 7 and
Table 7. The distribution of TRI-reported releases and transfers of 33/50 chemicals by
facilities associated with these companies is presented in Figure 8 and Table 8. (The

category called "multiple' represents individual facilities that use the chemical in the

manufacture of products in more than one of the industrial sectors listed.) The amounts of

releases and transfers are assigned to an industry sector according to how the chemical is

used at an individual facility, which may in some cases be different than the primary

industrial sector for the company as a whole.
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Textiles (22)
Apparel (23)

Lumber (24)
Furniture (25)

Paper (26)
Printing (27)
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Metal Services
Machinery (35)
Electrical (36)

Transportation (37)
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Miscellaneous (39)
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No codes 20-39

200 400 600 800 1.(

Number of Companiat

Companies Making Commitments to the 33/50 Program D All Other Companies in 33/50 Universe

Hguro 7 . Company Participation In 33/50 Program, by Industry Sector.
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The number of companies ossociated NA^th 33/50 chemicois per industry sector

ranged from a low of six in thie tobacco industry to a high of 1 ,001 in tl^e fabricated metals

industry. The chemicai sector had the second largest number of potential 33/50

companies with a total of 835. Together, the fabricated metals and the chemical

industries accounted for approximately one-third of all potential 33/50 companies.

(Subdivisions within these two industry sectors are shown.) The participation rate differed

from sector to sector ranging from a low of approximately 2% for the "multiple codes'
sector to 37% for drug/pharmaceutical manufacturers, o subdivision within the chemical
sector (see Figure 7 and Table 7).

TABLE 7. COMPANY PARTICIPATION IN 33/50 PROGRAM, BY INDUSTRY SECTOR



While the uses of 33/50 chemicals by the chemical and transportation equipment

sectors were associated with the largest releases and transfers, the highest percentages of

a sector's releases and transfers that were associated with committed companies came
from the drug/pharmaceutical manufacturers and the food industry (over 81%). On the

other hand, the printing and metal services industries had the lowest proportion (less than

10%) of their releases and transfers associated with committed companies. (See Figure 8

and Table 8.)

TABLE 8. 33/50 PROGRAM RELEASES AND TRANSFERS, BY INDUSTRY SECTOR, 1988
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Rgur* 8. Reieosat and Transfers of 33/SO Chemicals, by Industry Sector, 1986.

CHEMICAL DISTRIBUTION

Analysis of TRI-reported releases an(d transfers on a chemical-specific basis also

reveals varying levels of 'coverage' by companies currently participating in the 33/50
Program, ranging from a high of nearly 93% for mercury an(d its compouncjs to a low of just

over 40% for chromium and related compounds (see Figure 9 and Table 9). Ubiquitous

chemicals with larger volumes of TRI releases and transfers, such as toluene (almost tv^ice

as large as any of the others) and trichloroethane, have lower portions of their total

volume associated with companies participating in the 33/50 Program, highlighting the
need to continue program outreach efforts aimed at bringing the numerous smaller users

and manufocturers into the Program.
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Figure 9. Releases and Transfers of 33/50 Chemicals, by Chemical, 198A.

TABLE 9. RELEASES AND TRANSFERS OF 33/50 CHEMICALS, BY CHEMICAL, 1988

CHEMICAL

RELEASES/
TRANSFERS OF

ALL 33/50

CHEMICALS
(Pounds)

RELEASES/TRANSFERS
ASSOCIATED WITH

COMPANIES MAKING
COMMITMENTS

(Pounds)

RELEASES/TRANSFERS
ASSOCIATED WITH

COMPANIES MAKING 33/50

COMMITMENTS AS PERCENT
OF TOTAL FOR CHEMICAL

(Percent)

Benzene

Cadmium and compounds

Cartx>n tetrachloride

Chlorolorm

Chromium and compoufKte

Cyanides

Lead and compounds

Mercury and compounds

Methyl ethyl ketone

Methyl isobutyl ketone

Methylene chk>rkie

Nickel and compoun<^

Tetrachloroethyler>e

Toluene

Thchloroethane

Trichloroethylene

Xylenes

32,240,533

1,928,819

5,029,696

26,882,013

68,793,835

11,787,893

60,774,417

318.587

161,203,453

44.511,920

155.059,038

19,289.876

37.760.219

349.388,787

194.137.772

57.816.129

204.255,643

23,541,686

940,346

4,519,278

23,708,139

29,144,969

9,273,102

36,188,398

295,835

90.182,171

27,427,490

95,512513

11.388,249

21,313,079

157,864,903

82,928.321

25,092,853

104,592,861

73.02

48.75

89.85

88.19

42.37

78.67

59.55

92.86

55.94

61.62

61.60

59.04

56.44

45 18

42.72

43 40

51.21

TOTAL 1,431,178,630 743,914,193 5198
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33/50 ARER ONE YEAR— MAKING PROGRESS?

After one year of outreach efforts to solicit company commitments, almost half of

the nation's largest releasers of 33/50 chemical wastes have submitted reduction
commitments (275 out of 555 companies). Over 450 companies from the ranks of the 5,192
companies with samller releases and tranters of 33/50 chemicals have signed on, although
they have had less time to formally consider their participation in the Program.

Is the 33/50 glass half empty or half full? If all 734 companies that have committed
to the Program were to completely eliminate their TRI discharges of the seventeen 33/50
chemicals by 1995, they would have reduced the nation's waste load by more than 700
million pounds, meeting the 33/50 Program goal of a 50% reduction.

In fact, most of these companies have agreed to commitments of about 50% by
1995, with the result that the 33/50 Program still has to make substantial inroads on the
generation of toxic pollution if it is to meet its reduction goals. On the encouraging side is

the early indication that many companies have indicated that they expect to exceed —
often by large amounts — their reduction targets; this has already occurred at AT&T (see
What Industry Is Doing, above). On the other hand, there still remain the hundreds of large
generators, and thousands of smaller ones, who, for whatever reasons, have not yet
elected to participate. Our efforts to bring them on board will continue as the 33/50
Program matures.

33/50: WHAT LIES AHEAD?

The 33/50 Program has grown substantially in Its first year, expanding from its initial

face-to-face meetings with a few dozen companies and targeted contacts with the
"Top 600' companies with the largest reports of 33/50 wastes, to brood outreach —
orchestrated through EPA's ten Regional offices and involving several State agencies as
well — to the thousands of companies who con assist us in achieving the Program's goals.

In the next few years, as we approach the 1995 target date, the focus of 33/50 will

shift from outreach to evaluation and recognition. How much reduction has been
achieved? What has been the impact of pollution prevention practices? One of the keys
for answering these and other questions will be new Information provided by the Pollution

Prevention Act of 1990. The Act calls for additional data collection in TRI which will address
the role of pollution prevention, recycling, and treatment in achieving reductions. The Act
will also require all companies — not just 33/50 participants — to project their next two
years' waste generation for the TRI chemicals, a source of data that will allow on early

assessment of expected waste generation trends. The new pollution prevention data will

first be reported to EPA and the States in July, 1992, covering the 1991 reporting year.

With this new Information and the details that companies are voluntarily providing
to the 33/50 Program, future Progress Reports and other communications will provide a
realistic assessment of how successfully U.S. industry is able to apply pollution prevention to
the reduction of releases and transfers of the seventeen 33/50 chemicals in the context of
a voluntary reduction effort.
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APPENDIX A

Companies Committing to \he 33/50 Program

(February. 1992)

This appendix provides a list of all companies that have indicated to EPA in writing as of

February, 1992, that they intend to participate in the 33/50 Program. In many cases,

subsidiary companies responded in addition to or in place of parent companies. In such

instances, subsidiaries are listed Indented underneath their parent company. All subsidiary

companies are also listed in their own alphabetic order, with their parent company
indicated in parentheses. State abbreviations are provided only for parent companies,

indicating the location of their headquarters operations.
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APPENDIX A—CompaniM MaUng Commilmanls to Um 33/SO Program (Fabniafy, 1M2)

COMPANY STATE COMPANY STATE

3MC0 MN

ABC COMPOUNDING COMPANY INC GA

A B CHANCE CO MO
A J INDUSTRIES INC CA

SARGENT-FLEtCHER

A T CROSS CO Ri

A T R WIRE i CABLE CO KY

A W CHESTERTON CO MA

AACCO FOUNDRY INC CA

ABBOTT LABORATORIES L
ACC HOLDINGS CORP PA

ARISTECH CHEMICAL

ACME ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING OK

ACME SPONGE & CHAMOIS CO FL

ACME STEEL CO IL

ACTION PLATING CORP FL

ADAC PLASTICS Mi

ADVANCED CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY NH

ADVANCED FRICTION MATERIALS Ml

AERO METAL FINISHING INC MO
AEROFIL TECHNOLOGY INC MO
AEROFORGE CORP IN

AEROTHRUST CORP FL

AEROVOX (COOPER INDUSTRIES)

AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS PA

AKRON PAINT & VARNISH INC OH

AKZO CHEMICALS (AMERICA AKZO)

ALABAMA RIVER PULP

(PARSONS & WHITTEMORE ENTERPRISES)

ALADDIN INDUSTRIES INC TN

ALDAN RUBBER CO PA

ALL METAL STAMPINGS INC Wl

ALLEGHENY LUDLUM CORP PA

ALLEN-BRADLEY CO OK
ALLIED MINERAL PRODUCTS INC OH
ALLIED-SIGNAL INC NJ

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA PA

AMERICA AKZO INC NY

AKZO CHEMICALS

AMERICAN & EFIRD (RUDDICK CORP)

AMERICAN CAST IRON PIPE CO AL

AMERICAN CYANAMID CO NJ

AMERICAN ELECTRIC COMPONENTS IN

AMERICAN PETROFINA HOLDING TX

FINA OIL AND CHEMICAL

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR (JORDAN GROUP)

AMERICAN STANDARD (KELSO ASI PARTNERS)

AMERICAN SYNTHETIC RUBBER CORP KY

AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH

AMERICAN TOY AND FURNITURE CO

AMERON INC

AMITY LEATHER PRODUCTS CO

AMOCO CORP

AMSTED INDUSTRIES INC

AMWAY CORP

ANABOLIC INC

ANDERSEN CORP

ANDERSON SCREW PRODUCTS INC

ANHEUSER-BUSCH CO

ANOMAT1C CORP

ARCADIAN CORP

ARCHER CO (RJR NABISCO HOLDINGS)

ARCO PRODUCTS (ATLANTIC RICHFIELD)

ARISTECH CHEMICAL (ACC HOLDINGS)

ARKWIN INDUSTRIES INC

ARMCO STEEL CO LP

ARMORED KNIGHT CORP

CFC INTERNATIONAL

ARMSTRONG WORLD INDUSTRIES

ARROW ENGINEERING INC

ARROW INTERNATIONAL INC

ARTISTIC POUSHING & PLATING

ASARCO INC

ASEA BROWN BOVERI INC

ASHLAND OIL INC

ASSET MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES

CHILDERS PRODUCT CO

ASTRAL INDUSTRIES INC

ATLANTIC RICHFIELD CO

ARCO PRODUCTS

ATOCHEM (ELF AOUITAINE)

AUBURN FOUNDRY INC

AUTO-SWAGE PRODUCTS INC

AUTOMATA INC

AUTOMATIC PLATING OF BRIDGEPORT

AUTOMATIC WELDING & MANUFACTURING

AUTOMATION PLATING CORP

AVESTA SANDVIK TUBE AB

AVON NORTH AMERICA INC

CADILLAC RUBBER & PLASTIC

AVONDALE INDUSTRIES INC

BF GOODRICH CO

B L DOWNEY CO

BAIRNCO CORP

REINHOLD

NY

Wl

CA

Wl

IL

IL

Ml

CA

MN

NY

MO

OH

TN

NY

OH

IL

PA

GA

PA

CA

NY

CT

KY

NY

IN

CA

IN

CT

VA

CT

OH

CA

a
Ml

LA

OH

IL

FL
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APPENDIX A—CompanlM MaUng CommitnMnts to th« 33/SO Program (Fabruary, 1992)

COMPANY

BAKER HUGHES INC

BGA INTERNATIONAL

BALDOR ELECTRIC CO

BALL SOCKET MANUFACTURING

BARNETT VARNISH (OAK PARTNERS)

BARNHARDT MANUFACTURING CO

BASF CORP

BASS PLATING CO

BASSETT FURNITURE INDUSTRIES

BATH IRON WORKS
BAXTER INTERNATIONAL INC

BAYER USA INC

BAYOU STEEL

BELL & HOWELL CO

BEMIS COMPANY INC

BENJAMIN MOORE & CO

BENNETT MANUFACTURING CO

BENSON MANUFACTURING

BENTON INTERNATIONAL INC

CIRCUIT WISE

BESLY PRODUCTS CORP

BEST CHAIRS

FISCHER CHAIR

BETHLEHEM STEEL CORP

BGA INTERNATIONAL (BAKER HUGHES)

BIMAC (CHEMINCON)

BIRD ELECTRONIC CORP

BLACK & DECKER CORP

BLASER DIE CASTING CO

CONTINENTAL BRASS

BLOOMSBURG MILLS (PENN COLUMBIA)

BLUE CIRCLE AMERICA INC

BLUE RIDGE PRODUCTS CO

BLUE STREAK FINISHERS LTD

BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM

BOEING CO

BOISE CASCADE CORP
BOLLMAN HAT CO
BOMARKO INC

BONDLINE ADHESIVES INC

BONIDE PRODUCTS INC

BORDEN INC

BOWATER INC

BP AMERICA INC

BRISTOL MYERS SQUIBB CO
BROD & MCCLUNG-PACE CO
BRUDERER INC

BRULIN & COMPANY INC

STATE

TX

AR

CT

NC

NJ

CT

VA

ME

IL

PA

LA

IL

MN

NJ

NY

Wl

CT

IL

IN

PA

OH

MD

WA

COMPANY STATE

GA

NC

WA
CT

WA
ID

PA

IN

IN

NY

NY

CT

OH

NY

OR

AL

IN

BUCKSTAFF CO



APPENDIX A—CompaniM MaMng CommlUitMla lo Hm 33/SO Program (Fabruary, 1M2)

COMPANY STATE COMPANY STATE

CHEMINCON INC Ml

BIMAC

CHESTNUT RIDGE FOAM INC PA

CHEVRON CORP CA

CHICAGO ADHESIVE PRODUCTS CO H.

CHILDERS PRODUCT

(ASSET MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES)

CIBA-GEIGY CORP NY

CIBRO PETROLEUM BRONX INC NY

CIRCUIT WISE (BENTON INTERNATIONAL)

CITGO PETROLEUM CORP OK

CITICORP NY

SYBRON CHEMICALS

CLARK OIL & REFINING CORP «.

CLEARPRINT (C P G INTERNATIONAL)

CMC STEEL GROUP (COMMERCIAL METALS)

COACH & CAR EQUIPMENT CORP IL

COATING PLACE INC Wl

COATING SYSTEMS INC NH

COLEMAN OUTDOOR PRODUCTS

(MACANDREWS FORBES HOLDINGS)

COLLIS INC lA

COLORADO PAINT CO CO

COLUMBIA CORRUGATED BOX CO OR

COMMERCIAL ENAMELING CO CA

COMMERCIAL METALS CO TX

CMC STEEL GROUP

COMO PLASTICS (G L INDUSTRIES OF INDIANA)

CONAGRA INC NE

UNITED AGRI PRODUCTS

CONDERE CORP CT

CONGOLEUM (HILLSIDE CAPITAL)

CONTINENTAL BRASS (8LASER DIE CASTING)

CONTRAN CORP TX

KEYSTONE STEEL & WIRE

COOPER INDUSTRIES INC TX

COOPER INDUSTRIES INC

AEROVOX

CORNING INC NY

CORONET PAPER CORP NJ

CREATIVE FOAM CORP Ml

CRITERION CATALYST LTD PARTNERSHIP TX

CROMPTON 4 KNOWLES CORP CT

CROWN CORK & SEAL CO PA

CROWN METAL FINISHING CO NJ

CROWN ROLL LEAF INC NJ

CRYSTAL CABINET WORKS INC MN
CRYSTAL SPRINGS PRINTWORKS GA

CUSTOM PRODUCTS CORP



APPENDIX A—CompanlM Itokinfl CommlliMnta to th* 33/50 Program (February, 1992)

COMPANY

EAST LIBERTY ELECTROPLATING

EASTMAN KODAK CO

EASTON FOAM INC

EATON CORP

EBONEX INC

EBONITE INTERNATIONAL INC

EKLUND METAL TREATING INC

ELASTOMERIC TECHNOLOGIES INC

ELECTRONIC CHROME CO

ELECTROTEK CORP

ELF AOUITAINE INC

ELF AOUITAINE INC

ATOCHEM

ELI LILLY AND CO

EUO PRODUCTS INC

ELPACO COATINGS CORP

EMERALD ACQUISITION CORP

VISKASE

EMERALD PACKAGING INC

EMERSON ELECTRIC CO

ENGELHARD CORP

EPEC INC

ERDLE PERFORATING CO
ERICSSON-GE MOBILE COMMUNICATION

ESAB GROUP INC

ESSEX (MORGAN STANLEY LEV EQ FUND II)

ETHYL CORP

EVANITE FIBER (FORSCH LTD)

EXCELL POLISHING & BUFFING CO

EXCELLO SPECIALTY CO

EXXON CORP

F C HOLDINGS INC

I R INTERNATIONAL

F W WINTER (ZIMMERMAN HOLDINGS)

FABRALLOY (STOLPER INDUSTRIES)

FACILE HOLDINGS INC

FARLEY INC

FARM & INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL

(MAYO CHEMICAL)

FASCO INDUSTRIES INC

FEDERAL PAPER BOARD CO
FEDERAL-MOGUL CORP
FEIN CONTAINER CORP
FERNCO INC

FIFTH DIMENSION INC

FINA OIL AND CHEMICAL

(AMERICAN PETROFINA HOLDING)

ATE



APPENDIX A—CompaniM Making CommMmMiU to Vm 33/50 Program (Fabruary, 1992)

COMPANY STATE

GEORGIA-PACIFIC CORP GA

GETTERS CORP OF AMERICA OH

GILBERT ENGINEERING (MERRILL LYNCH & CO)

GILLETTE CO MA

GIVAUDAN CORP NJ

GLASGO PLASTICS INC OH

GLEN RAVEN MILLS INC NC

GLOBE MANUFACTURING CO MA

GOODMAN MANUFACTURING CORP TX

GOODYEAR TIRE i RUBBER CO OH

GRAVURE PACKAGING INC VA

GREAT WESTERN FOAM PRODUCTS CA

GREEN BAY PACKAGING INC Wl

GREENVILLE TECHNOLOGY INC OH

GRIFFITH POLYMERS OR

GRUMMAN CORP NY

GTI CORP CA

GUARDSMAN PRODUCTS INC M
GUNDERSON (JAMES-FURMAN & CO)

H 4 N CHEMICAL CO INC NJ

H B IVES (HARROW INDUSTRIES)

H C C INDUSTRIES CA

HADCO CORP NH

HALSTEAD INDUSTRIES INC NC

HANDY & HARMAN NY

HANDY BUTTON MACHINE CO H.

HANLIN GROUP INC NJ

HARBISON-FISCHER MANUFACTURING CO TX

HARROW INDUSTRIES INC Ml

H B IVES

HARVEY HOLDINGS TX

HARVEY INDUSTRIES

HARVEY INDUSTRIES (HARVEY HOLDINGS)

HASTINGS MANUFACTURING CO Ml

HAUNI RICHMOND (KOERBER AG)

HAWORTH INDUSTRIES INC Ml

HBD INDUSTRIES INC OH
PEERLESS WINSMITH

HERCULES ENGINES INC ^ OH

HERCULES INC DE

HERESITE PROTECTIVE COATINGS Wl

HEWLETT PACKARD CO CA

HI SHEAR INDUSTRIES INC NY

HILLSIDE CAPITAL INC NY

CONGOLEUM

HILLYARD ENTERPRISES INC MO
HITCHINER MANUFACTURING CO NH

COMPANY STATE

HM ANGLO-AMERICAN LTD NY

GARDEN STATE TANNING

JADE CORP

HOECHST CORP NJ

HOFFMAN-LA ROCHE NJ

HOMACO INC L
HOME INTERIORS & GIFTS TX

DALLAS WOODCRAFT

HONDA OF AMERICA CA

HONEYWELL INC MN

HONOLULU WOOD TREATING CO HI

HOOVER SYSTEMS INC TX

HOUSE OF PACKAGING INC CA

HOWMET (PECHINEY)

HPM CORP OH

HUTCHENS INDUSTRIES INC MO
HYDRO ALUMINUM USA INC FL

HYDROZO (P C R GROUP)

I R INTERNATIONAL (F C HOLDINGS)

IBM NY

ICI AMERICAN HOLDINGS OE

ICI AMERICAN HOLDINGS

VYTECH

IDEAL STENCIL MACHINE 4 TAPE CO IL

ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS INC IL

IMC FERTILIZER GROUP INC «.

IMCERA GROUP INC IL

MALUNCKRODT

IMPHY ALLOYS INC NJ

TECHALLOY

INA BEARING CO SC

INCO UNITED STATES INC NY

INDAL ALUMINUM (INDAL INC)

INDAL INC MS

INDAL ALUMINUM

INDIANHEAD PLATING INC Wl

INDUSTRIAL HARD CHROME LTD IL

INGERSOLL-RAND CO NJ

INLAND STEEL INDUSTRIES INC IL

INTEL CORP CA

INTERLAKE CORP IL

INTERNATIONAL PAPER CO NY

IRVING TANNING (VISTA RESOURCES)

ITEN INDUSTRIES INC OH

ITT CORP NY

ITT HIGBIE MANUFACTURING

ITT HIGBIE MANUFACTURING (ITT CORP)

J I CASE (TENNECO)
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COMPANY

J T SLOCOM8 CO

J&L SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

(SPECIALTY MATERIALS)

JACOBSON MANUFACTURING CO
PENN JACOBSON CO
JADE CORP (HM ANGLO-AMERICAN)

JAMES RIVER CORP OF VIRGINIA

JAMES-FURMAN & CO
GUNDERSON
JAMESTOWN PAINT & VARNISH CO
JEFFERSON SMURFIT (SIBV/MS HOLDINGS)

JMK INTERNATIONAL INC

JOHNSON & JOHNSON

JOHNSON CONTROLS INC

JONES & VINING INC

JORDAN GROUP

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR

JOYCE INTERNATIONAL INC

STREATER

JUUAN LUMBER CO
K SYSTEMS

KAISER ELECTROPRESCISION

KAISER ELECTROPRESCISION (K SYSTEMS)
KAUMA CHEMICAL

KALCOR COATINGS COMPANY INC

KANTHAL CORP
KASPAR WIRE WORKS INC

KELSO AS! PARTNERS L P

AMERICAN STANDARD

KENNECOTT (RTZ AMERICA INC)

KENNEDY MANUFACTURING CO
KERN-LIEBERS USA INC

KERR-MCGEE CORP
KEY PLASTICS INC

DEL-CRAFT

KEY TRONIC CORP
KEYSTONE STEEL & WIRE (CONTRAN)

KEYWELL CORP

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORP
KIT2INGER COOPERAGE CORP
KUPSCH & ASSOCIATES INC

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

KOCH LABEL COMPANY INC

KOEHLER MANUFACTURING CO
KOERBER AG

HAUNI RICHMOND

STATE



APPENDIX A—CompanlM Making CommltiMnto to Mm 33/SO

COMPANY

MASON CO

MASON AND HANGER

MASTERMOLD

MAUT2 PAINT CO

MAYO CHEMICAL CO

FARM & INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL

MCCUUOUGH (SHOP VAC CORP)

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORP

MEAD CORP

MEADEN SCREW PRODUCTS CO

MECHANICAL GALV-PLATINQ CORP

MECO INC

MEMOREX CORP

MERCER INDUSTRIES

MERCK & CO INC

MERRILL LYNCH & CO

GILBERT ENGINEERING

METAL-COTE INC

METALUCS INC

METROMEDIA CO

METROMEDIA TECHNOLOGIES

METROMEDIA TECHNOLOGIES

(METROMEDIA CO)

k«COM CORP

MID AMERICA CLUTCH

MID-WEST INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL CO
MIDDCO TOOL & EQUIPMENT INC

MIDDLESEX RESEARCH MANUFACTURING

MiaiKEN & COMPANY
MLUPORE CORP

MOBIL CORP

MODERN METAL PRODUCTS CO
MODINE MANUFACTURING CO
MOLDED FIBER GLASS CO

MON-ECO INDUSTRIES INC

MONARCH LITHO INC

MONROE EQUIPMENT (TENNECO)

MONSANTO CO

MOORE BUSINESS FORMS
MORGAN STANLEY LEV EQ FUND II

ESSEX

MOTOROLA INC

NABORS MANUFACTURING

NALGE CO (SYBRON ACQUISITKDN)

NASHUA CORP

NATIONAL BANNER CO

33/SO



APPENDIX A—CompanlM Making Commltmenta to the 33/50 Program (February, 1992)

COMPANY

PENN COLUMBIA CORP

BLOOMSBURG MIUS

PENN JACOBSON (JACOBSON MFG)

PENNZOILCO

PERRIGO CO

PERRY & DERRICK CO

PETRO CHEMICAL PRODUCTS INC

PETROLITE CORP

PFISTER CHEMICAL INC

PFIZER INC

PHILIP MORRIS CO

KRAFT GENERAL FOODS

PHILLIPS PETROLEUM CO

PHILLIPS PLASTICS CORP

PHOENIX HEAT TREATING INC

PHOTOCIRCUITS CORP

PINES TRAILER LTD PARTNERSHIP

PITNEY BOWES INC

PLUMMER PRECISION OPTICS

PLYMOUTH RUBBER COMPANY INC

PMF INDUSTRIES INC

POLAROID CORP

POLY PAK INDUSTRIES INC

POM INC

POTLATCH CORP

POWELL INDUSTRIES INC

PPG INDUSTRIES INC

PQ CORP

PRECISION CASTPARTS CORP

PRECISION FABRICS GROUP INC

PRECISION PLATING CO
PRECISION PRODUCTS INC

PREMARK INTERNATIONAL INC

PRINTED CIRCUIT CORP

PROCTER & GAMBLE CO

PROGRESS CASTING GROUP INC

PROSPECT INDUSTRIES

(PROSPECT PURCHASING)

PROSPECT PURCHASING CO
PROSPECT INDUSTRIES

PROVIDENCE METAUJ2ING CO
PRUETT SCHAFFER CHEMICAL CO
QUAKER STATE CORP
QUALITY COATINGS INC

QUALITY METAL PRODUCTS INC

QUALITY ROLLING & DEBURRING CO
QUANTUM CHEMICAL CORP
R G F ENTERPRISES INC

STATE

NY

TX

Ml

OH

FL

MO
NJ

NY

NY

OK

Wl

AZ

NY

IL

CT

PA

MA

PA

MA

NY

AR

CA

TX

PA

PA

OR

NC

IL

IL

IL

MA

OH

MN

NJ

Rl

PA

PA

IN

CO

CT

NY

CA

COMPANY

R H SHEPPARD COMPANY INC

R L C INDUSTRIES CO

ROSEBURG LUMBER

R P ADAMS CO

RAMPART INDUSTRIES INC

RANBAR TECHNOLOGY INC

RAYOVAC CORP

RAYTHEON CO

RED SPOT PAINT & VARNISH CO

REFRACTORY SALES & SERVICE CO

REINHOLD (BAIRNCO CORP)

REINZ WISCONSIN GASKET CO

RELIANCE FINISHING CO

REPUBLIC ENGINEERED STEELS

REPUBLIC STORAGE SYSTEMS CO

RESIUTE SPORTS PRODUCTS INC

REVCOR INC

REVLIS CORP

REYNOLDS METALS CO

RHONE-POULENC INC

RICO COATINGS INC

RIDG-U-RACK (DITRI ASSOCIATES)

RIVER CAPITAL PARTNERS I

DECOR GRAVURE

RIVERSIDE HOLDINGS INC

RIVERSIDE INTERNATIONAL INC

RJR NABISCO HOLDINGS

ARCHER CO

ROBERT WEED PLYWOOD CORP

ROBINSON RUBBER PRODUCTS

ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP

ROHM AND HAAS CO

ROLSCREEN CO

ROMAC ELECTRONICS INC

ROME CABLE (ROME GROUP INC)

ROME GROUP INC

ROME CABLE

ROMO INC

RONKEN INDUSTRIES INC

ROSEBURG LUMBER (R L C INDUSTRIES)

RSR HOLDING CORP

RTZ AMERICA INC

KENNECOTT

RUBICON INC

RUDDICK CORP

AMERICAN & EFIRD

RUSSELL CORP

S C JOHNSON & SON INC

PA

OR

NY

Ml

PA

Wl

MA

IN

AL

Wl

Ml

OH

OH

PA

IL

OH

VA

NJ

GA

GA

AR

Ml

NY

IN

MN

CA

PA

lA

NY

NY

Wl

IL

TX

UT

LA

NC

AL

Wl
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COMPANY STATE CXMPANY STATE

SADOLIN PAINT PRODUCTS INC

SANDEN OF AMERICA INC

SANDOZ CORP

SANDSTROM PRODUCTS CO

SARA LEE CORP

SARGENT-FLETCHER (A J INDUSTRIES)

SARTORIUS NORTH AMERICA INC

SAUNDERS SUPPLY CO

SCHERING-PLOUGH CORP

SCHNELLER INC

SCOTT PAPER CO

SEABOARD METAL FINISHING CO

SEAWARD INTERNATIONAL

SEM PAINT CO

SENECA FOODS CORP

SHAEFFER (GEFINOR)

SHELL PETROLEUM INC

SHELLER GLOBE (UNITED TECHNOLOGIES)

SHEPHERD CHEMICAL

SHERWIN WILUAMS CO
SHOP VAC CORP

MCCUaOUGH
SHUFORD INDUSTRIES INC

SIBV/MS HOLDINGS INC

JEFFERSON SMURFIT

SIEBE INC

FOXBORO

SILVER FURNITURE CO

SIMPSON INVESTMENT CO

SIMPSON PAPER

SIMPSON PAPER (SIMPSON INVESTMENT)

SKF USA INC

SLATER STEELS

SMITH EVERETT INV LTD

EAGLE OTTAWA LEATHER

SMITH SYSTEM MANUFACTURING CO

SMITHKLINE BEECHAM AMERICAS

SNYDER GENERAL CORP

SOMMER METALCRAFT

SONOCO PRODUCTS CO

SOUTHWIRE (SPECTRUM LTD)

SPD TECHNOLOGIES INC

SPECIALTY MATERIALS CORP

J4L SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

SPECTRULITE CONSORTIUM INC

SPECTRUM LTD

SOUTHWIRE

SPIROL INTERNATK5NAL HOLDING CO

NC



APPENDIX A—CompaniM Making CommilmMtte to the 33/SO Program (Fabruary, 1992)

COMPANY

TENNECO INC

J I CASE

MONROE EQUIPMENT

PACKAGING CORP

TEXACO INC

TEXAS INDUSTRIES INC

CHAPARRAL STHEL

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC

THIOKOL CORP

THOMAS INDUSTRIES INC

THOMAS STEEL STRIP CORP

THOMSON CONSUMER ELECTRONICS

TIMKEN CO

TISHCON CORP

TOLEDO COKE CORP

TORWICO ELECTRONICS INC

TOWER OIL & TECHNOLOGY CO

TRANSCO PRODUCTS CORP
TRI STATE POLE & PIUNG INC

TRINOVA CORP

TRIPLEX PLATING INC

TUSONIX INC

U S ENTERPRISE

WASHINGTON STEEL

U S STEEL (USX CORP)

USX CORP

U S STEEL

U T I CORP

UNIFORM TUBES

UCC INVESTORS HOLDING

UNIROYAL CHEMICAL CO

ULTRA FORGE INC

UNIFORM TUBES (U T I CORP)

UNION CAMP CORP

UNION CARBIDE CORP

UNION ZINC INC

UNIROYAL CHEMICAL

(UCC INVESTORS HOLDING)

UNITED AGRI PRODUCTS (CONAGRA)

UNITED ELECTRIC (STILLWATER INVESTMENT)

UNITED SILK MILLS jNC

BURRELL-LEDER BELTECH INC

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES

SHELLERGLOBE

UNIVERSAL COOPERATIVES INC

UNIVERSAL PACKAGING CORP
UNOCAL CORP

STATE
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COMPANY STATE

WILLAMETTE INDUSTRIES INC
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The ZenoGem'^'^ Process for

Industrial Wastewater Treatment

by

Arnold Janson, ZENON Environmental Inc.,

Burlington, Ontario, and Prakash Mishra,

General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

1.1 Background

There are numerous industrial wastewater treatment technologies available on the market each with

inherent advantages over competing technologies. Some of these technologies have been

commercially exploited for many years while others have only recently become cost-effective as a

result of integrating advances in related disciplines, e.g. process control, into existing processes.

To properly select the most cost-effective wastewater treatment technology for a particular

application, the technical advantages have to be understood and an evaluation has to be made to

determine if those advantages justify using the technology.

The ZenoGem™ process is an example of a process that has evolved through the integration of

recent advances in ultrafiltration (UF) technology with biological treatment. It is from the UF

technology that the ZenoGem™ process derives its inherent advantages and with recent

developments in UF membrane construction, the cost-effectiveness of the process has been

established.

The ZenoGem™ process was originally developed by Zenon in conjunction with General Motors

Corporation.

This paper describes the specific inherent advantages of the ZenoGem^^ process and how these

advantages have been demonstrated in the results of pilot studies conducted on three industrial

effluent streams.

1.2 The ZenoGem™ Process

ZenoGem™ is a proprietary Zenon process (patents pending) that consists of a suspended growth

activated sludge system (biological reactor) integrated with an ultrafiltration membrane system

(Figure 1). The ultrafilter not only filters the treated water prior to discharge and recycles the

biological solids to the bioreactor, but also recovers the higher molecular weight soluble materials

that would otherwise pass through conventional clarificrs and filters. These higher molecular

weight materials are returned to the bioreactor for further biodegradation prior to ultimate

discharge.
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Figure 1

ZenoGem™ Flow Schematic

Wastewater
from plant
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Ultrafiltration (UF) is a pressure-driven cross flow filtration process in which the water to be

processed flows tangentially over the surface of a membrane filter capable of separating both

insoluble materials (bacteria, colloids, suspended solids) and higher molecular weight soluble

materials from the treated water. The filtrate and the retentate are commonly referred to as

permeate and concentrate respectively (Figure 2). The threshold size above which organics are

retained by the membrane and below which they pass through the membrane is called the

molecular weight cut-off. This ranges between 3,000 and 100,0(X) Daltons (0.003)1 to 0.1|i)

and is dependent upon the specific membrane chemistry. The UF spectrum is compared with other

cross flow filtration processes (reverse osmosis, microfiltration) in Figure 3.

In the ZenoGem™ process, the concentrate is recycled to the bioreactor while the permeate is either

discharged to the sewer or reused within the plant. The typical operating pressure of a UF system

is 60 - 70 psi.

1.3 The Advantages of the ZenoGem™ Process

The three inherent advantages of a UF system are:

a) Virtually absolute removal of suspended solids and biomass; bacteria and other

suspended solids are too large to pass through the molecular pores in the

membrane.

b) Rejection of emulsified oils and large molecular weight soluble materials.

c) The ability of the UF to reject these materials is totally independent of raw waste

composition, bioreactor conditions, biomass settleability and UF operating

conditions.

These inherent advantages of an ultrafilter translate into the following advantages for the

ZenoGem™ process in sjjecific applicadons:

i) Process is Not Vulnerable to Upsets

The most common problem encountered in conventional biological systems is the

loss of biological solids because of process upsets or changes in the hydraulic or

organic loading. In a conventional activated sludge system, clarifier performance

depends on the setdeability of the floe. If an upset occurs and a difficult-to-settle

"pin floe" or "filamentous floe" forms, the biological solids can easily be lost. In

the short term, an effluent high in suspended solids and BOD5 will be produced.

The effluent BOD5 will remain high until the biological population has been

restored. If an upset occurs in a fixed film type biological system (e.g. rotating

biological contactor, fluidized bed) and sloughing occurs, these solids can be lost

from the system resulting in poor quality effluent.
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In the ZenoGem™ process, the effluent quality is not dependent upon settleability

of the biological floe. The biological solids will be retained even if an upset occurs

in the bioreactor. The UF membranes are very robust and experience has proven

that the risk of failure resulting in the loss of biological solids is very remote.

ii) Improved Effluent Quality

The ultrafiltration membrane provides virtually absolute suspended solid-liquid

separation thus preventing the discharge of biological or other suspended solids in

the effluent. Furthermore, certain soluble organics and both free and emulsified oil

& grease are retained, thereby further improving the effluent quality.

Hi) Reduced Sludge Production

In contrast with physical-chemical waste treatment processes, the volume of sludge

produced is significantly reduced since chemicals are not required for precipitation /

coagulation reactions. In contrast with other biological processes, the ZenoGem™

process will generally operate at longer solids retention times (i.e. 50 - 100 days)

and thereby generate less sludge.

iv) Improved Biological Degradation ofRetained Organics

In all other competing technologies including activated sludge, sequencing batch

reactors, rotating biological contactors, fluidized bed and trickling filters, an

emulsified oil molecule or other large molecular weight pollutant entering the

system remains in the bioreactor for the same time as a drop of water entering the

system. The retention time for that molecule in the system is the hydraulic retention

time (HRT)(Table 1). In the ZenoGem™ process, the UF returns the molecule to

the bioreactor and the only departure routes are via biodegradation or if wasted with

the sludge. The retention time for the molecule is now the solids retention time

(SRT). In terms of actual time, instead of only providing a retention time on the

order of hours or days for the bacteria to degrade the waste, the UF retains these

pollutants for a time on the order of weeks or months. The biological population

has a longer time to mineralize the organics and better degradation is achieved. This

ability to separate soluble pollutants, in particular emulsified oil & grease, from the

treated water is not found in any other biological treatment process.
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Figure 2

Cross Flow Filtration

Feed / • . ^-. ••«• ••;• ,•••©. •. "^^ Concentrate ^

Membrane

Support
Material

Permeate

Table 1

Retention Times for Water and Soluble Pollutants

in Biological Processes

Process Water Soluble

Pollutants

Activated Sludge

Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR)

Rotating Biological Contactor (RBC)

Ruidized Bed

Trickling Filter

ZenoGem™

HRT
HRT
HRT
HRT
HRT

HRT

HRT
HRT
HRT
HRT
HRT
SRT

HRT range: 3 hours - 4 days

SRT range: 5 - 75 days

The term "soluble pollutants" refers to those materials that are in solution and rejected by a UF
membrane and includes emulisified oils and large molecular weight compounds.



v) Nitrification Can be Achieved without Requiring a Second Bioreactor.

Because virtually no solids are lost via the permeate (discharge) stream and because

the wasting of biological solids (including nitrifying bacteria) is strictly controlled,

the sludge age can be accurately controlled and nitrification can been achieved in a

single bioreactor system.

vi) Improved Oxygen Transfer Efficiency Reduces Aeration Requirements

Oxygen transfer in ZenoGem"™ systems is improved over competitive systems

because the biological cells in the bioreactor are more dispersed and oxygen

diffuses more rapidly to all the cells. In competitive systems, oxygen transfer to the

cells at or near the centre of a floe or near the surface of a fixed film system is

restricted by the cells in the immediate vicinity. With improved oxygen transfer

efficiency, less aeration is required and the operating costs may be reduced.

The inherent strengths of the ZenoGem™ process have become more and nrore significant in recent

years as improved membrane chemistries and configurations have provided the process with the

necessary economic advantage to develop in the marketplace. The ZenoGem"™ process is ideally

suited to applications in which:

i) the wastewater contains significant quantities of emulsified oil & grease, or

ii) the wastewater contains suspended solids that do not settle out easily, or

iii) conventional treatment processes cannot produce an effluent that consistently

meets the discharge requirements, or

iv) sludge disposal costs are a significant contributor to the treatment cost, or

v) an opportunity exists to reuse the treated water within the plant as make-up

water, or

vi) nitrification is required, or

vii) retention of certain soluble components is critical to achieving treatment

objectives.
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2.0 PILOT TEST PROGRAM

2 . 1 Pilot Test Objective

The objective in all studies was to determine the performance of the system under in-plant

conditions as measured by:

- effluent quality

- sludge production

- operational considerations

The experimental data were translated into preliminary full scale design data firom which capital and

operating costs were estimated. Ultimately, the cost-effectiveness of the various full scale systems

was calculated by the clients.

2.2 Pilot Test Descriptions

Descriptions of the sites and the wastewaters are presented in Table 2. The tests were conducted

over periods ranging from 4 months to 12 months. During the various tests, ZenoGem™

performance was evaluated under hydraulic retention times (HRT) of 0.9 - 3.7 days and solids

retention times (SRT) of 35 to 100 days.

The pilot equipment in all studies consisted of an equalization tank, feed pump, bioreactor with air

spargers, pH control system, level controls and a UF system (Figure 4). The bioreactor working

volume was 50 gallons for the industrial liquid transfer site and 700 gallons at the automotive

facilities. The UF system consisted of a process pump, pressure, flow and temperature indicators,

programmable logic controller and either 1, 2 or 3 "Z8" UF modules manufactured by ZENON.

Two membrane chemistries designated "HSC" and "TAM" were used during testing and the

performance was compared. If the wastewater was deemed deficient in either nitrogen or

phosphorous, these elements were added to the bioreactor on a continuous basis via a separate

metering pump.

In all tests, after bioreactor seeding and ultrafilter commissioning by ZENON staff, the pilot

equipment was operated by the clients' staff with technical support provided by ZENON through

follow-up site visits and via the telephone.

The analytical tests were the clients' responsibility and were conducted either by the clients' staff or

under subcontract by external private laboratories. All analytical procedures were based on Ontario

Ministry of the Environment and/or United States EPA protocols. All oil & grease tests were

conducted with freon as the solvent. Because BOD 5 tests are not accurate indicators of the extent

to which acclimated organisms are able to degrade a waste and because of the long time required to

obtain BOD5 test results, COD was selected instead of BOD5 as one of the primary parameters for

routine performance monitoring purposes.
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Table 2

Pilot Test Descriptions

Test Oily Wastewater

Site #1 Site #2

Industrial Liquid

Waste Transfer Station

Lxxation Ohio Ontario Ontario

Facility



9i

i E

o
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After seeding of the bioreactor with activated sludge, a startup period of approximately 4 weeks

was allowed to establish the biological population. During this time, the HRT was gradually

reduced until the desired HRT was attained. No biological solids were discharged during this

startup period. During a subsequent 3 - 4 week acclimation phase, the HRT remained constant and

biological solids wasting at a rate corresponding to the desired SRT was initiated. Analytical

sampling during this acclimation phase generally consisted of weekly analyses of the primary

analytical parameters (COD, total oil & grease, and hydrocarbon oil & grease). After acclimation,

a 2 - 3 week equilibrium phase was defined during which analyses were conducted either two or

three times per week for the primary parameters and weekly for the secondary parameters (BOD5,

cations, TKN, ammonia-N, phosphorous). Following the equilibrium phase, the bioreactor

operating conditions were adjusted corresponding to a new HRT /SRT and the cycle of acclimiation

phase and equilibrium phase testing was repeated.

During the testing at the automotive sites, various wastewaters were processed by the system. At

site #1, wastewater was transported by tanker from another facility for 3 months of testing. At site

#2, the wastewater was supplemented with synthetic metalworking fluids for a portion of the test

program.

Cleaning of the ultrafilter membranes was performed generally on a weekly or biweekly basis but

sometimes up to 8 weeks elapsed between cleanings.

Table 7

Effluent Quality

Industrial Transfer Station

Parameter



3.0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Oily Wastewater Site #1

A summary of the effluent quality data is presented in Table 3. The results presented are simple

arithmetic averages of all data collected during the various acclimation and equilibrium conditions.

A total of 210 COD, 214 total fats, oils & grease (TFOG), and 154 hydrocarbon fats, oil & grease

analyses of the feed and permeate were conducted during the course of the test program. An

additional 45 samples of bioreactor contents were analysed for soluble COD, soluble TFOG and

soluble HFOG. All other parameters were analysed between 28 and 59 times during the course of

the testing.

The results indicate that an effluent of excellent quality was produced and that > 90% nitrification

ofTKN present in the raw wastewater was also achieved.

The performance of the ZenoGem™ system can be directiy compared with the performance of the

existing full-scale wastewater treatment system (Figure 5). The full scale system consisted of a

physical/chemical system (chemical addition and dissolved air flotation) to break the emulsion and

a fluidized bed biological system to reduce the BOD.

As discussed in Section 1.3, one of the primary advantages of the ZenoGem™ system is the ability

of the UF system to retain soluble pollutants, in particular emulsified oil & grease, and to return

these to the bioreactor for further biodegradation. The evidence to support this is presented in

Table 4. The soluble COD, TFOG and HFOG were 3-11 times higher in tiie reactor (reactor

contents filtered through 0.45n filter paper and analysed) than in the effluent stream indicating that

the UF was retaining soluble pollutants. There was concern that the oil & grease material was

accumulating and not actually being "degraded" (mineralized, converted to biomass or otherwise

rendered insoluble) and a mass balance was performed to determine the extent to which oil &
grease were actually degraded versus the amount discharged in a soluble form with the sludge.

This mass balance is presented in Table 5 and indicates that although the bioreactor soluble COD
was high (almost as high as the feed), because so littie sludge was discharged, the actual amount of

COD that was not degraded was only 3.7%.

The amount of sludge generated by the ZenoGem™ was compared with that produced by the full-

scale physical/cheinical/fluid bed biological system and it was concluded, by the client, that the

ZenoGem™ would produce less than 1/10 the amount of sludge compared with the existing

system. The client also concluded that the ZenoGem™ system was simpler to operate and would

require less direct labour. One reason was because the ZenoGem™ would be operated in a

continuous mode whereas the existing system had to be operated in a batch mode with optimum

chemical dosages determined through jar tests prior to processing individual batches of wastewater.
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Table 3

Effluent Quality

Oily Wastewater - Site #1

Parameter Irifluent

(ppm)

Effluent

(ppm)

Reduction

BOD5

COD

TFOG

HFOG

TSS

TKN

NH3-N

Lead

Zinc

1170



Figure 5

Performance Comparison
ZenoGem™ vs. Physical/Chemical & Fluid Bed Biotreatment
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Table 4

Parameter

COD



After a complete technical and economic analysis by the client, it was concluded by R.W. Hare et al

(1990) that:

"The extent of the process information developed and the positive nature of the

performance results observed, provide a high degree of assurance that a cost-

effective full scale membrane bioreactor system can be designed and installed and

can be expected to perform technically at a level equal to or better than a

conventional oily wastewater treatment system."

On the basis of these results, a full scale system was designed and installed at one of the client's

facilities. The full scale system was commissioned in September of 1991 and a formal

performance evaluation is in progress. The results to date are very good and are consistent with

the pilot scale results.

3.2 Oily Wastewater Site #2

The experimental data for this study are presented in Table 6 as arithmetic averages although there

are proportionately fewer data points in comparison with site #1 because the testing was only 9

months in duration (160 analyses each for COD, TFOG and 124 HFOG analyses). The effluent

quality is comparable with the results of the testing conducted at site #1.

At this site, because the wastewater consisted of primarily true mineral oil based metalworking

fluids and very few synthetics or semi-synthetics, nitrogen was added in excess to ensure

sufficient nitrogen would be available for biological growth. This is the reason that the TKN and

ammonia-N levels were higher in the effluent than in the feed.

Of particular note is that the soluble COD in the bioreactor (1020 ppm) was only = 2 x as high as

the effluent COD whereas at site #1, the bioreactor soluble COD (4806 ppm) was = 1 1 x higher

than in the effluent. One logical explanation for this difference is that the synthetics and semi-

synthetics at site # 1 were harder to degrade and required a longer retention time than the true

mineral oil based metalworking fluids processed at site #2. This hypothesis is consistent with the

inherent nature of synthetics and semi-synthetics. Because they are harder to degrade biologically,

the solutions haye a longer serviceable life and odour problems are reduced.

The client prepared a business case analysing the cost-effectiveness of the process on the basis of

the experimental results. The analysis indicated that the process is cost-effective and preliminary

plans for a full scale system are in preparation.
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3.3 Industrial Transfer Station

The effluent quality data from this test are summarized in Table 7. Because the test was only of 4

months duration and testing was only conducted at two sets of equilibrium conditions, the data

presented are arithmetic averages of 15 sampling times.

Greater than 99% removal was achieved for each of the three key performance parameters, BOD5,

TSS and total oil & grease. The effluent quality was excellent and easily met sewer discharge

criteria. The client is considering a full scale ZenoGem™ system.

Table 6

Effluent Quality

Oily Wastewater - Site #2

Parameter Influent

(ppm)

Effluent

(ppm)

Reduction

BOD5

COD

TFOG

HFOG

TSS

TKN

NH3-N

Al
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4.0 SIIIVIMAKY AND CONCLUSIONS

The ZenoGem™ process integrates biological treatment with state-of-the-art ultrafiltration

technology. The process derives its technical advantages from the inherent ability of a UF to reject

suspended solids, bacteria, emulsified oils and large molecular weight soluble organics

independent of the bioreactor operating conditions, wastewater quality, UF pressures or biomass

settleability. Two of the key advantages are superior effiuent quality (because of the absolute

filtration achieved) and reduced vulnerability to upsets (because bacteria are not lost during upsets).

Other advantages include reduced sludge production and the fact that simultaneous carbonaceous

oxidation and nitrification can be achieved.

The experimental results of 3 on-site pilot studies totalling 25 months of testing indicate that an

effluent of excellent quality can be achieved. The following removal efficiencies were achieved

during these tests:

BOD5 >97%

COD 92%

Total fats, oil & grease (TFOC) >97%

Hydrocarbon fats, oil & grease (HFOG) >98%

The effluent produced was vinually devoid of suspended solids and nitrification was achieved in

the treatment of oily wastewater containing semi-synthetic and synthetic metalworking fluids. The

analytical results also indicate that the UF retains a cenain portion of the soluble COD, TFOG and

HFOG thereby ensuring that these materials do not pass through the bioreactor without prior

biodegradation.

The cost-effectiveness of the process depends on the specific application. If the inherent technical

advantages offered by the ZenoGem™ process are required for successful treatment of a given

wastewater, the ZenoGem™ process will be cost-effective. Conversely, if the advantages are of

no significance, an alternative technology may be more cost-effective.

With specific reference to the treatment of oily wastewater from the automotive industry, a client

prepared two separate detailed economic evaluations and concluded that the ZenoGem™ process

was the most cost-effective alternative to a physical/chemical treatment system with and without

biological posttreatment.

The ZenoGem'™ process has tremendous potential in a wide variety of applications as

environmental regulations tighten and as the costs associated with sludge disposal spiral upward.
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ABSTRACT

Paper fiber sludge is a by-product of paper recycling processes. As such, its management must be an integral

part of the Provincial Government's policies to promote the 3Rs and part of industry's plans to build and operate

recycling facilities. Without cost effective and proper waste management options, paper sludge can threaten the

viability of such facilities.

Atlantic Packaging Products Ltd. is a leader in the use of recycled paper as a feed stock in the manufacturing of

new paper products. Atlantic Packaging operates two recycling facilities in Southern Ontario, one in

Scarborough, the other in Whitby. The latter is a state of the art facility that produces tissue paper and

newsprint with 100 percent recycled content.

Atlantic's mills also generate approximately 1 10,000 tonnes of paper sludge annually.

This paper provides an overview of the management program implemented by Atlantic Packaging to utilize

paper sludge as an organic soil conditioner on agricultural lands. While other options were considered, land

application of paper sludge is preferred for a variety of reasons, including cost, control, and operational

considerations. The program, initiated in August 1991 and christened the Paper Fiber Soil Enrichment

Program, incorporates a field program and an extensive management program.

As the Atlantic Packaging program enters its second year, paper sludge has been approved for use on almost

10,000 acres of land at no expense to the farmer.

This paper was presented at the 39th Ontario Conference on the Environment and provides an overview of the

management program developed by Atlantic Packaging and Gartner Lee to utilize paper fiber sludge as an

organic soil conditioner.

Eric Pringle, P.Eng., is a Project Manager with Gartner Lee Limited and is responsible for coordinating the

Paper Fiber Soil Enrichment Program for Atlantic Packaging Products Ltd. Garmer Lee Limited is a

multidisciplinary consulting engineering firm providing professional services in enviroiunental management.

Todd Dupuis is the assistant to the General Manager for Atlantic Packaging Products Ltd. and, among his

many other duties, is responsible for the Paper Fiber Soil Enrichment Program.
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1.0 THE PAPER FIBER SOIL ENRICHMENT PROGRAM

The Paper Fiber Soil Enrichment Program was created in 1991 by Aiianlic Packaging Products Ltd. to utilize

paper sludge as an organic soil conditioner on farmland and in the rehabilitation of pits and quarries.

Paper sludge is a by-product of recycling processes developed to use waste paper as a feed stock to produce

new paper prxxlucts.

Atlantic Packaging operates two paper recycling facilities in Southern Ontario. Each facility houses two mills

or paper machines. The Progress Avenue mills in Scarborough use recycled waste paper and cardboard to

make paper towels, tissue paper, liner board, and corrugated material. The newest mills, located in Whitby,

were opened early in 1991 and use recycled paper, magazines, and newspapers to make tissue paper and

newsprint. The Whitby newsprint mill is one of only two mills in Canada capable of utilizing 100 percent

recycled newsprint or magazine material as feedstock.

As users of recycled paper products, the Atlantic Packaging mills are essential to provincial recycling efforts

and local "Blue Box" programs. Atlantic Packaging's mills are estimated to consume approximately 400,000

tonnes of recycled material annually. Roughly 40 percent of this total is expected to be old recycled newsprint

Atlantic Packaging's recycling efforts were recently recognized by the Recycling Council of Ontario (RCO) at

their Waste Minimization Awards Dinner. Atlantic Packaging was selected to receive the RCO's Chairman's

Award for outstanding achievements in the areas of waste reduction, reuse, and recycling. The award was

presented to recognize Atlantic Packaging's "establishment of a 100 percent recycled content newspaper

deinking mill and related efforts regarding the management of process by-products".

The by-product is paper sludge and the efforts to manage the by^jroduct are pan of the Paper Fiber Soil

Enrichment Program.

2.0 PAPER SLUDGE

2.1 PROCESSED ORGANIC WASTE AND ORGANIC SOIL CONDITIONER

While paper sludge is a by-product of recycling activities, it is classified by the Ontario Ministry of the

Environment (MOE) as a processed organic waste. As such, any program to manage the material requires a

Certificate of Approval under Part V of the Environmental Protection Act (EPA).

Accordingly, the Paper Fiber Soil Enrichment Program is a waste management project. However, it is also a

"good news" project. By land spreading paper sludge, the Paper Fiber program completes the recycling loop in

a beneficial manner, returning organic matter to the soil and, thereby, improving the structure and tilth of the

receiving soil.

The MOE and Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) have both recognized the cost effective and beneficial

aspects of using paper fiber sludge as an organic soil conditioner on agncultural land and in the rehabilitation of

pits and quarries.

The priority and challenge for all parties involved in the Paper Fiber program has and will continue to be the

operation of a beneficial program and not a disposal option.
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2.2 WHAT IS PAPER SLUDGE?

Paper sludge is a solid material, which typically has a dark brown or grey colour and an earthy texture. Once

processed, paper sludge is granular, with pebble-sized particles resembling small balls of wet paper rolled

between your fingers.

Paper sludge consists of small wood fibers and fillers. The wood fibers are typically too small to be used in the

making of new paper products and are washed out in the pulping, de-inking, and water treatment processes.

The fillers are typically clay and/or lime. These are added, not by Atlantic, but by the original mill to give

paper strength and a smooth, bright writing surface.

Atlantic Packaging's paper sludge typically has a solids content of 35 to 45 percent and an organic content of 20

to 50 percent. It is not a fertilizer, having less than 1 percent nitrogen (m a dry weight basis.

Concentrations of metals and even dioxins and fiirans are closely monitored. All are well within regulatory

guidelines.

2.3 LAND SPREADING OF PAPER SLUDGE

The use of various types of sludge as an organic soil conditioner is not new. For example, the Regions of

Durham and Halton and the Counties of Northumberland, Dufferin, Peteriwrough, and Hastings have operated

successful municipal sewage sludge spreading operations. As well, Noranda Forest Inc. and Quebec and

Ontario Paper Company have successfully spread paper sludge on farmland, in pits and quarries, and on

industrial land in the Niagara Region for years.

The Atlantic Packaging's Paper Fiber Program will build upon these established programs.

3.0 ATLANTIC PACKAGING PRODUCTS LTD.

Atlantic Packaging was founded in 1945 as a family run business. In 1945, the company was named Atlantic

Paper Products and its main business was the manufacturing of paper bags.

Today, in 1992, Atlantic Packaging manufactures over two dozen different products, including

paper towels;

tissue paper;

polyethylene film and bags;

liner board and corrugated material;

newsprint and, of course;

the original paper bags.

Atlantic Packaging has been using 100 percent recycled materials in their corrugated operations since 1968.

With the start-up of their Whitby facility in 1991. Atlantic Packaging is now truly a leader in the field of

making paper products from recycled paper.

Their recycling facilities are a key component of our proviiKial waste management strategies to reduce, reuse,

and recycle.
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Atlantic's mills use approximately 400,000 tonnes of waste paper per year, including:

old newsprint;

" old magazines;

used corrugated cartons and boxes; and

recycled black and white ledger.

3.1 THE WHITBY MILLS (100 PERCENT RECYCLED PAPER PRODUCTS)

The Whitby facility was a first for Atlantic and a first for Canada. It is a state of the art, fuUy automated, de-

inking facility utilizing 100 percent recycled paper to make newsprint and tissue paper. It is still only one of

two such facilities in Canada.

The recycling processes at the Whitby (and Scailxnxxjgh) mills iiKlude paper recycling and conventional paper

mill steps:

Paper Recycling Steps :

receipt and storage of recycled paper,

pulping processes;

de-inking systems;

Conventional Paper Mill Steps :

paper machines or mills; and, finally,

finished paper products.

At the Whitby mill, the large quantities of water used in the recycling and paper making processes are treated at

an on-site water treatment plant. This last step, the treatment of waste water, is ultimately the start of the

Paper Fiber Soil Enrichment Program.

Atlantic employs a series of smaller primary clarifiers; followed by two large primary clarifiers; a biologically

active, secondary clarifier, and a sand filter to treat waste water.

Solids from the water treatment plant are dewatered using belt presses and screw presses. The result is paper

sludge.

At capacity the Whitby and Scarborough mills will generate an estimated combined average of approximately

1 10,000 tonnes of paper sludge annually. To put the magnitude of this potential waste management problem in

perspective, in 1991, the Regional Municipality of Durham (population approximately 390.(XX) in 1991)

generated approximately 1 14,(X)0 tonnes of solid residential waste.

4.0 PAPER SLUDGE WASTE MANAGEMENT OPTIONS

With a limited number of economically viable and government approved options for managing paper fiber

sludge, Atlantic Packaging has until recently been forced to use landfilling options or to haul to laixj application

and composting facilities in the Niagara Region. However, these options arc cosily (requiring Atlantic to pay

both haulage costs and a tipping fee) and, because they are operated by independents, do not allow Atlantic to

control the long-term costs.
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Atlantic Packaging therefore decided to develop their own program to utilize paper sludge. The program was

developed with the following objectives in mind. However, they specified that the program had to be:

cost effective;

environmentally safe and, preferably, involve a beneficial use for the material;

flexible and capable of handling the large volumes of material generated annually;

and

easy to operate and easily incorporated into Atlantic Packaging's business of making

paper products, not waste management

In assessing the various waste management options, Atlantic Packaging considered the foUovmg technologies:

composting;

incineration;

land spreading; and

manufacturing operations.

4.1 INCINERATION

Incineration was discounted as an option due to the marginal fuel value of paper sludge; the need for ash

management or disposal; and the lack of available users. As well, the general lack of political and public

support for incineration technologies made it an unlikely solution.

4.2 MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS

The use of paper sludge in certain manufacturing operations as a raw material was reviewed and still holds

considerable potential. Atlantic Packaging has discussed opportunities with the gypsimi board and cement

industries. The advantages for the receiving company are clearly lower costs for raw materials.

Even environmental approvals are greatly simplified with this option. If paper sludge can be wholly utilized by

the manufacturing process and repackaged for retail sale, it can be classified as a recyclable material and

exempted from registration requirements for waste materials.

However, problems were encountered, not in meeting the regulatory requirements, but in meeting the strict

process specifications of the industries approached. Gypsum board manufacturers require an organic content of

less than 2 percent. The cement industry typically looks for a moisture content of less than 10 percent. Both

specifications are significantly lower than those of paper sludge.

The challenge has been to deliver a consistent product, with acceptable characteristics, so that the receiving

company can use paper sludge without having to reformulate other raw materials or reconfiguring their

processing operations. At this stage, Atlantic and several companies are still pursuing the possibilities.

One interesting success has been the use of paper sludge in the manufacturing of kitty litter. The absorbant

qualities of paper sludge make it an ideal raw material. At present, several loads of paper sludge have been

delivered to the company and product trials are continuing.
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4.3 COMPOSTING

As mentioned previously, Atlantic Packaging has used composting operations in the Niagara Region in the past.

However, the high tipping fees combined with haulage costs make this option prohibitive. No local composting

operations are currently approved to accept paper sludges. Atlantic Packaging is, however, pursuing this

option.

4.4 LAND APPLICATION AS AN ORGANIC SOIL CONDITIONER

After several years of investigating the options, Atlantic Packaging decided to develop their own program to

utilize paper sludge as an organic soil conditioner for land application.

Atlantic Packaging realized that, with some outside help, they could quite effectively operate the program

themselves without becoming a waste management company and without losing sight of their main purpose as a

producer of paper products.

The Ministries of the Environment (MOE) and Natural Resources (MNR) both approved of the program. Their

approval was clearly predicated on the program being operated in an environmental safe, beneficial, and

responsible manner. Both recognized the potential benefits.

Further, the option to use paper sludge as an organic soil conditioner provided some diversity. Paper sludge

could be use on agricultural land as a source of organic matter; it could be used in the rehabilitation of pits and

quarries; and even in the rehabilitation of commercial and industrial land.

Currently, Atlantic Packaging has only received approval for the agricultural component of the program.

However, a project to demwistrate the benefits of paper sludge use in the rehabilitation of mineral spoils at the

pit sites in the Region of Durham was initiated in 1991 and the results are currently being compiled.

The agricultural program was approved by the MOE in August 1991 with the issue of a Certificate of Approval.

Interestingly, the Certificate was issued jointly to Atlantic and their hauler, Ontario Disposal, a division of

Courtice Auto Wreckers Limited.

Paper sludge is currently supplied by Atlantic Packaging to interested farmers at no cost. In the last 10 months,

over 1 10 farms have been enrolled and approved for the program. Almost 10,000 acres of land have been

approved, although not all have been spread.

5.0 THE PAPER FIBER SOIL ENRICHMENT PROGRAM

There are two separate, but related, components of the Paper Fiber program. They are:

an operational component, which incorporates the physical hauling and spreading the

material: and

a management component, which involves easuring that the overall program is

operated properly and in accordance with the Certificate of Approval.
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5.1 FIELD PROGRAM

The components of the field or operational program include:

interim, short-term storage at the mills;

delivery to the sites;

stockpiling at the sites;

spreading operations;

addition of supplementary nitrogen; and, finally,

planting.

5.1.1 Storage and Delivery

Atlantic Packaging generates approximately 350 tonnes of paper sludge per day. Qearly, storage prior to

spreading is an important feature of the program. Unfortunately, the storage facilities associated with and

permitted by the Certificate of Approval are limited.

A small volume of paper sludge, not to exceed 1000 ttxines, can be stored at each plant. As well, paper sludge

can be stockpiled at the farm site where it is to be spread. However, poor weather can easily make farm sites

and fields inaccessible, quickly causing several days production of paper sludge to accumulate at the mills.

The handling of paper sludge once generated, including all transportation and spreading, is coordinated by

Courtice, who are under contract with Atlantic and, as mentioned earlier, are joint holders of the Certificate of

Approval.

5.1.2 Spreading

Paper sludge is typically spread at a rate of 30 tonnes wet weight per hectare (12 tonnes wet weight per acre)

and can be spread annually. A modified side discharging manure spreader is used for applying paper sludge.

Spreading operations are highly dependant upon planting and harvesting schedules and upon weather and field

conditi(Mis. Paper sludge is not currently permitted to be spread during winter months when the ground is frozen

and cannot be spread during wet field conditions.

5.1.3 Supplementary Nitrogen

Once spread, additional or supplementary fertilizer is added to the paper sludge. The additional nutrients,

particularly nitrogen, are needed by the micro-organisms in the sludge as part of the natural decomposition

process. Atlantic has currently agreed to pay for the cost of this additional fertilizer. The supplementary

nitrogen and usual crop fertilizer are applied by the farmer at the same time and in the same manner, typically

just before planting.

5.1.4 Planting

The planting of crops is carried out in the usual way by the farmer. Paper sludge can be used in fields were

traditional farm practises are used and in fields where newer, no tillage methods are employed.
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5.2 MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

The management program developed by Atlantic Packaging and Gartner Lee incorporates the following

components:

public liaison;

site selection and review;

approval by the MOE;
environmental monitoring; and

a benefit study.

The extensive efforts to operate the Paper Fiber program are necessary to ensure that the program is a benefit

and not simply a disposal option.

5.2.1 Public Liaison

Public liaison is perhaps one of the most important aspects of the program. In addition to returning and

following up on every enquiry or phone call, neighbours adjacent to all approved farms are sent a flyer,

delivered by hand, explaining the program and asking them to contact Atlantic with any questions or coacems.

As well, a newsletter has been prepared and delivered to all the farmers, laiKlowners, municipalities, and other

interested and involved parties.

Following the delivery and spreading of paper sludge, farmers are contacted to ensure they are satisfied with

the program and to solicit their suggestions for improving the program.

5.2.2 Site Selection and Review

Sites are selected and enrolled in the program at the request of the farmer, either the land owner or perhaps a

tenant farmer. In all cases, the owner of the land is contacted.

Enrollment is no guarantee of participation. After a site is signed up, Gartner Lee conducts a thorough review

of each site. Ontario Base Maps (OEMs), air photos, and geology and soils maps are reviewed to ensure

features and conditions at the site are clearly understood. A site visit and interview of each property owner is

conducted to confirm soil and surface water conditions, farm practises, slopes of land, the location of wells and

houses, and the areas to be spread.

For every site, a site plan is produced from a 1991 air photograph. The plan indicates all the features just

discussed and clearly indicates where paper sludge can and cannot be spread.

However, farms are still not approved. A three page application and the site plan must be submitted to the

MOE for each site. Only when finally approved by the MOE is the site able to receive paper sludge and

participate in the program.

5.2.3 Environmental Monitoring

In addition to the site review and approval process, a monitoring program has been established to test the

following:

paper sludge generated at both the Whitby and Scarborough mills is sampled each

week and a composite sample is analyzed monthly;
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soil and soil quality are monitored at selected sites, both before and after paper

sludge is spreading; and,

ground water quality is monitored monthly at selected sites.

5.2.4 Benefit Study

As part of the Paper Fiber program, Atlantic Packaging and Gartner Lee have initiated a field study to

document the benefits to soil structure and crop response. The services of Kevin Bellamy from Ortech

International and Dr. Tom Bates, a retired professor from Guelph University and an expert in the use of wastes

on agricultural land, have been enlisted to assist in the field tests.

Upon completion of the study, an information package and results will be made available to interested parties

and tours of the study plots will likely be conducted. Every effort will be made to provide information to the

farmers, the community, and the supporting municipalities.

The benefit study was initiated in 1991 and the results will likely be reported in November 1992, after harvest

While the benefit study will document the benefits associated with Atlantic Packaging's program, paper sludge

has been used as an organic soil conditioner for many years in the Niagara Region. The benefits there have

included:

improved tilth and structure;

improved moisture retention;

improved nutrient retention;

erosion control; and

suppression of weeds.

It must be emphasized that benefits to soil and subsequently, to crop response are not immediate, but long-

term, with paper sludge being applied annually. However, another, inunediate benefit, that should not be

overlooked, is related to the strength and viability of Provincial recycling programs.

6.0 DISCUSSION - ISSUES AND NEXT STEPS

The Paper Fiber Soil Enrichment program has now operated for almost one year. To date, the program has

been very well received by the farm community and the townships in which it is operated. While Atlantic

Packaging and the MOE have exerted a significant level of effort during this first year to initiate the program

and make it a success, it is clear that the work must continue.

Three of the greatest challenges to be tackled in the second year of the program are:

operating within a complex regulatory framework and according to guidelines which

are not specific to paper sludge;

dealing with public perceptions of paper sludge; and

initiating operational changes and controls within the Atlantic Packaging mills to

produce and manage paper sludge as a product.
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Atlantic Packaging has recognized the benefits of utilizing paper sludge as an organic soil conditioner. To
ensure the Paper Fiber program's long-term success they have initiated a program to manage the spreading of

paper sludge on agricultural land and are developing a program to use paper sludge in the rehabilitation of pits

and quarries. The field programs to study and document the benefits of paper sludge on agriculture and m the

rehabilitation of pits and quarries are fully underway and, to our knowledge, are the only such field studies in

the Province.

To be a resource, paper sludge must be treated as a product. Atlantic Packaging and Gartner Lee are reviewing

ways to improve and control the quality and consistency of the material. This will enhance the use of paper

sludge as an organic soil conditioner and as a raw material for manufacturing operations.

As well, efforts are continuing to coordinate with and communicate to the farm community the benefits of using

paper sludge as an organic soil conditioner (i.e., best management practises on how and where to use paper

sludge).

With regard to regulatory issues, the MOE and the Ministry of Agriculture and Food (OMAF) have a joint

committee to develop guidelines for the use of wastes and sludges, other than sewage sludge, as soil

conditioners on farm land. These new guidelines, while not specific to paper sludge, are expected to be more

appropriate than the sewage sludge guidelines currently being used to regulate paper sludge operations.

It is important that a reasonable approach be developed by the MOE and paper recycling companies, such as

Atlantic Packaging. After all, paper sludge is a by-product of the recycling policies that the MOE is endorsing,

promoting, and regulating. The significant volume of paper sludge generated by Atlantic Packagmg is partially

due to the low grade of paper products, such as magazine stock, that the Whitby mill accepts and is capable of

recycling. Without state of the art recycling plants, like Whitby, 100 percent recycled newsprint and the use of

low grade paper products will not be possible.

The Paper Fiber program operated by Atlantic Packaging has successfully closed the loop for paper recycling.

The program uses paper sludge as a resource and provides an alternative to disposing of the material as a

waste.
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IN-PLACE BIOREMEDIATION OF CONTAMINATED SEDIMENTS
IN HAMILTON HARBOUR AND ST. MARY'S RIVER BY DR. TOM MURPHY

Lakes Research Branch, National Water Research
Institute, Burlington, Ontario

ABSTRACT

Pilot-scale in place sediment treatments have been done in
water up to 21 m deep. Ttie chemical injection system treated
sediments to a depth of 15 cm. The system used in 1991 treated
about 89% of the surface sediments in the experimental area. in
1991, a ferric chloride injection into the St. Marys River
sediments decreased the concentration of hydrogen sulphide and
acute toxicity of the sediments by 81% and 57%, respectively.

The biodegradation of memy organic compotinds is restricted in
the sediments of Heimilton Harbour and the St. Marys River by
anoxia- During summer, microbial decay produces the toxin iydrogen
sulphide and its presence signals the blockage of PAH
biodegradation. Maximum observed concentrations of l^drogen
sulphide were 4 and 100 mg/kg in St. Marys River and Hamilton
Harbour sediments, respectively.

In laboratory incubations, the addition of calcium nicrate to
these sediments stimulated microbial denitrification and the
oxidation of reduced sulphur to sulphate. The oxygenation of the
sediments eliminates acute toxicity and stimulates the
biodegradation of some compounds. In six week incubations, about
25% of the "oil and grease* is biodegraded. Although
biodegradation of naphthalene is observed in headspace GC/MS
analysis, this observation is coopounded by other observations that
naphthalene appears to be produced during breakdown of larger
compounds . Calcium nitrate is a more effective oxidant than ferric
chloride euid pilot-scale injection of calcium nitrate into
sediments began in 1992 .

Editors Note: The above Abstract was received before the
Conference. At the time of Proceedings assembly, a full
text of the author's paper had not been submitted for inclusion
in the numerical sequence. If the paper was subsequently
received, it is incorporated following the Delegate listing.

Otherwise, those wishing further details on this subject,
are asked to contact the author direct.

MFC
9/22/92
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LANDFILL MINING

By Richard Cave

President, R.Cave and Associates Ltd.

Oakville, Ontario

INTRODUCTION

Landfill mining is a process involving the excavation and separation of landfilled waste to

recover materials, remediate ground water contamination and rehabilitate the site.

Landfill mining has been pioneered in the United States and Europe as a method for

RECLAMATION; REMEDIATION; AND REHABILITATION, otherwise known as the

3R's of landfills.

RECLAMATION has involved the recovery from existing sites of; metals, organics, paper

and plastic. REMEDIATION of ground water contamination is achieved through the

excavation of source of the contamination and placement in a contained area on site.

REHABILITATION of the landfill site is achieved through the excavation of all the

materials and disposal elsewhere.

My presentation today provides a brief overview of landfill mining projects in North

America and Europe followed by a description of the mining project under way in the
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Township of McDougall, near Parry Sound.

EXAMPLE PROJECTS

Florida

The first landfill mining project in the United States was at the Naples Landfill site in

Collier County, Florida. In 1987 the County the owner of the site, investigated the feasibility

of extracting daily cover materials from the landfill and the recovery of combustible

materials for use in a planned energy from waste incinerator. While the EFW facility was

never built the County was successful in recovering cover materials at a lower cost than

importing cover soils. The County continues to test technologies to separate materials

suitable for recycling.

A 26 acre landfill cell at the Naples site, which was closed in 1979, was selected as the area

to be mined. Initially the excavated materials were screened using vibratory double deck

screens with a capacity of 90 tonnes per hour. Later test screening involved a grizzly screen

and hopper, belt feed conveyor, followed by a trommel screen. Fines and overs from the

screen was discharged onto separate stacking belt conveyors. The trommel screen approach

was more effective in maximizing the recovery of fine materials from the wastes. The results

indicated that between 60 and 75 percent of the landfilled materials were recovered as fines

suitable for use as cover materials. Only metals were recovered and recycled. Overall the

costs of the mining and screening amounted to $3 per tonne compared v^th $4 per tonne

for imported cover materials.
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The County as a result of the success of the program has developed new design and

operation approaches for future landfill cells which incorporates enhanced decomposition

processes coupled with landfill mining techniques. The University of South Florida is

assisting the County in assessing alternatives including both anaerobic and aerobic waste

decomposition processes within the landfill cells.

Edinburg, New York

In 1988, departments of New York State initiated a research, development and

demonstration project on procedures and equipment for reclaiming landfilled materials. The

Edinburg landfill site, selected as the site for the project, is located in Saratoga County near

Albany New York. One acre of the 5 acre site was totally excavated and screened.

Different types of screening equipment were tested and a trommel screen was selected for

the project with a capacity of approximately 150 cubic yards per hour. Increasing the length

of the 10 ft long trommel is believed to be required to obtain optimum soil recovery.

Unlike the Florida project, the soils recovered from the landfill were to be used as a fill

material off site in public works projects and therefore had to be declassified as a waste.

The results of analyses of the soils recovered during the demonstration resulted in the

declassification of the soils being approved since results indicated the soils were below

compost standards set by the State .
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A comprehensive health and safety plan was implemented during the project and monitoring

of gases released during excavation, asbestos fibre content and radiation were all measured.

Operators at the site were provided with full face respirators, tyvek overalls and chemical

resistant boots and gloves. However results of the monitoring did not indicate the need for

such protective equipment.

Ludwigsburg, Germany

A demonstration project in Ludwigsburg involves the mining of 40,000 cubic meters of

landfill materials over one year. The demonstration is intended to provide detailed

information required prior to mining the whole site of 8 million cubic meters. Mining of the

materials is required to provide landfill site capacity in an area where new landfill sites are

very difficult to obtain.

Excavated materials are first screened in a trommel screen with 50 mm holes. The soil or

unders are to be composted to remove any remaining volatile solids. The oversize materials

are conveyed through an inspection station for removing potentially hazardous materials

utilizing a remote controlled sorting arm. Ferrous metals are removed by a magnet following

which the materials are shredded to minus 75 mm. Shredded light materials are separated

by a balUstic separator and shipped for combustion in a energy from waste plant in Stuttgart.

At this site air treatment systems are to be employed prior to excavation to treat the odours
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produced from anaerobic conditions in the landfill and to treat for toxic gaseous compounds

such as chlorinated hydrocarbons. The treatment system is modelled after one used in the

mining of a landfill on the site of the worlds fair in Vienna. The treatment process involves

converting the anaerobic conditions within the area to be excavated to aerobic conditions.

An air lance is installed into the landfill to be excavated and air, enriched with oxygen, is

blown into the landfill through the lance. A second lance typically 10 to 15 meters from the

first withdraws air from the landfill and discharges it through a biofilter. In Vienna a similar

system eliminated the foul anaerobic odours over 30 hours of operation.

McDougall Township

The McDougall Township landfill site, located seven kilometres east of Parry Sound, has a

site area of 74 hectares and an approved fill area of 7 hectares. The site, opened in 1976,

has been accepting municipal waste from seven area municipalities. In 1989, the Ministry

of the Environment directed the Township of McDougall to take over the operation of the

site from the private owner.

Waste quantities disposed at the site are annually 13,000 tonnes. Summer quantities are

typically over twice the winter tonnages reflecting the high seasonal population in the area.

The site contains approximately 250,000 m^ of waste with fill thicknesses ranging from 1 m

to 13 m. Daily cover soil is obtained on-site and is generally a clean coarse-grained sand

with gravel and boulders. Cover soil is applied daily at typical waste to cover soil volume
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ratio of 4:1. Most precipitation infiltrates rapidly into the soil and waste fill area, as a result

in 1990, a temporary synthetic liner was applied to the oldest half of the landfill. This liner

has had a minimal effect on reducing the concentrations of leachate within the ground water

plume and it will not enable the site to meet the MOE Reasonable Use policy.

Leachate from the landfill has been detected beyond the site boundaries since 1983 and

wells and streams around the site have been contaminated. McDougall Township, in

response to the Minister's order, began site remediation by determining alternative

remediation options. The options were reviewed by the Township, the MOE, neighbours of

the site and area municipalities using the site. The landfill mining option was selected This

option involves three steps. Firstly, excavating the existing waste. Secondly, screening to

recover decomposed organic materials, cover soil and recyclable materials. Thirdly,

depositing of non-recoverable materials in a landfill cell constructed with dual synthetic

liners within the approved fill boundaries for the site .

Preliminary Engineering

The primary reason for excavating the waste is to enable it to be isolated from the ground

water in a contained cell. Screening of the excavated materials is undertaken to reduce the

amount of material requiring reburial and thereby reduce the size and costs of the required

engineered cell.
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A pilot excavation and screening program is under way at the site. Preliminary tests were

carried out to determine how efficient the full-scale excavation and screening would be and

what problems may be expected. Therefore the tests addressed such issues as; thickness of

waste; rates of excavation; odour and dust problems; screening rates; waste composition;

potential for materials recovery; and weight and volume reductions through screening.

Results

Excavation production (approx.)

Decomposition of Waste

Thickness of Waste

Odour/Dust Problems

Waste Components

Physical Nature of Waste

Potential Materials Recovery

Potential Weight and Volume Reductions

120-190mVhr (100-150t/hr)

Putrescible less than 3%

1 m to 13 m

Minimal

See chart

See Table

See Table

See Table

The screening plant used was a mobile rig supplied by Masterskreen. The plant included

grizzly screen mounted on top of a feed hopper. A belt conveyor feeds the waste from the

hopper into a trommel screen which has 25 imn holes, overs being discharged from the end

of the trommel screen by conveyor. The unders are discharged from under the trommel to

trucks by a third belt conveyor.
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Full scale project

Using conventional hydraulic hoe excavators it is possible to excavate material at a rate of

150m^ per hour using one excavator. Total excavation of the site could therefore be

completed in 9 months. The preferred type of screen would be a trommel based on our

experience wdth screens and also at other projects. Production rates for a trommel screen

is expected to be in excess of 150m3 per hour.

The screen is expected to be loaded direct from the excavation by the hoe excavator.

Products from the trommel screen will be discharged by conveyor direct to trucks for

haulage to stockpile or the containment cell. A front-end loader will load rejects from the

trommel and grizzly screen into trucks. Approximately four trucks per screen are required.

A volume reduction of from 40% to 50% is expected by the screening of the excavated

waste. The oversize from the screening process contains a large percentage of

biodegradable paper ~ 37% by volume of the remaining waste. If this waste could be

further composted after the initial screening a further 20% of the total waste volume could

be reduced. The recovery of further materials is not presently being considered. Metals are

the next potential waste component to be recovered. We expect to perform some pilot

testing of the feasibility of recovering metals from the waste.

Finally, the costs of this project will amount to approximately $ 1 .9 million for the excavation,
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screening and reburial or approximately $11 per tonne, the containment cells will cost

approximately $2.9 million or approximately $25 per tonne.

CONCLUSIONS

Landfill site mining has been shown to be a method which can successfully and economically

provide; additional capacity within certified landfill sites; minimize landfill site closure costs

and long term monitoring costs; provide opportunities for recovery of materials; and

remediate leachate contamination of ground water. Results from the Township of

McDougall project will be invaluable in contributing to the knowledge and experience of

landfill mining techniques.
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CLEAN-UP OF CON'I'AMINA'l'KI) PORT OF "I'DRONTO

INDUSTRIAL LANDS

by
Dennis Lang, Director of Engineering,
The Toronto Harbour Commissioners,

Toronto, Ontario

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Legacy of Contaminated Industrial Lands

The dilemma surrounding efforts to redevelop contaminated industrial lands in

Toronto encompasses these conditions:

past industrial uses that operated within the legislated requirements of their

day have often left the lands they occupied contaminated by today's standards.

current regulations require that these contaminated lands be cleaned,

somehow, before redevelopment will be permitted.

techniques to be applied to clean these contaminated lands must be
affordable to those paying for the clean-up and acceptable to those regulating

the clean-up.

the clean-up must also be acceptable to polluters, land owners, developers,

lenders and insurers, who require that their investment in the clean-up costs

and their concerns for ongoing or future liability for additional clean-up that

may be imposed by the regulators will be protected over a sufficiently long

term.

The contaminated industrial land being addressed in this paper is land where the

contamination is not so great that the environmental authorities are ordering clean-

up at any cost, but where the contamination is sufficiently great that redevelopment
on those lands will not be permitted until the contamination is somehow decreased.

Generally, such moderately contaminated soils can be disposed of in licensed

landfills, and that has been the predominant means of cleaning up such contaminated

industrial lands to date. However, in the greater Toronto area, licensed landfills are

rapidly approaching their capacity and there is considerable resistance to developing

new landfill sites or to expanding existing sites. Currently available landfill capacity

is at a premium and is being reserved for the disposal of municipal waste. Tipping
fees at licensed landfills operated by the Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto have
increased from $10.42 per metric tonne in 1981 to $150.00 per metric tonne in 1991,

and it appears probable that this increase in disposal fees will continue.

Furthermore, the removal of contaminated soil from an industrial site to a landfill

site does not eliminate the environmental contamination problem associated with the

soil, it merely moves it from one location to another. Granted, the licensed landfill

storage of the contaminated soil will likely reduce the environmental risk presented

by the contaminated soil, compared to the risk of redeveloping on the contaminated
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lands, but it results in land areas being sterilized for storage and removes the soil and

the land from further productive use.

The Toronto Harbour Commissioners own over 200 hectares of industrial land in the

Port of Toronto. As with any port, these lands are among the oldest industrial use

lands in the City. Much of the land mass was created by placing fill material, much
of it contaminated by today's standards, into the lake under virtually uncontrolled or

unregulated conditions. Industrial uses tended towards heavy industry that required

water transportation services. Industrial users changed over the decades of use

provided by these lands, and the remnants of their operations have been spread

indiscriminately over the land. Many of these polluting industries are no longer in

existence, and the cost of cleaning up their damage to the land falls to the current

land owner.

As the owner of most of the industrial lands in the Port of Toronto, The Toronto

Harbour Commissioners decided to actively pursue some means of cleaning up their

contaminated lands to facilitate redevelopment of the Port Industrial District with

clean green industry.

This paper describes our understanding of the issues surrounding clean-up and

redevelopment of contaminated industrial lands in Toronto, and our work to date to

find an economically affordable and environmentally satisfactory way to clean

contaminated industrial lands. The result has been to implement demonstration of

a unique contaminated soil treatment facility with the capability of cleaning a cocktail

of contaminants from a wide variety of soils. The paper is presented in four parts:

1. An introduction to the issues surrounding clean-up of contaminated industrial

land in the Port of Toronto.

2. A description of soil remediation.

3. Presentation of the work we're doing in the Port of Toronto, as a case study

of soil remediation.

4. An appended Tour Guide that describes how soil is cleaned at our Soil

Recycling Demonstration Project.

12 Soil as Waste

In Ontario,.contaminated soil becomes a waste as soon as it is handled. There are

two general categories of soil as waste: soil is a contaminated hazardous waste if it

is leachate toxic as defined in Regulation 309 under the Environmental Protection

Act; or, soil is a contaminated non-hazardous waste if the level of any parameter

exceeds guidelines for that parameter as set out in the Ministry of the Environment's
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guidelines for the clean-up of contaminated lands and where the contaminants are

not leachate toxic.

Regulation 309 is Ontario's principal regulation setting out definitions of wastes for

the purpose of waste management in the Province. The regulations also set out

standards for waste disposal sites and classify and exempt certain waste management
systems. Consideration is given to the management of incinerator systems, landfilling

activities, dumps, and the management of special materials such as asbestos fibres.

The regulation does not specifically address contaminated soil, nor does it offer any

assistance or encouragement to decontaminate contaminated soil so that it could be
delisted or deregulated and no longer considered as a waste. The fact is that even

if some environmentally conscientious operator invests the time, effort and financial

resources to lower the levels of contaminants in soil so that the soil meets the MOE
guidelines for clean soil, that operator would then have clean soil that would now be
classified as clean waste and it would still have to be disposed of either in a licensed

dump or a hcensed landfill. Re-use of cleaned contaminated soil was not anticipated

by the authors of Regulation 309 which, as of this date, remains the law of the land.

One of my purposes in preparing and presenting this paper is to bring to your

attention the need for the Government of Ontario to establish procedures to delist

or deregulate decontaminated soil so that cleaned soil can be considered for what it

really is - a useful productive 'material that is fundamental to sustaining life on earth.

Another of my purposes is to present to you an update on The Toronto Harbour
Commissioners' Soil Recycling Demonstration Project, to explain our approach to

solving the problem of cleaning contaminated industrial lands so the cleaned soil can

be re-used as fill on the land and the land can be redeveloped.

13 Regulations and Policies AfTecting Clean-up of Contaminated Sites

(1) Ontario Ministry of the Environment

Under the Environmental Proteaion Act the Province has the authority to

issue clean-up orders and may do so if

(a) a contaminant is migrating onto an adjacent landowner's property.

(b) a contaminant poses a threat to human health.

(c) a proponent proposes a change in land use.

The MOE has published "Guidelines for the Decommissioning and Clean-up
of Sites in Ontario - 1989" that set out specific criteria for certain parameters
such as oil and grease and heavy metals, and that provide for the negotiation

of site-specific criteria. Site-specific criteria usually concern only organic
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parameters but may include inorganic parameters where natural background

levels of certain contaminants in the soil exceed the guideline levels.

The MOE are supposed to be preparing to include parameters for organic

contaminants in the guidelines as well as updating the existing guidelines.

Where contaminants have been encapsulated, stabilized, vitrified or otherwise

contained and where the soils containing those contaminants remain on-site

after "treatment", the MOE requires that the contaminated soils be registered

on the property title even though after "treatment" the soils may test clean

against the MOE decommissioning guidelines.

(2) City of Toronto

Cityplan '91 recommends the following policy (see Section 4.3.5, Clause 26 of

Cityplan '91) relevant to clean-up of contaminated sites:

Council shall endeavour to ensure with the appropriate government authorities,

if necessary, that contaminated soil does not create a hazard for the health of

natural ecosystems or the people who live, work or play within the City. To help

achieve this objective. Council shall seek to ensure, with the appropriate

government authorities, if necessary, that:

i) development does not occur on any site within the City that presents a health

risk caused by contaminated soil, and that no development be permitted on a site

containing contaminants without its risk to health being evaluated and, where

appropriate, a full soil management study being completed and necessary

mitigation measures employed;

ii) the mitigation measures employed do not create a health hazard within or

beyond the City's jurisdiction, and

Hi) contaminated soils are cleaned up.

In another part of Cityplan '91, in Section 7.4.3.2 where the discussion relates

to discouraging loss of city industry, the following policy is recommended:

The existing Official Plan policy respecting the redesignation of industrial lands

through Part II study (approved December 14, 1989) should be changed to read

as follows:

Council will not consider redesignation of industrial land so as to permit any

non-industrial use in areas designated in Part I or Part II of this plan as Area of
Industry, Restricted IndustrialArea, General IndustrialArea, or Heavy Industrial
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Area without first having considered a study of the area undertaken for the

purposes of recommending policies for adoption in Part II of this Plan. Council

will not effect such redesignation except by adoption of policies as may appear

appropriate in light of the study, in Part II of this Plan Amongst other things,

such study shall have regard for:

i) the number and types of industrialfirms and employees in the areas that would

be adversely affected;

ii) the impact on any surrounding industrial lands that would not be redesignated;

and

Hi) the environmental condition of the lands and the need for soil

decommissioning.

Clearly, the City wants contaminated industrial lands cleaned up to safe limits

before redevelopment will be allowed.

The City turns the MOE guidelines into regulations by making clean-up to

guideline levels a condition to receive approvals necessary to proceed with

redevelopment of contaminated lands.

1.4 Other Regulatory Factors Influencing Clean-Up Costs

Other regulatory factors that influence cost of clean-up include the setting of

permissible levels of contamination for the proposed land use, the depth to which soil

clean-up will be required, requirements for treatment of contaminated groundwater,

acceptable/approved clean-up technologies, community consultation programmes

including public hearings, and pollution abatement and monitoring requirements

during and after clean-up.

1.5 Non-regulatory Factors Influencing Clean-Up

The principal non-regulatory factor influencing clean-up cost is the need to clean

land to be redeveloped such that following clean-up there is no registration of

contamination on the property title, and hence no enviromnental-related liability to

a prospective owner or developer of those lands.

In Ontario today, lenders are increasingly refusing to lend any developer any funds

to construct and operate any kind of development on contaminated land or on

"cleaned" land where there is contamination registered on the property title. Our

current laws provide for the regulatory authorities to hold even an occupier of a

contaminated site responsible for clean-up if clean-up is ordered, irrespective of

whether the occupier contributed to the contamination. Lenders are loathe to
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implicate themselves in sharing any of this potential liability for clecin-up and more

and more are refusing to lend developers funds to develop on lands where there is

any registration of contamination on the property title.

Certain "clean-up" technologies do not actually remove the contamination but leave

it somehow immobilized such as through encapsulation, fixation, vitrification or

containment. When contaminated soils are "cleaned" in these ways, and the "cleaned"

soil remains on the property, our Ministry of the Envirormaent requires that "cleaned"

soil to be registered on the property title. The rationale is that the contaminants

have not been removed and so they may, at some future date however distant, be

released back into the environment and so they still represent an enviromnental risk.

When lawyers and others do title searches on properties and find there is

contaminated soil registered on the title, more and more often they are advising the

lending institutions and developers not to invest in developing on these lands for fear

of accepting some of the liability for clean-up in the event that clean-up is ordered

by a regulatory authority.

This concern for cleaning contaminated lands so that there is no registration of

residual contamination on the property title and hence no environmental liability to

a lender or developer has quickly become the main force encouraging real clean-up

of contaminated lands, especially those lands with a potentially high market value,

as is the case with the industrial lands in the Port of Toronto.

Another non-regulatory factor influencing clean-up is the public perception that

certain technologies are unacceptable irrespective of whether those technologies can

"clean" or "treat" contaminated soils such that the cleaned or treated soils satisfy the

MOE decommissioning guidelines. Use of thermal technologies, for example, is

often unacceptable to the public regardless of whether scientific and operating data

can be provided to show that such technologies are effective and relatively harmless

to the environment.

Also, the inability to accurately define precisely what soil is contaminated and what

soil is not, and the difficulty in physically separating the contaminated soil from the

uncontaminated soil so that only contaminated soil is subjected to clean-up can

influence the ultimate cost of clean-up.

1.6 EfTects of Migrating Contamination

Some contaminants, such as heavy metals in many cases, are not mobile, that is, they

are not Reached into the groundwater and do not move vertically or horizontally

through the soil. Isolated land areas containing non-migrating contaminants can be

remediated without a lot of concern for adjacent properties, as long as the clean-up

is carried out properly.
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However, where contaminants leach into the groundwater and move vertically and/or
horizontally through the soil, and where these contaminants migrate across property
boundaries, clean-up of one property may be threatened with recontamination from
an adjacent property. It is generally very expensive to isolate one cleaned-up
property from adjacent contaminated properties, and it is more cost effeaive to

consider clean-up of the whole area affected by migrating contaminants and to deal
with it as a single contaminated site. In such an event one would likely want to
divert clean groundwater from entering the contaminated site during clean-up and
clean up the contaminated soil and contaminated groundwater within the site in a co-
ordinated clean-up programme.

1.7 Technology Selection for Site Clean-Up

When we set out to solve the problem of how to effectively clean up the
contaminated lands in the Port Industrial District of the Port of Toronto we made
several significant decisions that affected our selection of technologies:

(i) our intention was to satisfy regulatory requirements and not to argue
or dispute them or try to win special dispensation to do less than the
existing guidelines and regulations suggest is appropriate.

(ii) it was also our intention to satisfy the community concern that thermal
processes are inappropriate technologies for any use in the Port area.
As a result, we rejected thermal processes as potential soil treatment
technologies to clean up Port lands.

(iii) we wanted to comply with the predominant community attitude that we
should do our site clean-up within our own property boundaries, that

we should not send contaminated material off-site for treatment or
disposal, and that all of our clean-up activity should be completed
within our own backyard,

(iv) we recognized the growing concern among lenders and insurers

regarding liabilities of developers of facilities on contaminated lands,

so we limited our search to technologies that would clean the
contaminated soils such that there would be no registration of
contamination on the property title and hence no real or perceived
environmental liability for a developer.
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2. SOIL REMEDUTION

What Does It Mean?

Soil remediation refers to the clean-up of contaminated land. Until recently, clean-up of

contaminated land was normally accomplished by excavating the contaminated soil and

disposing of it in a licensed landfill, and backfilling the excavation with clean fill. The result

was to move the contaminated soil from one location to another without having the effect

of actually removing the contamination problem. In other circumstances, the contaminated

soil would be isolated on site or built over, possibly covered with concrete slabs or structures

or with asphalt pavement.

Today, in the Metropolitan Toronto area, the tipping fees at the licensed landfills are set

at $150 per metric tonne of municipal waste, and may be double that amount for special

wastes such as contaminated soil. In some cases, such as soil contaminated with toxic heavy

metals, the landfills refuse to accept the material at any price. The only disposal facility that

will accept hazardous wastes is the Tricil facility near Samia, Ontario, and the cost to haul

material there from Toronto and dispose of it is in the order of $700 per tonne.

There are less costly ways of remediating contaminated land than to excavate the

contaminated soil and dispose of it in licensed landfills. The problem, however, is that the

regulatory authorities are loathe to accept these alternative techniques because they do not

yet understand whether these techniques are sufficiently effective in removing or stabilizing

contaminants and in producing a relatively clean soil for reuse.

Why Do It?

In the Metropolitan Toronto area, the guidelines that dictate what levels of contaminants

such as lead, mercury, oil and grease, etc., are acceptable in a "clean" soil for uses such as

residential, parkland, commercial or industrial activity, are set by the Ministry of the

Environment (MOE) of the Province of Ontario. However, the municipalities such as the

City of Toronto turn these MOE guidelines into regulations by requiring that soils with

levels of contaminants in excess of MOE's guideline levels be remediated before

development or building permits will be granted. So, if you want to redevelop a piece of

contaminated land you must remediate the soil before you'll be granted a development or

building permit that will allow you to proceed.

Furthermore, if you are borrowing money to finance development on your own land or on

leased land, lenders will require that the property title be unencumbered, that is, that there

is no registration -of contaminated soil on the property. If one wants "clean" title one must

therefore remove any contaminants from the soil and remove those contaminants from the

property.
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How Do You Do It?

The usual ways of remediating sites in the past were to either pave over the contaminated

areas and isolate the contaminants on-site, or to excavate the contaminated soils and dispose

of them in licensed landfills. Nowadays, the MOE is loathe to approve containing

contaminants on-site, and the cost of disposing contaminated soils at landfills has

skyrocketed, with a result that either an economically viable and environmentally acceptable

solution has to be found or contaminated lands will rest vacant and unused while

development takes place elsewhere.

There are technological ways of remediating soils. Some techniques involve using heat to

drive off organic contaminants where the organics are then either burned or are recovered

by condensation for re-use. Some techniques utilize bacteria to digest organic contaminants,

through landfanning or in large tanks or reactors. Another technique is to wash the soil,

either with water or solvents of some kind, to remove the contaminants. Removing metals

from soil has been more of a problem, but today there are methods that use mild acids to

dissolve the metals and then extract the metals from the acids by chelation and elearolysis.

Still other techniques involve encapsulating the contaminants within silica shells formed by

adding special chemical compounds to the contaminated soils, where the result is a sandy

material like a beach sand with the contaminated particles encased within the sand particles.

Yet other technologies produce a sort of aggregate out of the contaminated soil, using

cementing agents to stabilize the contaminants so they are immobilized. Some sophisticated

techniques use high energy inputs to vitrify the contaminated soil, converting it into a stable

glass-Uke material.

Many of these techniques have already been demonstrated on an experimental basis,

especially as part of the United States Environmental Protection Agency's Superfund Sites

technology research and development program.

There are some problems related to almost all of these techniques. For one thing, they are

all expensive to apply, and some are outrageously expensive and are only used when there

is no alternative and cost is not the controlling factor. Secondly, our regulatory authorities

have not approved these technologies for use within their jurisdictions; they are not familiar

with them and are reluctant to approve their use without locally-obtained hard data on their

results. Thirdly, some of the techniques are still only experimental, and their viability needs

to be proven through large scale testing and demonstration.

The bottom line is that our regulatory authorities have only felt comfortable approving the

technique of excavating contaminated soil and disposing of it in licensed landfills, and they

have some self-training to do to become comfortable with accepting alternative site

remediation techniques.
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How Much Does It Cost?

In the Port of Toronto we would expect to pay at least $200 per metric tonne to excavate

a tonne of contaminated soil, haul it and dispose of it in a licensed landfill, and replace it

with clean fill, assuming landfill was an option available to us.

Other site remediation techniques have different costs associated with them. If landfarming

is sufficient as a remediation technique for reducing levels of organic contaminants, it can

often be conducted for costs ranging from $30-$50 per tonne of contaminated soil treated.

At the other end of the scale, plasma arc techniques that vitrify soil material into stable

glass-like material may cost in the $600-$800 per tonne range.

However you look at it, site remediation is costly. Because it is costly, it behooves the

regulatory authorities to respect the value of scare capital and to ensure that their

requirements for site remediation are well founded.

Can You Afford It?

Whether you can afford to clean up your contaminated sites will depend on various things

such as the market value of your property (if you are interested or able to sell it), or

whether you can recover the costs through increased rents or more highly valued use of the

land once it is clean, or whether the regulatory authorities require that you clean it up.

And, if you can't redevelop anything on the land until it is cleaned, you have to consider

whether you can afford not to clean it up. If clean-up of the land generates new jobs

through redevelopment perhaps some of that benefit can be applied to offset the clean-up

cost and make the clean-up affordable.

3. A CASE STUDY OF SOIL REMEDIATION: The Toronto Harbour Commissioners'

Soil Recycling Demonstration Project

Background

Figure 1 on the following page shows what the Port of Toronto looked like in 1793, when
the first survey of the Town of York was completed.

Figure 2 on the next page shows what the Port area looks like today, with the Toronto

Islands area having been expanded by some 600 acres, the Port Industrial District on the

right having been completed by lakefiUing from about 1912 to 1930 adding some 1,000 acres

of industrial land where the Ashbridges Bay bog existed in 1911, and the extension of the

shoreline southward into the lake to produce the Toronto waterfront as we know it today.
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Figure 3 on the following page merely shows a blow-up of the Port Industrial District (PID),

which is the area we intend to clean up following a successful demonstration of technologies

we propose to use to clean the contaminated soils in the PID.

The Port Industrial District (PID) lands were created by filling with dredged sediments from

the inner harbour, and backfilling with soil and rubble and sometimes waste materials such

as construction debris and ash. The coarser backfill material is the material within the top

1 - 2 metres, with the dredged sandy silty sediments below.

The PID has always been an industrial area from its creation in the 1912-1930 period.

Large tracts of land have changed uses from iron foundry and shell casings manufacturing

to oil refining, fuel storage and bulk coal handling, and, more recently, to use by scrap yards

and metals recycling industries, bulk salt storage for use on Metro roads, and aggregate

handling and batching of concrete. Past industrial uses, while socially and environmentally

acceptable in their day, left a legacy of oil and grease contamination combined with a

mixture of toxic heavy metals and, in some locations, salt, arsenic and the residue of dyes

used in different processes. Some of those contaminants we know today can be carcinogenic

in small quantities. Others produce other kinds of health problems, especially if ingested

by small children. Yet other contaminants affect plant growth or are simply aesthetically

displeasing.

Much of the land has been used, reused and sometimes abused. In some circumstances the

lands were probably created using contaminated soils and materials we now consider to be

contaminants. Most of the industries that contaminated the lands have long disappeared

from the Port area. A few, in particular the oil companies and bulk salt handlers, remain.

As in the case of the oil companies, some of the heavy industries are anxious to relocate to

other areas where their operations are more appropriately sited.

However, before the existing industries can leave they have to clean up any contamination

they've caused on the lands they've leased from us. Before we can re-lease any of the

vacated lands, those lands that are contaminated must be cleaned and must meet the current

regulatory requirements. The problem, we discovered, is that landfiUing the contaminated

soil is prohibitively expensive and there is presently no alternative clean-up technique that

our regulatory agencies will approve.

We felt we couldn't afford to wait and depend on someone else to find an affordable and

acceptable technique to clean up our contaminated lands, so we set out to find our own

solution.

Current Situation

The current situation is one where most of our industrial lands are leased. Some of the

leased lands are contaminated. Some of our lessees would like to terminate their leases

because they want to relocate or are not using all the land they lease. We won't let them
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out of their leases until they clean up the contamination they've caused. With no affordable

clean-up technique available to them, they renew or overbold their leases, and, although

they pay their rents, the lands sit idle. The casual observer is likely to conclude that the

lands are vacant - they are not vacant, but are merely underutilized and will remain so until

an affordable and acceptable (to the regulatory agencies and to us) means of remediating

the contaminated soils is found.

The land holdings, operations and mandate of The Toronto Harbour Commissioners is the

subject of a Royal Commission on the Future of the Toronto Waterfront, headed by the

Honourable David Crombie. That Commission has conducted its own audit and review of

the Port lands. It also, I believe, has come to realize that the lack of an affordable approved

technique for remediating the contaminated lands is what is stopping The Toronto Harbour
Commissioners (and would equally be stopping anyone else if they owned those lands) from

redeveloping the Port Industrial District lands to achieve their full potential to support new
clean green industry and create numerous jobs for residents within the Metropolitan

Toronto area.

Clean-Up Objectives

The Ontario Ministry of the Environment has established clean-up guidelines for soils. The
guidelines were developed to set out the acceptable limits of various contaminants in soils

based on potential adverse affects on human health, plant health (phototoxicology), the

health of grazing animals, and aesthetic reasons.

The following three tables set out the MOE guidelines for contaminated soils as of March,

1992. Table 1 shows the established guidelines for 18 parameters, most of them being heavy

metals. Table 2 shows provisional guidelines for an additional four parameters. Table 3

shows the interim guidelines for 43 organic contaminants - these were developed as site-

specific criteria for clean-up at the Shell Oakville and Texaco Port Credit refineries and are

applied generally as the MOE's interim organic contaminants guidelines.

In addition, Ontario Regulation 11/82 defines soils containing greater than 50 parts per

million (ppm) of PCBs as PCB waste which must be properly stored until an approved

disposal method is found. Ontario Regulation 309 under the Environmental Protection Act

describes the test procedure used to determine whether a soil is a "registerable waste" or a

"hazardous waste". Registerable wastes may be accepted at licensed sanitary landfills,

whereas hazardous wastes can only be accepted at the hazardous waste disposal facility

operated by Tricil near Sarnia, Ontario. Also, if dioxins or furans are detected in soils those

soils are immediately classified as hazardous waste.

Looking at Table 3 you will see mention of "clean-up" levels and "trigger" levels. Soils that

do not meet clean-up levels require remedial action, whereas trigger levels merely indicate

a warning level and suggest that if these levels are exceeded further consideration is

warranted to determine whether remedial action is necessary.
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TABLE 2 PROVISIONAL CLEAN-UP GUIDELINES FOR SOILS



(ABLE 3 U.S. EPA AND MOB LIST OP ORGAKXC
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Monocyclic AromaticB
1 . Benzene
2. Toluene
3

.

Xylene
4. Ethylbenzene
5. Styrene
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6. Indene

Naphthalene
1-Methylnaphthalene
Anthracene
Phenanthrene
Benzo ( a ) anthracene
7,12-DMBA
Chrysene

14a Total methyl chrysenes
14b 5-Methyl chrysene

Pyrene
Fluoranthene
Dibenz ( a, h) anthracene
Benzo (a) pyrene
Benzo (b) fluoranthene
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8.
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Phenolics
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26. 4-nitrophenol

Phthalate Eaters
27. Dimethyl phthalate
28. Diethyl phthalate
29. Di(n)butyl phthalate
30. Di(n)octyl phthalate
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32. Butyl benzyl phthalate

Halooenated Aliphatica
33. Chloroform
34. 1, 2-dichloroethane
35. Ethylene dibromide
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36. Chlorobenzene
37. Dichlorobenzenes

Mi see I laneous
38. Benzenthiol
39. Carbon disulfide
40. 1,4-dioxane
41. Methyl ethyl ketone
42

.

Pyridine
43. Quinolines
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The criteria in Tables 1, 2 and 3 apply to clean-up of land for redevelopment. Table 4

shows the MOE guidelines for dredged spoil for open water disposal. There is no active

programme for the clean-up of contaminated sediments as yet in Ontario, but if and when

there is these could become the clean-up criteria for contaminated sediments.

Feasibility Study

During 1990 The Toronto Harbour Commissioners appropriated $60,000 to have the

Director of Engineering carry out a feasibility study to determine whether it was feasible to

implement a full scale clean-up of the contaminated lands in the Port Industrial District.

To assist me in carrying out this feasibility study I obtained the services of Dr. Diana

Mourato from SNC Inc. out of Montreal. Dr. Mourato had been closely involved with the

work at the Port Credit refinery that resulted in the setting of the 43 interim organic

contaminants guidelines previously mentioned in Table 3. She had already done

considerable research on solvent extraction and bioremediation techniques and was familiar

with most of the state-of-the-art technologies and emerging technologies for remediating

contaminated soils. She also had a working knowledge of the MOE regulatory system and

the approvals process for conducting demonstration scale tests of new technological

processes for remediating contaminated soils.

The study examined the types of soils in the PID, the available data on the types and levels

of contaminants that existed in the PID soils and groundwater, and the various existing

technologies that were available to remediate our contaminated soils and groundwater.

The technology search began with a search through available literature. We also made
some key assumptions that eliminated many technologies, namely

(1) that the use of thermal technologies in the PID would be politically unacceptable and

was a non-starter since we could never obtain regulatory approval for such a

technique even if technically it could be shown to meet environmental regulations

and requirements.

(2) that encapsulation and fixation technologies were also unacceptable. The MOE
requires that, even if a contaminant is encapsulated and rendered immobile and even

if after encapsulation tests on the soil no longer detect the presence of the

contaminants, since the contaminant is still there and the MOE know it is there and

the MOE doesn't know how long the contaminant will remain immobilized, the

contamination must be registered on the property title. The consequence of this

registration on title is that a lender or insurer of a proposed development views the

registration on title as a potential liability and the property becomes more difficult,

perhaps impossible, to develop. We wanted all of our leasable lands to have

unencumbered title, with no enviromnental liabilities associated with their lease, in

order to obtain best use and best revenue for the rented use of those lands.
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Other objectives we set were to use existing commercially available technologies wherever

possible, and to use technologies that optimized recycling and reuse of the soil and the

contaminants removed from the soil. We also wanted to be able to remediate our soils for

a cost of less than $200 per tonne which is our current cost for excavating contaminated soil

and disposing of it in a Ucensed landfill and replacing it with clean fill.

Very quickly our investigations led us to look at technologies that cleaned contaminants

from soil. Soil washing was seen as a viable technology whereas solvent extraction, which

washes the soil with solvents, was considered too expensive. Once we selected soil washing

as a means of cleaning the contaminants from the bulk of the soil and producing a slurry

containing the large majority of the contaminants, we then had to find technologies that

would remove metals and organic contaminants from a slurry.

We concluded that the most acceptable and affordable system for removing our types of

contaminants from our types of soils on a large scale was to integrate three technologies in

series, that is, to construct a soil cleaning facility with three technologies or cleaning

processes. The processes we selected were first, soil washing, followed by metals removal

by chelation, followed by organics reduction by biological activity in controlled reaaors.

The net result would be:

about 80% of the soil would be cleaned and suitable for reuse as backfill on

industrial land following the soil washing process.

the soil washing would also remove large metal particles by magnetic separation, free

oil by skimming, and lighter contaminant fractions such as coal particles and peat by

gravity separation.

following soil washing, contaminants would be confined to a slurry stream containing

approximately 20% (by weight) of the bulk soil, with a maximum particle size of less

than 100 microns in diameter.

the contaminated slurry would pass through a reactor designed to remove inorganics

(heavy and light metals) by chelation. At the end of this process metals would either

be precipitated or removed by electrowinning so that the metals would be removed

in elemental form, stable and available for recycling as a raw product in some metal

processing industry.

the remaining slurry containing organic contaminants would be fed into large reactors

(tanks with pumps and equipment to provide air and stir the slurry) where naturally

occurring bacteria would attack the organic contaminants and digest them to levels

below the acceptable levels for those organic contaminants in industrial soils.
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the cleaned slurry would then be dried using cyclones and the dried fines combined
with the cleaned sand from the soil washing process and returned to the excavation

site as clean backfill.

the soil washing plant would be equipped with a water treatment plant to remove

contaminants from the process water using conventional water treatment systems,

a full scale facility that would clean 50 tonnes of contaminated soil per hour would
cost in the range of $20-$25 million to construct and would clean contaminated soil

at a cost in the order of $160 per tonne.

The feasibility study recommended that we implement a Soil Recycling Demonstration

Project to demonstrate our selected technologies at a large enough scale to show the

regulatory authorities and the general public what a full scale facility would be like, to

obtain factual operational data on the efficiency of each technology to meet MOE clean-up

criteria, and to refine what the actual full-scale plant operating costs would be in order to

decide whether to proceed to full scale clean-up using these technologies in a plant to be

owned and operated by The Toronto Harbour Commissioners.

The feasibility study recommendations were presented to our Board at its regular meeting

in December, 1990, and at that meeting the Board authorized me to proceed with

implementing a Soil Recycling Demonstration Project with funding of up to $4.3 million

from The Toronto Harbour Commissioners.

The Board also authorized me to make application to Envirormient Canada's orphan sites

technology research and development programme (the DESRT funding programme) for

panial funding, however, the $4.3 million appropriated by the Board was to be sufficient to

fund the entire project should DESRT funding not be fonhcoming. We filed an application

for DESRT funding and were rejected on the basis that we could obviously fund the

demonstration plant without assistance, and yet DESRT funding is only granted if the

proponent can afford to implement full scale clean-up.

Soil Recycling Demonstration Project

In January, 1991, we held a press conference to announce we were proceeding with our Soil

Recycling Demonstration Project. We hired SNC Inc., with Dr. Diana Mourato as Project

Manager, to help us design and operate a demonstration facility to test the technologies.

SNC was providing some of the technologies which were being scaled up from laboratory

scale to pilot/demonstration scale for the first time, and invested some of its own funds in

acquiring and upscaling these technologies for demonstration in our facility.

We decided we would treat three samples of contaminated soils; one sample contaminated

with mostly heavy metals, one with mostly oil and grease, and one with metals and organics

all together.
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We also decided we would test the effectiveness of two different soil washing techniques,

one where no chemicals are added and high pressure water jets are used to clean

contaminants off and separate them from soil particles, and another where agitation and

scrubbing with detergents and surfactants are used to clean the soil. To test the high

pressure wash system we had to ship 350 tonnes of each of three samples to a wash plant

in Weert, Holland, where the washed soil and contaminated slurry have been shipped back

to us for further processing through our heavy metals and biological treatment processes in

Toronto. To test the attrition scrubbing soil washing process we were able to lease a pilot

scale mobile unit from Bergmann USA out of Stafford Springs, Cormecticut. This is the first

wash plant Bergmaim built in its USA plant, although their European parent has built about

25 similar plants at its factory in the Netherlands.

The heavy metals extraction unit was built by DeVoe Laboratories in Palm Springs,

California. The bioslurry reactors were built by SNC Inc. on site in Toronto.

Figure 4 on the following page shows the site plan for our Soil Recycling Demonstration

Project. The site is 5.8 acres in size, and is totally paved and secured. Water is collected

in lined ponds for use as make-up water in the soil washing process. Once the test is

completed all facilities will be removed from the site. The process plant area and the

contaminated soil storage area are enclosed by leased buildings. We will have office

trailers, a mobile lab and a reception trailer for conducting tours.

We will process about 1350 tormes of each of three samples of contaminated soil through

this demonstration facility. We may process a sample of contaminated sediment, and we
will be processing a sample of soil from the City of Toronto's proposed Ataratiri housing

project area and at least one other sample of contaminated soil from the Port area.

Table 5 on the following page shows the approximate range of contaminants (of the

contaminants listed in the MOE guidelines in Table 1) present in each of our three Port

area samples A, B and C. Table 6 on the next page shows the approximate range of the

other organic contaminants (from Table 2) in each of our samples.

Our objective is to reduce the level of these contaminants in our soils to below the MOE
guideline levels.

Approvals

We submitted an Initial Environmental Assessment to the Federal Envirormiental

Assessment Review Process for consideration, and received some useful comments in return.

We had to apply for and obtain a Certificate of Approval (Air) from the Ontario Ministry

of the Environment. We applied on April 5, 1991, and received our fast track approval on

July 9, 1991.
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TABLE 5 COHTAMIMAKT DATA FOR SAMPLES A, B, AND C

MOE Criteria

PARAMETER
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The MOE waived our requirement for a Part 5 approval relating to the excavation and

movement of the samples of contaminated soil from the excavation site to and from our

demonstration facility. However, the cleaned soil after it is processed through our plant is

still considered waste and will not be declassified to soil.

We received Development Approval from the City of Toronto at its regular Coimcil meeting

on July 9, 1991, and a Building Permit followed.

We obtained approval from Agriculture Canada, Environment Canada and Transport

Canada to ship our samples of contaminated soils to the wash plant in Holland and to

return the washed soil and contaminated slurry to Toronto for further processing.

The wash plant owners in Holland obtained the necessary approvals from the Dutch

government to permit our soils samples to enter Holland for processing and to leave

Holland, once they were processed, for return to Toronto.

We also obtained plumbing and electrical permits from local authorities to enable us to

service our site.

Schedule

Operations at our Soil Recycling Demonstration Project began on January 6, 1992. On
January 28, 1992, Her Worship June Rowlands, Mayor of Toronto, officially opened our

facility.

We expect to complete our tests during the summer of 1992 and publish our results.

The projected completion cost of our demonstration project has risen to $7 million due to

start-up delays, enclosure and heating of facilities, and oversizing of some equipment. The
project cost is being shared $5 million by the THC and $2 million by SNC. No public funds

are being used to finance the demonstration.

Other Tests

Other technology suppliers have asked that we provide them with small soils samples of our

three samples (samples A, B and C) so they can test the effectiveness of their technologies

in treating our soils and provide us with results to compare against the results of our own
tests. Whenever so requested we have provided others with samples of our soils and

encourage other technology suppliers to demonstrate the effectiveness of their clean-up

alternatives.
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Site Tours

Appended to this paper is a copy of the tour guide distributed to persons who visit our

facility. The guide explains our soil cleaning process. Anyone wishing to tour our facility

should contact me at (416) 863-2047 to arrange a tour. All inquiries are welcome.

Treatment Results

We are still compiling our test data and expect to publish our test results by the end of July,

1992. Preliminary results are very satisfying and typical results are as follows:

Contaminant



what parties will pay what amounts of the clean-up costs, and overall financing of

full-scale clean-up.

agreements among those responsible for contamination, including the owners of

contaminated lands within the PED, for use of our facility to clean their soils and the

charges they must pay for that service.

an acceptable staged implementation schedule, and regulatory agency agreement

covering interim use of contaminated lands waiting their turn in the clean-up

schedule.

continued community support for our clean-up programme.

Many of these critical issues depend upon successful resolutions between the THC and the

regulatory authorities to set the framework for undertaking the clean-up programme. We
have initiated these discussions with the regulatory agencies and encourage their

involvement in our Soil Recycling Demonstration Project, to enable us to implement a full

scale clean-up programme as quickly as possible.

4. APPENDIX

Tour Guide of our Soil Recycling Demonstration Project.
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Soil Recycling Demonstration Plant

Environmental clean-up of waterfront lands are

of critical concern to any future development of

these properties. The Toronto Harbour
Commissioners, in recognition of the immediate

need to clean up contaminated soil on their

properties, have committed $4.3 million to this

state-of-the-art soil cleaning facility. While

proposing to clean our lands at no cost to the

taxpayer, this project also offers the prospect of

diverting enormous quantities of soil from

Metro's rapidly diminishing landfill sites.

The Toronto Harbour Commissioners (THC) will

operate this state-of-the-art soil recycling plant

to demonstrate and test technologies available

to clean contaminated soils in the Port Industrial

District of Toronto's waterfront. The plant is

designed to remove contaminants from soils

and permit recycling of the cleaned soils and

the contaminants. The lands will then be

available for redevelopment by clean, "green"

industry.

Site

An entrance sign facing Cherry Street identifies our

project.

A small display at the entrance has been erected to explain

what the project is about and how one can arrange to tour

the facilities.

Our test facility is 5.8 acres in size and has been secured

by a chain link fence with an automatic card-reader

electric gate.

The plant site has been paved and is divided into two

parts, a contaminated soil handling area' that drains to a

holding pond', and a processing or clean area' that drains

to another holding pond". Another cell^ has been added

as a water storage and make-up pond, to provide raw

water to the soil washing plant.

We have a site trailer' which is our reception area for

starting our tours. Displays in the trailer are placards from

the Open House we "held on our project at the St.

Lawrence Hall on )uly 10, 1991. In our site trailer guests

will be asked to sign the visitors register and receive a hard

hat and white coat to wear during the tour. Our trailer

and its public washroom are accessible by wheelchair.

Contaminated Soil

Treatment Process

The treatment facilities are enclosed inside a temporary

RUBB building'' that is about 28 metres (90 feet) wide,

61m (200 feet) long, and 12m (38 feet) high. Vehicle

access to the building is through 14 ft. by 14 ft. doors at

the east and west ends of the building, and through two

12 ft. doors on the south face of the building, in line with

the roadways between the three processing areas inside

the building. The building is heated to maintain the

temperature inside at above freezing.

The Bergmann wash plant is capable of washing 5 to 10

tonnes of bulk contaminated soil per hour, and will be

operated for 8 to 10 hours per day, possibly longer,

depending on the capability of the rest of the plant to

treat the contaminated slurry produced by the wash plant.

Process make-up water will be pumped from the outdoor

storage celP, through a heat exchanger" where steam is

pumped around the water supply pipeline to raise the

temperature of the supply water to the wash plant to a

minimum 55_F. The steam for the heat exchanger is

provided by an electric boiler that draws up to 400 amps.

Other trailers on-site include a washroom', SNC Inc.'s Scrubbed particles from the rotary trommel washer" pass

project management trailer", an operations trailer at the over a wet sieve where particles larger than 6mm (1/4 in.)

metals extraction process area, and Bergmann's temporary are removed as cleaned soil and collected in a bin" for

office trailer. reuse as clean backfill on industrial land. The
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j^l Soil Req^cling Demonstration Plant

contaminated fines and washwater fall through the screen

into a holding tank. There are three oil skimmers" on the

holding tank to remove any free oil from the water and

store it in a 45 gallon drum for recycling. The remaining

soil (particles smaller than 6mm) and washwater are

pumped to a separation cyclone" where the contaminated

fines are separated from the coarser soil particles. The

fines are pumped to a lamellar separator and on to the

gravity thickened* while the coarse soil is pumped to the

attrition scrubbers".

There are three attrition scrubbing cells, where paddles on

shafts are used to agitate the soil particles causing them to

rub against each other and scrub fine particles of

contaminants off the surface of the soil particles. The

slurry of soil and washwater is scrubbed in the first cell, is

then pumped to the second ceil for further scrubbing,

then is pumped to the third cell for final scrubbing. Acids

may be added, if needed, to one cell to aid in dislodging

contaminants from the soil particles or in dissolving certain

contaminants, bases may be added in a second cell, and

detergents or surfactants may be added in a third cell.

These cells are where the washing of soil is completed.

From this point on, the wash plant process parts are all

equipment used to separate the soil particles (fines) from

the washwater and to treat the contaminated washwater

so it can be reused in the washing process,

i
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Scrubbed soil particles and washwater are pumped from

the attrition scrubbing cells to a second hydrocyclone"

at the top of the plant. The cyclone is like a centrifuge

where particles larger than 63 microns (about 1 /400th

of an inch in diameter) are separated from the process

water and the remaining fines. The coarse soil stream is

then passed through a density separator' to remove

light density materials such as coal and peat particles

from the heavier soil particles. The coal and peat are

collected separately as a potentially contaminated waste

stream, whereas the cleaned coarse soil particles are

discharged by conveyor' to a collection bin'' These

clean soils can then be combined with the clean soils

collected in the bin" after the trommel washer, and can

be returned to the excavation site as clean backfill.

Process washwater with contaminated fines smaller than

63 microns in size passes through a lamellar separator to

remove fines from the process water. The lines are then

pumped to a deep cone sludge thickener". The
contaminated slurry that is discharged from the sludge

thickener passes to the two holding tanks'' at the front

end of the inorganics removal system. Contaminated

process water removed from the lamellar separator and

from the sludge thickener passes through a conventional

water treatment system within the soil washing plant

and is discharged as treated water to the outdoor



Points Of Interest

1



storage pond^ at the far west end of the site. Sludge from

the water treatment units may be added to the deep cone

sludge thickener.

Contaminated slurry from the wash plant is fed into two

large holding tanks" at the front end of the metals

chelation process. Each tank can hold about two day's

supply of contaminated slurry produced by the wash plant.

The contaminated slurry will be about 30% solids by

weight, 70% process water. A mild acid is pumped from

one of several acid storage tanks" and is added to the

slurry in the holding tanks, to solubilize any metal

contaminants and desorb these from the soil particles.

The contaminated slurry is pumped from the holding

tanks" into the first tubular reactor'. This is a screw type

reactor, and inside this reactor, the contaminated slurry

comes into contact with the metals chelating agents which

have an affinity for attracting specific metal contaminants.

Parameters like the chelating agents or the amount of

contact time between the chelating agents and the

contaminated slurry can be varied, to remove only those

metals or inorganics that are considered to be

contaminants, and to only remove the amount of those

contaminants necessary to have the soil considered as

"clean".

The slurry that now contains only soil particles, organic

contaminants and process water, is discharged by pump to

a holding tank'* where it is mixed with an oxidant before

passing to the biological treatment system.

The chelating agent with the contaminant inorganics

(metals) is then fed through a second tubular reactor^'

where a mild acid is used to break the bond between the

chelating agent and the contaminant metals. The

chelating agent is then recycled to the first reactor'' for

reuse. The metals/acid mixture is pumped to an

electrowinning unit"" where the metals are removed on

plates by electrolysis, and the acid is returned to the

holding tanks for reuse.

Alternatively, some metals such as lead may be precipitated

from the metals/acid mixture in a separate tank and any

spent acid solution either reused or neutralized and

discharged to the holding tank" and added to the

contaminated slurry.

Metals removed from the electrowinning unit'" are

removed in pure metal form where they are no longer a

contaminant and are a valuable raw product for some
metals refining industry. They can be removed as one

mass containing all metals, or selectively as individual

metals.

Following conditioning or oxidation, the contaminated

slurry is pumped from the holding tank-' into the two

surge tanks" at the front end of the biological treatment

process. The slurry is stored in these two tanks and is

gently mixed to prevent any particles from settling.

Slurry containing organic contaminants is fed from the

surge tanks" into three (20,000 gallons each) upflow

bioreactor tanks", where bacteria are fed air and, if

necessary, co-nutrients from storage tanks'' to maintain an

optimum bacterial activity to digest contaminant organics

in as short a time as possible. Constant mixing and

suspension of fines is provided by submerged pumps and

upflow of air.

When the bacteria have reduced the organics content in

the slurry to below MOE guideline levels for industrial

soils, the slurry is pumped to the sixth tank''* in the

biological treatment system, an aerobic digester where

endogenous respiration occurs. That is, the food supply is

cut off and the bacteria digest themselves. This condition

is allowed to continue until the measured oil and grease

(including biomass) level in the slurry meets MOE
guidelines for industrial soils.

The decontaminated slurry is then pumped from the

endogenous respiration tank^ to a holding tank" before it

passes through three hydrocyclones** where it is partially

dewatered. The partially dewatered fines are collected in a

holding bin", are now clean, and can be combined with

the clean soil from the wash plant"" for reuse as clean

backfill at the excavation site.

Water from the hydrocyclones" passes through

flocculation and sedimentation tanks" to a mobile water

treatment unit", where it is treated to process make-up

water requirements and discharged to the water storage

cell' for reuse as process make-up water.

Air for the bioslurry reactors is taken in through two intake

units", filtered, and pumped through a 6 inch diameter

header to the bioslurry reactois. Air is fed into the bottom

of the reactors and discharged from the top into an air

collection system whose ducts njn along the north side of

the building to two biofilters". Two pumps'-' with 5000

cfm capacity each draw the air from the bioslurry reactors

and force it through the biofilters.

Air collected from the metals chelation process is passed

through a wet scrubber unit" to remove any acid before



it, too, is drawn into the air ducts and fed into the

biofilters". Acid removed from the scrubber is either

recycled for reuse or is neutralized and discharged to the

holding tank'" for addition to the slurry.

Air collected from the attrition scrubbing wash unit first

passes through an activated carbon filter" and is then

drawn through the two 5000 cfm pumps'^ and is forced

through the biofilters"'.

The biofilters" are two 40 ft. long units, 8 ft. high by 8 ft.

wide, with perforated air supply pipes laid on the bottom

covered by peat. Air is pumped through the supply pipes

and filters through the peat. The units are air tight, so that

air filters through the peat and is collected and discharged

to another activated carbon filter'* where it is further

polished before being discharged through a 40 ft. high

stack"'.

Air quality monitoring inside the process building and

around the site will continue throughout the

demonstration programme.

contaminated soil (1000 tonnes of each of three samples)

on-site. To test the effectiveness of the high pressure soil

washing technology we shipped 1050 tonnes (350 tonnes

of each of three samples) of contaminated soil to a

commercial wash plant in Weert, Netherlands, operated

by BSN Bodemsanering Nederland. The soil was shipped

in lined burlap bags containing about one tonne of soil in

each bag. The bags were loaded into 20 tonnes

containers for easy handling and shipping.

BSN washed our soil and returned all of the cleaned soil

and contaminated slurry to us. The cleaned soil was

returned in the same lined bags, and shipped again in

containers. The contaminated slurry was returned in lined

45 gallon drums, also stowed in containers. The drums

were emptied into a holding tank, where the

contaminated slurry was then pumped to the two holding

tanks" at the front end of the inorganics removal process,

for further processing to remove inorganic and organic

contaminants.

Treatment Of Soil Sample
Washed In Holland

Our demonstration is actually a test to compare the

effectiveness of two soil washing processes, followed by

metals removal by chelation and organic contaminants

reduction by biological activity. We were able to lease a 5-

10 tonnes per hour attrition scrubbing soil washing plant

from Bergmann USA out of Stafford Springs, Connecticut,

for about four months, to wash about 3000 tonnes of

Project Funding

Total cost of this Soil Recycling Demonstration Project is

approximately $7.0 million and is funded $5.0 million by

The Toronto Harbour Commissioners and $2.0 million by

SNC Inc. All of the funds are private funds, that is, no tax

revenues or public funds have been invested in this

demonstration. The THC receives no tax monies or public

funds, obtaining its revenues from Port operations fees,

engineering fees and lease of its lands. SNC Inc. is a

Canadian company with its shares listed on the Toronto

and Montreal stock exchanges.

For More Information Please Contact The Public Affairs Department

The Toronto Harbour Commissioners

60 Harbour Street, Toronto, Ontario M5J 1 B7

Printea on recycled paper Phone (41 6) 863-2066 Fax (41 6) 863-4830
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SESSION V - 3R's - REDUCTION, REUSE AND RECYCLING

Moderator: Drew Blackwell, Assistant

Deputy Minister. Waste Reduction

Office, Environment Ontario. Toronto

Bob Breeze, Manager, Policy Section,

Waste Reduction Office, Environment

Ontano, Toronto

Andrew Pollock, Manager Solid

Waste Planning, Metro Works
Department, Ontano

Bob Argue, Reclycling Coordinator.

Centre and South Hastings Waste
Management Rnarri Reiieville, Ontano

Fred Edgecombe. Executive Director.

Environment and Plastics Institute

of Canada. Mississauga. Ontano

Geoti Rathborne. Regional Recycling

Manager. Laidlaw Inc.,

Burlington
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PROVINCIAL 3R'S POLICY

by
Bob Breeze, Manager, Policy Section,
Waste Reduction Office, Environment

Ontario, Toronto

At the time of assembly of the Proceedings

for printing, a text of the author's paper

had not been submitted for inclusion in the

numerical sequence.

If the paper was subsequently received, it

is incorporated in these Proceedings following

the listing of the Conference delegates.

Otherwise, those wishing further details

on this subject, are asked to contact the

author direct.

9/22/92
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METROPOUTAN TORONTO WET WASTE COMPOSTING PILOT PROJECT

Andrew Pollock - Manager, Waste Reduction

Metropolitan Toronto Works Department

Introduction

The pilot project started in November 1991 and will run until December 1992.

The objectives of the pilot are to evaluate household participation levels and end product quality

t>efore full scale implementation of food waste composting.

Organic kitchen and yard waste will be collected from 15,000 single family households in Toronto,

North York and Etobicoke.

Household Containers

All participating households are toeing provided with a household container system for food waste.

All container systems include plastic t)ags for Inhome collection. Some homes will be provkJed

t}ags while others will be expected to provkje their own.

Some homes will get under the sink receptacles for holding tiags and most homes will get a rigkj

container for outskle storage.

We will evaluate impact of different container systems on participation and recovery levels.

The impact of backyard composters on participation and recovery levels will also be evaluated.

Composting Operation

Bagged material is collected weekly in packer trucks and delivered to the Dufferin Transfer Station.

The primary composting operation is a Fairfield Digester from the old Ontario Resource Recovery

Plant at Dufferin.

Modifications have been made to enable the digester to accept source separated organics.

Collected organic material is tipped on an enclosed receiving floor.

Brush is removed from incoming material and chipped for use as structural material throughout the

year.

Material is loaded into feed hopper and conveyed to a bag breaker - two parallel augers that carry

material through two rourxJ openings with protruding spikes to tear t»ags open.

Organics and torn tjags are then conveyed to a trommel screen.
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Oversized (over 5*) material and bags pass through the trommel arxJ are conveyed to a trash

compactor.

The undersized (under 5') compostable fraction falls through the trommel and is conveyed past a

magnetic separator to the digester.

The digester is large concrete vat - 56' In diameter and 8' high - with a rotating steel cover that

supports 13 mixing augers.

Material is conveyed to the centre of digester cover then conveyed to outer edge of the cover and

fed into digester.

The rotating augers Inside the digester mix the material and slowly move it to centre.

Air is forced up through the material from perforated pipes embedded in the gravel floor of the

digester.

When rrwiterial reaches a height of 68' It flows out the exit chute in the centre of the digester and

is conveyed to an outside storage bunker.

The material is then loaded by front end loader into the secondary compost operation which

consists of four aerated curing cells.

Exhausted air from digester is piped underneath the curing cells. This aerates the static piles and

filters odours out of the air from digester.

After eight weeks the matericU is screened to produce a final product.

The finished compost will be sent to the University of Gueiph for testing.

Plant Capacity - 50 Tonnes/Day Input

- 25 Tonnes/Day Output

Conclusions

Weekly household participation levels are averaging about 35% per week, but It Is too early to

evaluate project effectiveness.

Metro is initiating a comprehensive survey of participant attitudes and behaviour to evaluate the

collection component of the project.

Centralized composting is seen as a possible solution for organic kitchen waste from households

that cannot use or choose not to use backyard composters.

For large generators of inoubtrial/commercial food waste It may be more appropriate to convert the

waste into high quality liqukJ animal feed.
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Blue Box 2000

Robert Argue, Recycling Coordinator

Centre & South Hastings Waste Management Board

Marsh Hill Farm. RR#4 Stirling. ON

In November, 1991, the Centre & South Hastings Waste Management Board, with suppon
from Environment Ontario, launched Blue Box 2000. Blue Box 2000 is a systems approach

to waste diversion and involves 5 main areas of activity:

Maximizing diversion through an expanded Blue Box program.

An Office of Waste Reduction.

An aggressive Backyard Composting program.

A Household Hazardous Waste program.

Integrated IC&I sector diversion activities.

The premise of Blue Box 2000 is that a conventional source-separation curbside Blue Box
program can be pushed to achieve maximum diversion of clean, marketable materials using

existing or modified facilities and systems that are currently available to the municipality. The

system will also involve the public in waste reduction and diversion, and should be economical.

The goal is a diversion budget that is less than the disposal budget.

Diversion Goals

The expanded and deepened Blue Box program should divert about 30% of the household

stream. Backyard composting will divert a further 21%, while the local reduction goal is 3%.

This combination of approaches would achieve a total of a 54% diversion of the household

waste stream.

Meeting this goal will provide other communities with a model of a cost-effective and efficient

way of achieving or exceeding provincial guidelines.
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Centre & South Hastings

Centre & South Hastings consists of 15 municipalities in Eastern Ontario. It has a population

base of 95,000. The recycling facility, located in Trenton, serves many other municipalities to

the south (Prince Edward County), east, and north. In all, the facility serves a total population

of 130,000.

Blue Box Collection

There are 3 approaches to expanding the Blue Box program:

Increase the participation rate from its current level and involve all sectors. This includes

all householders, apartments, schools, institutions, and businesses.

Deepen the capture rate of currently-collected materials.

Broaden the types of materials collected in the Blue Box to include rigid plastics, foam
plastics, film plastics, boxboand and mixed household paper, magazines, OCC, textiles,

aluminum trays and foil.

The Centre & South Hastings Blue Box 2000 collection includes a total of 38,500 boxes:

21,000 urban curbside

3,200 apartments



Blue Box 2000 Impact

The program was designed in 1989/90 as a conventional program. It became the Blue Box Plus

demonstration program at its launch in the fall of 1990. Boxboard, rigid plastic, and OCC were

added at that time. Blue Box 2000 was started in November 1991. The following chan
compares the needs of the various programs.

Blue Box System Requirements



Waste Reduction

There are a number of local landfill sites servicing the area that do not weigh material coming in.

Their measurement is based on volume and they are reporting a 30% to 50% reduction in

volume. Some municipalities have reported that they are considering introducing bi-weekly

garbage pick-up this fall due to reduced volumes.

The 3 largest municipalities in the region have weigh-scale data— some going back to 1989
before recychng or backyard composting. The first 4 months of 1992 is showing a 35%
reduction compared to 1989.

year



occ

Blue Box 2000 Materials and Setout

NEWS
MAGAZINES

MM I J iia

BOXBOARD
MIXED PAPER
RLM PLASTIC

TEXTILES

PLASTIC

CONTAINERS
FOAM
PLASTIC
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FOIL

CLEAR
GLASS
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COLOURED
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Truck Compartments

Householder Setout
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Setout Frequency (6 week period)

40%

S 25°/UL_+
mixed contaminaled rejected

setout setout setout

Frequency of set-out (6 wk. period)

Weekly Putout (Ibs/hhid/yr by week)

B Yardwaste

9 Food waste

I 1 Gafbage

I Recyclables

Available/Captured

(Ibs/hhld/yr)

1 1 ,1 |,fl
,

fn,l 1,fn,l^,B-,
News Glass Metal Plastic Mixed Paper OCC Film Textiles

The upper chart— Setout Frequency— is based on 1200 hhlds checked over 6 weeks. Mixed setouts were not set out to Blue Box

2000 specifications. Contaminated Setouts included material not acceptable. Rejected Setouts were unacceptable because of high levels

of garbage or a total mix of material.
• -,m lu iao.

The Weekly Putout examines the weekly composiuon for 50 hhlds. extrapolated over the year. The average is 21/7 lbs— J'»'*

recyclables 52% organics, 14% other waste. Numbers have not been adjusted for time of year, and do not mclude C&D or bulk waste.

The Available/Captured chart is based on 50 hhlds (including non-participants) for 6 weeks and compares recyclable catagones

available in the waste stream vs captured by the Blue Box. Available recyclables totals 746 Ibs/hhld/yr. 62% were captured.
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PLASTICS AND THE CONSERVOR SOCIETY - AN INTEGRAL
PIECE IN THE JIGSAW PUZZLE?

by
F.H. Edgecombe, Executive Director, Environment
and Plastics Institute of Canada, Mississauga,

Ontario

During the period when the Ministry of the Environment was developing the term "The Conservor

Society" I was privileged to participate in one of the focus groups which examined a number of potential

phrases. My group did not rate "Conservor Society" as number one however the discussion around it

was animated and broad in scope. I do not believe that I have ever seen an official definition of the term

but a short while ago I did investigate the meaning of the transitive verb "conserve". The Oxford
Dictionary defines it as; "keep from harm, decay or loss especially with a view to later use; maintain

quantity of something constant" . One of the fundamental laws of physics is the Conservation of Energy.

Energy is neither created nor destroyed but rather transformed.

I would like us to keep this definition in mind this morning. Keeping something from harm, decay or

loss especially with a view to later use when looked at objectively and systematically carries us well

beyond the notion of raising the drawbridge at the landfill gate. A systematic perspective causes us to

ask a variety of questions which leads us to that realm of speculation about why the anicle existed in the

first place. The use of such a perspective is not an idle philosophical method the outcome of which is

"it exists therefore it is" but rather it enables us to move beyond the borders of our preconceived notions

to assess true value of a product.

The previous speaker discussed the Blue Box 2000 Programme and the next speaker will talk about

markets for recycled materials. It was and will be very obvious that much of their talks dealt with

packaging materials.

At the present time you, I and most of society view packaging in the way a drunk views an empty bottle,

a source of irritation and something which must be disposed. Like the drunk, we very quickly forget that

the container was an integral part of the system which enabled us to partake. When it is empty it doesn't

much matter to us whether the container was a stone jug, a glass bottle or a metal can.

Our society sees packaging as an empty, a discard. A true conservor society would have a better

understanding of packaging, relate it to the definition of the verb "conserve" and acknowledge the

connection between the package, its contents and our ability to receive the contents in good condition.

Once we have adopted this broader view we can make rational choices and create systems which provide

the maximum level of conservation consistent with our need for the product. Once we have a systematic

approach we will see more clearly how some of our habits and lifestyle concerns impact upon the

husbanding of Earth's resources.

China loses 50% of its agricultural production to vermin and spoilage because it lacks adequate packaging

to deliver the goods to its people. Do those who cry "eliminate packaging" acknowledge the potential

waste falling out of a literal following of their tenet?.

Probably very few people in this room have lived in a society where fresh meat and produce was not

available every day in whatever quantities they desired. Partially by virtue of my advanced age and
partially by virtue of geography, I can remember growing up in (what is now) a part of Canada where
fresh meat was available on Saturday and the produce available in the winter was literally the root

vegetables which could be stored over the season. No one starved and many appetizing dishes can be

made from salt beef, pork and dried fish but not too many Newfoundlanders would be willing today to

give up Sobey's supermarkets and revert to the lifestyle of their fathers and grandfathers. It is packaging

which has enabled the change to happen.
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Later in my life I lived for a number of years overseas. On my short walk from the lab to my digs 1

passed by a butcher, several bake shops, a wine merchant and a green grocer. The fact that I had a

minuscule refrigerator didn't bother me. I could easily shop every day. Walk from 1st Canadian Place

to Union Station and tell me how many small shops you pass; walk ftom the GO station in Port Credit

and tell me how far you have to go to find a grocery store. We as a nation are different from the English

and Europeans in local infrastructure and as a result we have adopted once a week shopping which by

and large depends on a sophisticated system of packaging.

I have taken you through this somewhat philosophical exercise because I am now going to talk about

plastics and I want you positioned on the mountain looking over the landscape rather than fighting

dragons and other mythology in the moat around the landfill.

There are many in our society who would say that plastics are symbolic of a wasteful society. Every day

die mythology is trotted out.

• Plastics consume large quantities of unrenewable resources; paper comes from renewable

resources. Have you tried to pull a roll of toilet paper from a spruce tree lately? How do trees

become paper? By a process consuming large quantities of energy.

• Plastics are not biodegradable therefore they are bad. What happens biologically in a landfill;

little if anything, even to carrots.

The myths go on and on but over time, from a higher viewing point, we will see the fog lift and the true

landscape appear.

What are the realities? Let's explore them under the R*s. Before we commence, a word of caution. Our

society seems to have created a hierarchy of R's. Reduce, Reuse and Recycle naming but the first 3 in

the list. This hierarchy has been created from the perspective of die guard tower at the landfill and it has

been our wont to separate the R's into individual nonconnecting chambers of the guard tower.

From a different vantage point. Mount Conservation, a more realistic assessment of the value and relative

position of R's apropos a particular action or product is possible.

Reduce

Reduction at source is promoted as a primary "R". Garbage in Garbage out; reduce the amount going

in you'll get less out. This is the base from which the packaging nihilists operate. Eliminate the

package. We have already touched on this and recognized the caveat that eliminating the package can

create waste of another sort.

Plastics have made substantial inroads on other materials by virtue of their ability to affect a reduction

in the quantity of material needed to get a product to market. Reducing the amount of material results

in savings and efficiencies all through the distribution chain. These savings can accrue from:

1

)

less spoilage by virtue of the barrier properties of materials or faster delivery, by air for example,

because ofie is delivering more weight of product and less weight of packaging

2) lower energy consumed in delivery.

All factors to be considered by a conservor society.
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For years our industry has continued to reduce the material weight of its packages. The PET soft drink

bottle of today uses much less material than the base capped clunker of a few years ago. But a two litre

bottle still looks like a two litre bottle when it is empty and unless we enrol our little grey cells to carry

out a benefits analysis we won't appreciate what has been done.

The plastics industry will continue to source reduce its products, it makes good economic sense to do so.

I believe that our industry (by virtue of its ability to synthesize and organize molecules to produce

products meeting specific needs) has more scope for reduction than any other material industry. A true

conservor society would look seriously at fostering and promoting these attributes.

Reuse

Reuse in our thinking of late has taken on a special connotation. It has become "refill" and the emphasis

seems, at least to me, to be directed at beverage systems.

There is a multitude of examples of reuse generally in the industrial commercial area to which the public

is rarely exposed. In many of these plastics play an integral part.

Consider how bread is delivered to supermarkets, (knock down plastic trays) — how auto parts arrive

just in time in reusable plastic totes, how fish are transferred from ship to packer in plastic boxes. The
plastic 45 gallon drum is cat's lives ahead of steel drums in their ability to be reused. What about the

bottle on the water cooler in the home or office and the returnable refillable insecticide tank on the farm?

Think about other examples you are aware of and note how many of them involve plastics. There is a

myriad of applications where plastics are reused but unfortunately once again our perspective is myopic

and we see nothing but soft drink containers.

Even with a narrow focus we do not see clearly. We get caught up in a process, the act of refilling

containers and fail to adopt the conservor point of view which will study the system. How many return

trips does a refillable glass bottle with a contents-to-package weight ratio of 1.04:1 have to make before

it is more energy efficient then a PET bottle with a contents-to-package ratio of 38:1 particularly when
last year almost 70% of the 2 L PET soft drink bottles manufactured in Ontario were collected in the Blue

Box programme. All of these containers were used in bonafide, "high value in use" applications such

as the manufacture of fibrefill.

TTiere are many applications particularly in the packaging of food where plastics should not be reused.

It is not that they cannot be reused in a technical sense but rather a health consideration which has nothing

to do with the polymer but with how the consumer has used the container after its contents have been

consumed. Insecticide for example, stored in a plastic bottle, could be absorbed into the walls (depends

on the insecticide). This is very difficult to remove in some instances and even a few contaminated

containers pose too great a public liability.

Recycling

If you dig through the landfills of Ontario you are not going to find large quantities of plastic pellets.

Even an attack on the landfills of Lambton County (the Sarnia area being the site of many resin plants)

will not turn up basic resin. It is not that the industry does not make off-standard resins from time to

time, but rather a substantial infrastructure exists to handle off-standard materials.
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Go into any large film plant or bottle blowing plant and you will not find large quantities of edge trims

or handle trim being carted off to the dump. The trim and reject bottles etc. all find their way back into

the hopper of the extruder.

For those companies who do not or cannot reprocess their plant scrap there are numerous companies for

their so-called waste materials.

Those who say that plastic carmot be recycled neglect to consider this aspect of the industry. Once again

we have set up our telescope on the ramparts of the landfill and have directed it at the plastic component

of post consumer packaging.

I would be less than candid with you if I did not tell you that for a long time the plastic industry believed

that it could rely on rational evaluations of its products which show them as beneficial in terms of energy

conservation, performance and so on.

However, over the last several years the industry has awakened to the fact that in many matters the

publics' perception is the publics' reality. McDonald's Restaurants came to the same realization not so

long ago. If the public doesn't like the way you present your food you had better change. Unfortunately,

action based on public perception is not necessarily the best especially in environmental matters but

standing alone unsupported by government or even knowledgeable segments of the population, is not

conducive to good health.

Plastics are different from other materials when it comes to reprocessing. A steel container can be

dropped into the electric arc furnace and incorporated into the batch of steel. Similarly a flint glass bottle

can go back into the glass furnace. To take a polyethylene bottle and put it back into a polyethylene resin

plant requires an interface which is essentially an oil refinery. You can pyrolyse a polyethylene bottle

and drive it back to gaseous products but then you have to refine or reform that gas to get ethylene. As

result, our industry has to operate in a different manner and is often attacked because it doesn't practice

what is known as closed loop recycling. I'm not sure that closed loop recycling is all that important.

If I can displace the use of virgin material in a car part with reprocessed resin is that not a valid

application?

Some types of plastics can be more easily cracked back to their chemicals than polyethylene. PET is such

an example and plants are being established to take post consumer PET and through a process of

methanolysis take it back to terephthalic acid and polyethylene glycol. One then repolymerizes these

chemicals to produce pure PET.

The manufacture of plastic resins is carried out in huge plants. The capacity of a typical polyethylene

plant is 500 million pounds per year.

Even a reprocessing plant must be of substantial size in order to justify the capital equipment necessary

to operate at reasonable cost.

A plant of a capacity of 30-40 million lbs per year has a chance.
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One of the reasons for the slow start in reprocessing was a concern for raw material. You cannot build

a plant with 30 million lbs of capacity and operate it at one million lbs per year. You can't do it

physically and you can't do it economically.

Which comes first, the plant or the source of raw material? Can they both proceed in parallel

development?

In reality plants appeared in Ontario before Ontario based feedstock. Ontario now has world class

facilities for handling polyolefm products and polystyrene products. Since post consumer collection has

not developed to the necessary degree, these plants operate on a mix of industrial and post consumer

materia] and in some instances with imports of specific feedstocks (eg. milk jugs from the U.S.)

Compounding the situation has been the recession which has literally knocked the bottom out of basic

virgin resin prices. World overcapacity for commodity resins has depressed prices to mid-1970's levels

and the prices of virgin resin impinge directly on what will be paid for reprocessed material.

One other factor which has a significant effect on the reprocessing of post consumer plastic materials is

the diversity of resin types in the various applications.

Many applications are resin specific. You package soft drinks in PET. You can't package them in

polyethylene because polyethylene is transparent to COi and the pop would lose its fizz in a few hours.

You can't package dish washing liquids in the polyethylene used for margarine tubs. You do package

liquid detergents in polyethylene but a resin which is formulated to provide resistance to detergent stress

cracking. This resin is not suitable for the production of the thin-wailed margarine container.

As a result, the containers collected in a Blue Box programme are of different resin types.

Although in a bottle stream 90% of the materials are HOPE and PET, you can't process PET if it is

contaminated with any PVC. As a result, to obtain maximum value for the materials they must be sorted.

Some municipalities do do some sorting. They obtain economic benefit from doing so. However they

are left with a small mixed residue with a home only at a processor of commingled material making
lumber etc. Some municipalities don't want to sort and consequently have limited opportunities to

dispose of their products.

The plastic industry is addressing these issues.

We have recently issued a guide for establishing a plastics recycling programme.

With the assistance of the MOE we will shortly be able to provide to municipalities a computer model

to cost Blue Box collection. This will be an aid in seeking means to operate the collection system more
effectively.

We have also demonstrated a procedure to collect at curbside plastic film. Following this method, a clean

stream of material can be obtained which is admirably suited for reprocessing. Peterborough is using this

procedure citywide.
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Of particular note is the fact that a consortium of the plastics industry is being formed to establish a

sorting facility in Ontario.

This facility will take bales of plastic containers from municipalities and sort them into generic resin

streams all of which can be reprocessed.

This proposal is now at the stage where negotiations with an operator are in process, the technology has

been defined and agreements to legally form the consortium are being reviewed by corporate lawyers.

The products flowing from such a sorting facility have been spoken for.

Once this facility is in place the industry will need an ongoing supply of feedstock and we shall be

pressing to have all Blue Boxes in Ontario take a range of plastics in addition to the soft drink container.

The concept of a "conservor society" is very sound and an integral part of broader programmes of

sustainable development. It is not, however, a concept which can be attached to a moving garbage truck

and we must be careful that we don't place it there. In a conservor society many traditional positions

must be challenged in an honest and straight-forward manner. If we are willing to allow some old

positions to fall and new ones to arise, we can make our society a better place to live and plastics will

be there contributing to better things for better living.
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MARKETS FOR RECYCLED MATERIALS

by
Geoff Rathbone, Regional Recycling Manager,
Laidlaw Inc., Burlington, Ontario

DEFINITION OF OUALTTY

General Principles of Buyer/Seller Relationship

Seller will use due diligence to assume shipment is properly packed
and on time.

Buyer will not arbitrarily cancel, reject or downgrade shipment.

o Grade Definitions

Prior to shipment both parties must clearly understand what the
seller will ship and what the buyer can use.

Primarily defined by:

description of what is desired.

quantitative limit on out-throws
- can make grade unsuitable

quantitative limit on prohibitives

- can make grade unusable

Other important considerations

tare

loading equipment

moisture content

age
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DESIGNING FOR QUALITY • IN-HOUSE ISSUES

Audit/Waste Characterization Study

o By weight quantification

o By Composition/By Point of Generation

o Purchase for 3R's

GDntrolled Source Separation

o Must match later systems

o Manageable # sorts

In-House Collection

o Keep separate

o Accumulate for external collection
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MATERIALS PROCESSING

Primary Functions

o Tipping Floor

o Prohibitive Contaminant Removal

o Co-mingle Recyclable Separation

o Densification

o Unit Load Accumulation
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FTNPING A MARKET

Domestic



NEWSPAPER

Market Conditions

o Steady to strengthening domestic demand

o New capacity at Atlantic, CPFP Thunder By, CPFP Gatineau,

Daishowa Quebec City

o Many new sources as U.S. recycling matures

Key Constraints

o Quality assurance as commingling increases

o Demand for finished recycled content news
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MAGAZINES

Market Conditions

o New de-inking capacity based on flotation technology

o Require up to 30% coated ground wood

o Good demand

Key Constraints

o Recovery rates for magazines

o UVinks
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PHONE BOOKS

Market Conditions

o Steady to weak demand at Regional/export mills

o Good local demand in some areas for animal bedding - No
densification

Key Constraints

o Low pricing
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GLASS

Market Conditions

o Steady demand for colour separated containers

o Some shipping delays

Key Constraints

o Mixed colour glass

o Potential need for three colour separation

o Weaker demand for coloured grades

o Inability to commingle
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CANS

Market Conditions

o Demand steady for both ferrous and aluminum

o Price and percent content of aluminum drastically depressed

o Increasing ICI collection

Key Constraints

o Unable to cost effectively separate aluminum
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occ

Market Conditions

o Prices very depressed

o Domestic supply exceeds domestic demand

o Exporting to accommodate excess

o Medium term future loads positive as numerous mill

expansion/conversions underway

Key Constraints

o Wax OCC

o Asian content

o New grade definitions as blue box material becomes common
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FINE PAPER

Market Conditions

o Technology advances are allowing broader paper mixes

o Collecting from more small/medium generators

o Steady demand as mill expansions/start-ups meet increased supply

o North American market

Key Constraints

o Closing the loop
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PLASTICS

Market Conditions

o Steady demand for "high graded" select materials

o Poor to no demand for other grades

o Export market very volatile

o Shift of end market to demand supplier ownership through

benefication

Key Constraints

o Complexity of feedstock

o Low weight/volume ratio
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TEXTILES

Market Conditions

o Shift from drop off depot to curbside collection

o Higher quality, more reuse, more convenient

o Collect all household textiles in Mississauga

o Co-operate with non-profit organizations

Key Constraints

o Wet materials

o Newspaper contaminant
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WOOD

Market Conditions

o Fibre usage

landscapes

compost

chipboard

papermill

o BTU Content

steam plants

electrical generations

o Price dependent on quality and degree of benefication

Key Constraints

o Pressure and creosote treated woods

o Shipping weights

o High tipping fees retard implementation in low tip fee regions
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DRYWALL

Market Conditions

o Demand exceeds supply

o Pay tipping fee of $65-75 tonne loose

o Available quantities may have been overstated

Key Constraints

o Tipping fee exceeds disposal fee in many areas
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FOOD/I.ANDSCAPE WASTE

Market Conditions

o Options

Pig farmers

Compost

Renders

Animal feed converters

o $0-80 per tonne tipping fee charge

Key Constraints

o Age of material

o Protein/bone content

o Contaminants plastics/paper

o Collection techniques
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FUTURE TRENDS

Materials

o Durable Goods

o Organics

o Expanded Fibre Collection

o Composite Materials

o Plastics

Markets

o Prices steady to lower, will pay at many markets

o Increasing quality demands

o Further grade definition

o North American/Global Access
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REGISTRATIONS FOR THE

39TH ONTARIO CONFERENCE ON THE ENVIRONMENT

HELD AT THE PRINCE HOTEL

JUNE 14 - 17, 1992

Ann Marie Aldighieri
Cdn. Environmental Directory
134 Adelaide Street East
Toronto, Ontario
M5C 1K9

Grant Anderson
Gartner Lee Limited
14 Renfrew Dr., Ste.
Markham, Ontario
L3R 8B6

102

Reg J . Andres , P . Eng

.

R.V. Anderson Associates Ltd.
1210 Sheppard Avenue East
Suite 401
Toronto, Ontario
M2K 1E7

Robin Angel
Drew Chemical Ltd.
52 5 Finley Avenue
Oshawa, Ontario
LIS 2E5

Bob Argue
Centre & Hastings
Waste Management Board
Recycling Co-ordinator
R.R. #4
Marsh Hill Farm
Sterling Ontario
KOK 3E0

Jim Ashman
Director
Water Resources Branch
Ministry of the Environment
1 St. Clair Ave. West, 4th Fl
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1K6

Peter Asselstine
Cdn Environmental Directory
134 Adelaide Street East
Toronto, Ontario
M5C 1K9

Clement Edwin Babb
EarthChronicle Radio Project
P.O. Box 15, McMaster
University
1280 Main Street West
Hamilton, Ontario
LBS ICO

Lina Baker
Waste Management Branch
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

Bill Balfour
Gartner Lee Limited
140 Renfrew Dr., Ste. 102
Markham, Ontario
L3R 8B6

Walter H. Barber
Nestle Canada Inc.
1185 Eglinton Avenue East
Don Mills, Ontario
M3C 3C7

Bill Bardswick
Waste Management Branch, MOE
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

Alison Barlow
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M5G 1X6
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Don Bartkiw
Assistant Director
Waste Management Branch
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl,
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

Tim Boose
Uniroyal Chemical Ltd.
44 William Street
Elmira, Ontario
N3B 1P6

Bert Bicknell
General Motors of Canada Ltd.
1908 Colonel Sam Drive
Oshawa, Ontario
LIH 8P7

Joanne Bortolotto
Nallo Canada Inc.
1055 Truman Street
Burlington, Ontario
L7R 3Y9

Ray Bielaskie
Ontario Hydro
700 University Ave.
Toronto, Ontario
M5G 1X6

A-7 B8

T. Birze
General Motors of Canada
054-001 N. Fab. Plant
c/o 1908 Colonel Sam Drive
Oshawa, Ontario
LIH 8P7

Drew Blackwell
Assistant Deputy Minister
Waste Reduction Office
40 St. Clair Ave. W. , 7th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1M2

Boris Boyko
Assistant Deputy Minister
Environmental Planning and
Prevention
250 Davisville Ave., 3rd Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4S 1H2

Bob Breeze
Waste Reduction Office
40 St. Clair Ave. W. , 7th Fl,
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1M2

Derek Brown
Unilever Canada
160 Bloor Street East
Toronto, Ontario
N4W 3R2

Roger G. Blake
Nalco Canada Inc.
1055 Truman Street
Burlington, Ontario
L7R 3Y9

Walter F. M. Brown
Walter Brown Associates
533 Arbor Road
Mississauga, Ontario
L5G 2J6

Sandra Blaskovic
Waste Management Branch
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Avenue West
14th Floor
Toronto, Ontario M4V 1L5

Gail Bolubash
Canadian Petroleum Products
235 Yorkland Blvd. #510
North York, Ontario
M2J 4Y8

Dave Burman
Bell Canada
2 Fieldway Road, 7th Fl.
Etobicoke, Ontario
M8Z 3L2

Robert Byers
Cambrian College
1400 Barry Downe Road
Sudbury, Ontario
P3A 3V8
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N. (Bert) Cambre
Canadian General-Tower Ltd.
52 Middleton Street
Cambridge, Ontario
NIR 5T6

R. Philip Canning
Zenon Environmental Inc.
84 5 Harrington Ct.
Burlington, Ontario
L7N 3P3

M. Caranci
Ministry of the Environment
Hamilton Regional Office
119 King Street West
Hamilton, Ontario

Angela Carney
Hostess Frito-Lay
1001 Bishop Street
Cambridge, Ontario

Richard Cave
R. Cave & Associates Ltd.
1252 Sprucelea Drive
Oakville, Ontario
L6K 2Z8

M. F. Cheetham
Waste Management Branch, MOE
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

Andy Choma
City of London
300 Dufferin Ave.
P.O. Box 5035
London, Ontario
N6A 4L9

A. Chowdhury
Ministry of the Environment
Approvals Branch
250 Davisville Ave., 3rd Fl.
Toronto, Ontario

Alan Church
Church & Trought Inc.
2 Valleybrook Drive
Don Mills, Ontario
M3B 2S9

T. R. Clapp
Imperial Oil Limited
Products Division
55 St. Clair Ave. West
Toronto, Ontario
M5W 2J8

Tom Coleman
Ontario Waste Mgmt. Corp.
11th Floor, 2 Bloor St. W.
Toronto, Ontario
M4W 3E2

Rosemary Colucci
The Board of Trade of
Metro Toronto
P.O. Box 60
1 First Canadian Place
Toronto, Ontario
M5X ICl

Ted Constantine
CH2M Hill Engineering Ltd.
Suite 600, 180 King St. S.
Waterloo, Ontario
N2J 1P8

Bruce Cook
Laidlaw Waste Systems
3221 N. Service Road
Burlington, Ontario
L7R 3Y8

Don Cook, P.Eng.
Corporation of the City of
WeHand
411 East Main Street
Welland, Ontario
L3B 3X4

J. Wendy Cook
Chairperson
Waste Reduction Advisory Comm.
40 St. Clair Ave. W. , 4th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1M2

Jack Coop
Legal Services Branch
Ministry of the Environment
135 St. Clair Ave.W., 10th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1P5
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Mark Cotter
Automotive Parts
Manufacturers' Assoc.
#516-195 The West Mall
Toronto, Ontario
M9C 5K1

Tom Davey
Environment Science &
Engineering
10 Fetch Crescent
Aurora , Ontar io
L4G 5N7

John Cowan
Walker Industries Holdings
P.O. Box 100
Thorold, Ontario
L2V 3Y8

Guy Crittenden
Hazardous Materials Management
401 Richmond St. West, #139
Toronto, Ontario
M5V 1X3

Dave Crump
Director
Waste Management Branch
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

James Cruickshank
Niagara Waste Systems Limited
P.O. Box 100
Thorold, Ontario
L2V 3Y

Rose Csermak
Waste Management Branch, MOE
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

Joan Curtis
De Havilland Inc.
Garratt Blvd., N31-28
Downsview, Ontario
M3K 1Y5

Leslie Danie],s
Ontario Waste Mgmt. Corp.
Village Square Mall, Hwy. 20
Smithville, Ontario
LOR 2A0

Dr. Anton Davies
RWDI
650 Woodlawn Road West
Guelph, Ontario
NIK 1B8

George Davies
Deputy Minister
Ministry of Energy
9th Fl., 56 Wellesley St. W.
Toronto, Ontario. M7A 237

Darrell Davison
Ontario Hydro
P.O. Box 1540
Tiverton, Ontario
NOG 2T0

Pat DeAngelis
Approvals Branch
Ministry of the Environment
250 Davisville, 3rd Floor
Toronto, Ontario
M4S 1H2

Tom DenBak
Kimberly-Clark Canada Inc.
P.O. Box 790
Huntsville, Ontario
POA IKO

Noel Desautels
Environmental Resources
91 Simpson Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M4K lAl

Richard Dicerni
Deputy Minister
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1P5
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David M.Doherty
Twin Oaks Environmental
85 Lansing Drive, Unit Q
Hamilton, Ontario
L8W 2Z9

Dusanka Filipovich
Halozone Recycling Inc.
222 Newton Drive
Willowdale, Ontario
M2M 2P3

George Drumer
Courtaulds Fibres Canada
1150 Montreal Road
Cornwall, Ontario
K6H 5S2

Todd Dupuis
Atlantic Packaging Ltd.
Ill Progress
Scarborough, Ontario
MIP 2Y9

Peter Eberlee
SNC - Laval in Inc.
2235 Sheppard Avenue East
Willowdale, Ontario
M2J 5A6

Dr. Fred H. Edgecombe
Environment & Plastics
Institute of Canada
1262 Don Mills Road, Ste.
Don Mills, Ontario
M3B 2W7

104

Leo Fitzpatrick
Legal Services Branch
Ministry of the Environment
10th Fl., 135 St. Clair Ave. W.

Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1P5

Andy Flanagan
Chemical Waste Management
100 Nassau Park Boulevard
Princeton, N.J.
08540

Dr. Bernard Fleet
Toxics Recovery Systems Int'l
#14-44 Fasken Drive
Rexdale, Ontario
M9W 5M8

Fred Fleischer
Water Resources Branch, MOE
1 St. Clair Ave. W. , 6th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1K6

Dr. A. Edmonds
Water Resources Branch
Ministry of the Environment
1 St. Clair Ave. W. , 5th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1K6

Sue Forest
Chrysler Canada Ltd.
2199 Chrysler Center CIMS 233-
02
Windsor, Ontario
N9A 4H6

Shawn Ellis
Ministry of the Environment
Advisory Committee on
Environmental Standards
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 12th Fl

,

Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

John Faust
City of Windsor
P.O. Box 1607
Windsor, Ontario
N9A 6S1

Ken Fwallowell
Ford Motor Co. of Canada Ltd.
P.O. Box 2005
St. Thomas, Ontario
N5P 3W1

Joe Fyfe
Falconbridge Ltd.
Cleland Building
Onaping, Ontario
POM 2R0
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Craig Gainmie
Kimberly-Clark Canada Inc.

9 Burnhamthorpe Road West
7th Floor
Mississauga, Ontario
L5B 3Y5

John Gayford
Ford Motor Co. of Canada
P.O. Box 1300
Oakville, Ontario
L6J 5C9

Pedro F. Gill
801 Osgoode Drive
Unit #56
London, Ontario
N6E 2G8

Howard Goldby
WMI of Canada Inc.
27 00 Matheson Ave. E.

Mississauga, Ontario

Aggie Gomez
Waste Management Branch
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.

Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

Tom Graham
General Motors of Canada Ltd.

1908 Colonel Sam Drive
Oshawa, Ontario
LIH 8P7

M. Greenfield
Dofasco
P.O. Box 2440
Hamilton, Ontario
L6N 3J5

The Honourable Ruth Grier
Minister
Ministry of the Environment
135 St. Clair Ave.W., 14th Fl
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1P5

Philippe Guerin
Cintec Environnement Inc.

2401 Lapierre Street
LaSalle, Quebec
H8N 1B7

Gottfried Haase
Kraft General Foods Inc.

100 Alexis Nihon, 6th Floor
St . Laurent , Quebec
H4M 2P2

Donald A. Hames
Dow Chemical Inc.
Vidal Street, Box 3030
Sarnia, Ontario
N7T 7M1

Gunter Hammermeister
Hiram Walker & Sons Limited
P.O. Box 2518
Walkerville, Ontario
N8Y 4S5

Kathy Hansen
Wate Management Branch
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.

Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

P. L. Hansen
Chrysler Canada Ltd.
2545 Chrysler Centre
Windsor, Ontario
N9A 4H6

John G. Harwood
Courtaulds Fibres Canada
1150 Montreal Road
Cornwall, Ontario
K6H 5S2

Michael Hawrelak
Standard Products (Can) Ltd.
1030 Erie Street
Stratford, Ontario
N5A 6V7

Susan Hazen
Office of Pollution Prevention
U.S. EPA
TS799 402 M Street SW
Washington D.C. 20460
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Gary Hendy
Jagger Hims Limited
130 Davis Drive, Suite 210
Newmarket, Ontario
L3Y 2N1

Mike Hyde
Dow Chemical
Vidal Street, Box 3030
Sarnia, Ontario
N7T 7M1

Jack Henshaw
University of Waterloo
3 2 Ruscoe Crescent
Etobicoke, Ontario
M9P 1P3

H. Heyink
Rataliff/Severn Ltd.
10537 Yonge Street
Richmond Hill, Ontario
L4C 3C5

William Hockett
General Motors of Canada
1908 Colonel Sam Drive
Oshawa, Ontario
LIM 8P7

Doug Ikelda
Stelco Technical Services Ltd.
1375 Kerns Road
Burlington, Ontario
L7P 3H8

Dan lonescu
Ministry of the Environment
Waste Reduction Office
40 St. Clair Ave. W. , 7th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1M2

Dr. Keith Jackson
2 6 Sagewood Drive
Don Mills, Ontario
M3B 3G5

Doug Hodgins
MacLaren Plansearch
2235 Sheppard Ave. East
Willowdale, Ontario
M2J 5A6

Doug Jagger
Jagger Hims Limited
130 Davis Drive, Suite 210
Newmarket, Ontario
L3Y 2N1

V. Horsley
Horsley Environmental
172 Emma Street
Guelph, Ontario
NIE 1V7

Dr. Hadi Husain
Wardrop Engineering Inc.
#600, 6725 Airport Road
Mississauga, Ontario
L4V 1V2

Peter Hutton
Earth Chronicles Radio Project
Box 15, McMaster University
Hamilton, Ontario
L8S ICO

Ken A. Hyde, P.Eng.
R.V. Anderson Associates Ltd.
1210 Sheppard Avenue East
Suite 401
Toronto, Ontario. M2K 1E7

Arnold Janson
Manager
Zenon Environmental Inc.
845 Harrington Court
Burlington, Ontario
L7N 3P3

Jeff Jeep
WMI of Canada Inc.
2700 Matheson Ave. E.
Mississauga, Ontario

Steve Joyce
WMI of Canada Inc.
2700 Matheson Avenue E.
Mississauga, Ontario

Henry Jun
Waste Management Branch
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Ave. West, 14th
Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5
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Tom Kaszas
CH2M Hill Engineering Ltd.
600-180 King Street S.

Waterloo, Ontario
N2J 1P8

Kees Kat
IBM Canada Ltd.
844 Don Mills Road
North York, Ontario
M3C 1V7

Gary Kay
Ministry of the Environment
London Regional Office
985 Adelaide St. S.

London, Ontario
N6C 5P7

Richard Lai
Hostess Frito-Lay
1001 Bishop Street N.
Cambridge, Ontario
N3H 4T7

Bob Lalonde
ICI Nitrogen Products
11 Larkwood Street
Wallaceburg, Ontario
N8A 4V2

Dennis A. Lang
The Toronto Harbour
Commissioners
60 Harbour Street
Toronto, Ontario
M5J IB?

Raj Khettry
Waste Management Branch
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.

Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

Brendan Killackey
Ministry of the Environment
Waste Reduction Office
40 St. Clair Ave. W. , 7th Fl.

Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1M2

J. Kinkead
Water Resources Branch
Ministry of the Environment
1 St. Clair Ave. W., 7th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1K6

Steen Klint
County of Simcoe Waste
Management
Administration Centre
Midhurst, Ontario
LOL 1X0

John S. Langan
Laidlaw Environmental
2128 River Road
London, Ontario
N6A 4C3

Rick Laprairie
Ministry of Natural Resources
Room 6527, Whitney Block
99 Wellesley Street West
Toronto , Ontario
M7A 1W3

Todd Latham
Hazardous Materials Management
401 Richmond St. W., #139
Toronto, Ontario
M5V 1X3

Maurice L. LeBlanc
M. LeBlanc & Associates
33 Elmhurst Avenue, Ste.
Willowdale, Ontario
M2N 6G8

1810

Karl Kyew
McCarthy Tetrault
Suite 4700, T. D. Bank Tower
Toronto Dominion Centre
Toronto , Ontario
M5K 1E6

Vic Lim
MetropolitanWorks Department
439 University Avenue, 10th
Fl.
Toronto , Ontario
M5G 1Y8
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Thomas R. Linton
Kimberly-Clark Canada Inc.
45 Merritt Street
St. Catharines, Ontario
L2T 1J4

Rick Maj
Region of Peel
10 Peel Centre Drive, 3rd Fl
Brampton, Ontario
L6T 4B9

Eric Loi
Air Resources Branch
Ministry of the Environment
880 Bay Street, 4th Floor
Toronto, Ontario
M5S 1Z8

Norman Looker
CH2M Hill Engineering
Suite 600, 180 King St. S.
Waterloo, Ontario
N2J 1P8

Karen Lopez
XRAL Environmental
1903 Leslie Street
Don Mills, Ontario
M3B 2M3

Kenneth Lyons
Laidlaw Waste Systems
3221 N. Service Road
Burlington, Ontario
L7R 3Y8

James W. MacLaren
Ontario Water Services
Secretariat
400 University Ave. , Ste. 1803
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 1T7

Marina Magagna
Ontario Hydro
700 University Ave. C25 E2
Toronto, Ontario
M5G 1X6

Don Magdalinski
N.A.I.T.
11762 - 106 Street
Edmonton, Alberta
T5G 2R1

Mary Mancini
Ecolog Week/Southam
1450 Don Mills Road
Don Mills, Ontario
M3B 2X7

Terry Mandzy
Colgate-Palmolive Canada Inc.
235 Wicksteed Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M4H 1G8

Gus Marcello
City of Welland
41^1 East Main Street
Welland, Ontario
L3K 5V4

Ron Maruska
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue, A6-F1
Toronto, Ontario
M5G 1X6

Vlastimil Matys
Gore & Storrie Limited
255 Consumer Road
North York, Ontario
M2J 5B6

Burkhard Mausberg
Pollution Probe
112 Madison Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M5R 2S1

Dave Mayhew
Waste Management Branch
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

Gordon McCauley
Ontario Waste Mgmt. Corp.
11th Fl., 2 Bloor Street W.
Toronto, Ontario
M4W 3E2
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Charles McDonald
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue, A07-C09
Toronto, Ontario
M5B 1X6

Glenn Munroe
Waste Reduction Advisory Coinin.

40 St. Clair Ave. W. , 4th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1M2

Derry McDonell
Carswell Publisher
2 075 Kennedy Road
Scarborough, Ontario
MIT 3V4

Shirley McDougall
Township of Orillia
P.O. Box 159
Orillia, Ontario L3V 6J3

Jack McGinnis
Recycling Development Corp.
361 Steelcase Road W. , Unit
5&6
Markham, Ontario
L3R 3V8

Erv Mclntyre
Pollution Control Assoc, of
Ontario
20 Bay Street, Ste. 1625
Toronto, Ontario M5J 2N8

John D. Minor
City of Scarborough
100 Consilium Place
Scarborough, Ontario
MIH 3E7

Tom Murphy
National Water Research
Institute
867 Lakeshore Rd. , Box 5050
Burlington, Ontario. L7R 4A6

Wilfred Ng
Manager
Waste Management Branch, MOE
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

Jon Ogryzlo
Niagara College
P.O. Box 20162,
St. Catharines,
L2M 7W7

Grantham P.O.
Ontario

Clair K. Oliver
Ontario Hydro
Box 4000
Bowmanville, Ontario

Dennis Onn
Waste Reduction Office
40 St. Clair Ave. W. , 7th Fl,
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1M2

Dick Moskal
Region of Peel
10 Peel Centre Drive
Brampton, Ontario
L6G 4B9

John Muller
WMI of Canada Inc.
2700 Matheson Avenue East
Mississauga, Ontario

Jeffrey Mullin
Simcoe Engineering Group Ltd,
345 Kingston Road
Pickering, Ontario
LIV lAl

Deborah Orchard
Ecolog Week/Southam
1450 Don Mills Road
Don Mills, Ontario. M3B 2X7

Lee Orphan
Waste Management Branch
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

Irene Pater
Waste Management Branch
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5
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Tracy Patterson
Ontario Waste Mgmt. Corp.
11th Floor, 2 Bloor St. West
Toronto, Ontario
N4W 3E2

Nancy Porteous-Koehle
WMI Waste Mgmt. of Canada Inc.
2700 Matheson Blvd. East
Mississauga, Ontario
L4W 4V9

Frank J. Paznar
Vice President
Laidlaw Waste Systems Ltd.
3410 South Service Road
P.O. Box 5057, Station "A"
Burlington, Ontario
L7R 3Y8

Hugh Pearson
Kemptville College
Ministry of Agriculture & Food
Kemptville, Ontario
KOG IJO

Wayne Peck
Standard Products (Can) Ltd.
1030 Erie Street
Stratford, Ontario
N5A 6V7

P. D. Petrie
Willms & Shier
73 Richmond St. West
Toronto, Ontario
N5H 1Z4

Ron Phillips
City Engineer, Stratford
P.O. Box 818, City Hall
Stratford, Ontario
N5A 6W1

Antonio Pingue
Philip Environmental Inc.
P.O. Box 42 3, Depot 1

Hamilton, Ontario
L8L 7W2

Andrew Pollock
Waste Planning
Metro Works Dept.
439 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M5G 1Y8

Eric Pringle
Gartner Lee
140 Renfrew Drive, Ste. 102
Markham, Ontario
L3R 8B6

Harold W. Quinn
H.W. Quinn Associates
Box 45, R.R. #1
Glenburnie, Ontario
KOH ISO

Steven Radcliffe
Waste Management Branch, MOE
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

Norman S. Rankin
McCarthy Tetrault
Suite 4700, TD Bank Tower
Toronto Dominion Centre
Toronto, Ontario
M5K 1E6

Geoff Rathbone
Laidlaw Inc.
3410 South Service Road
Burlington, Ontario
L7R 3Y8

Robert Redhead
Laidlaw Inc.
3221 N. Service Rd. , Box 5028
Burlington, Ontario
L7R 3Y8

Bruce Reid
General Motors of Canada
1908 Colonel Sam Drive
Oshawa, Ontario
LIH 8P7
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David Reid
Domestic Industry Support Br.
Ministry of Industry, Trade &

Technology
7th Fl. Hearst Block
900 Bay Street
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 2E1

Gary Rennie
Windsor Star
167 Ferry Street
Windsor, Ontario
N9A 4M5

Tony Reuvers
ICI Canada
Sarnia, Ontario

Rick Richmond
Ontario Hydro
7 00 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M5G 1X6

Brian Riddell
Assistant Deputy Minister
Municipal Operations
Ministry of Municipal Affairs
17th Fl., 777 Bay Street
Toronto, Ontario
M5G 2E5

Bruce Rintoul
Nortra Ltd.
4th Floor, 10 George Street
Hamilton, Ontario
L8P 1C8

George Rocoski
Manager
Waste Management Branch
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

G. C. Ronan
Assistant Deputy Minister
Ministry of the Environment
135 St. Clair Ave.W., 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1P5

Dianne Rubinoff
Hatch Associates Ltd.
2800 Speakman Drive
Mississauga, Ontario
L5K 2R7

Frank Ryan
Water Resources Branch
Ministry of the Environment
1 St. Clair Ave. W. , 5th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1K6

Steve E. Salbach
Water Resources Branch
Ministry of the Environment
1 St. Clair Ave. W. , 5th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1K6

Alexander Salewski
Waste Management Branch
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario. M4V 1L5

Dianne Saxe
Doctor of Jurisprudence
401 Richmond St. W. , Ste.
Toronto, Ontario
M5V 1X3

139

Derrick Schwartzel
City of London
300 Dufferin Avenue, Box 5035
London, Ontario

Mohammad Sharif Shahid
J.I. Case
450 Sherman Avenue North
Hamilton, Ontario
L8N 4C4

Martin Shaw
Metro Works Department
439 University Avenue
Toronto , Ontar io

Grant Sheng
McMaster University
GSB-216
Hamilton, Ontario
L8S 4K1
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Peter B, Shillington
Corp. of the Town of Blenheim
3 5 Talbot Street West
P.O. Box 2128
Blenheim, Ontario
NOP lAO

Ulo Sibul
Waste Management Branch
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

Sam Singer
Water Resources Branch
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 4th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1K6

Doug Sirrs
General Motors of Canada Ltd.
1908 Colonel Sam Drive
Oshawa, Ontario
LIH 8P7

Pat Spooner
WMI of Canada Inc.
2700 Matheson Ave. East
Mississauga, Ontario

R. C. Stewart
Hamilton Regional Office
Ministry of the Environment
P.O. Box 2112, 12th Floor
119 King Street West
Hamilton, Ontario
L8N 3Z9

Brian Strajnic
Ford Motor Company
Windsor Casting Plant
Box 1650, 2900 Trenton Street
Windsor, Ontario
N9A 7B2

Katherine Suslje
Novacor Chemicals Ltd.
201 N. Front Street
Sarnia, Ontario
N7T 7V1

Jim E. Smith
Environment Canada
25 St. Clair Ave. E.

Toronto, Ontario
M4T 1M2

7th Fl,

Sharon Suter
Ministry of the Environment
135 St. Clair Ave.W., 12th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1P5

Jim Smith
Assistant Director
Hazardard Contaminants Branch
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 12th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

Stephen Sparling
Region of Halton
1151 Bronte Road
Oakville, Ontario
L6N 2Z2

George H. Spira
CWM Chemical Services
P.O. Box 200
Model City, N.Y.
14107

Ric Symmes
Crombie Commission
Box 660
Terra Cotta, Ontario
LOP INO

Peter Takaoka
R.V. Anderson Associates Ltd.
1210 Sheppard Ave. E.Ste. 401
Willowdale, Ontario
M2K 1E3

Ian Tedford
Environmental Programs
Xerox Canada Ltd.
5650 Yonge Street
North York, Ontario. M2M 4G7
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Deborah Tennant
Approvals Branch
Ministry of the Environment
250 Davisville, 3rd Floor
Toronto, Ontario
M4S 1H2

Jack Tilford
Ford Motor Co. of Canada Ltd.
P.O. Box 2005
St. Thomas, Ontario
N5P 3W1

Rose Todorski
Bell Canada
2 Fieldway Road, 7th Fl.
Etobicoke, Ontario
M8Z 3L2

Hosep Torossian
Domtar Gypsum
Box 300
Senneville, Quebec
H9X 3L7

Wing Tse
Waste Management Branch, MOE
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

Gulu Uppal
Waste Management Branch
Ministry of the Environment
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontairo
M4V 1L5

Derek Vachon
Wastewater Technology Centre
867 Lakeshore Road
Burlington, Ontario
L7R 4L7

Bill Van Dam
Ford Motor Co. of Canada Ltd.
P.O. Box 2995"
St. Thomas, Ontario
N5P 3W1

Eric Veska
1595 Clark Blvd.
Brampton, Ontario
L6T 4V1

Kirk Vetor
E.B. Eddy Forest Products Ltd.
1 Station Road
Espanola, Ontario
POP ICO

Lianne Vickers
2264 Manchester Drive
Burlington, Ontario
L7P 3W2

Dr. Peter Victor
Assistant Deputy Minister
Policy Development and
Intergovernmental Relations
Division
2 St. Clair Ave. W. , 14th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1L5

Stu Wagner
General Motors of Canada Ltd.
1908 Colonel Sam Drive
Oshawa, Ontario
LIH 8P7

Brian R. Ward
Kingston Regional Office
Ministry of the Environment
133 Dalton Avenue, Box 820
Kingston, Ontario
K7L 4X6

Ray Warner
General Motors of Canada Ltd.
Oshawa Truck Assembly
1908 Colonel Sam drive
Oshawa, Ontario
LIH 8P7

Harvey Watson
Dearborn Chemical
P.O.Box 3 060, Stn. A
Mississauga, Ontario
L5A 3T5

Madelyn Webb
Environment Canada
25 St. Clair Avenue E.
Toronto, Ontario
M4T 1M2

6th Fl,
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Boris Weisman
Sophos Inc.
HE Tranby Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M5R 1N4

George N.Werezak
Dow Chemical Canada Inc.
Vidal Street S.

Sarnia, Ontario
N7T 7M1

Kenneth L. Wulffe
Chemical Surplus Ltd.
32 Hastings Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M4L 2L2

Richard Yoon
Colgate-Palmolive
64 Colgate Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M4M 1N7

Anne Wheatley
Corp. of the City of Toronto
477 Richmond St. W. , 4th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario. M5V 3E7

Don Wiersma
Cdn. Manufacturer's
Association
75 International Blvd.
Toronto, Ontario
M9W 6L9

Sheila Willis
Assistant Deputy Minister
Regional Operations
135 St. Clair Ave. W., 14th Fl,

Toronto, Ontario. M45V 1P5

Claus Witko
Davy Canada Inc.
430 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M5G 1V2

Don Young
Metropolitan Works Department
439 University Avenue, 10th
Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M5G 1Y8

Keith Yuen
Anachemia Solvents Ltd.
3549 Mavis Road
Mississauga, Ontario
L5C 1T7

J. Zend
Air Resources Branch
Ministry of the Environment
880 Bay Street, 4th Floor
Toronto, Ontario. M5S 1Z8

Chris Wolmik
Ontario Waste Management Corp,
2 Bloor Street West, 11th Fl.
Toronto, Ontario
M4W 3E2

Vincent Wong
Bell Northern Research
3500 Carling Avenue
Nepean, Ontario
K2C 4H7

Wayne Wright
Cdn. Petroleum Products Inst.
245 Fairview Mall Drive
Willowdale, Ontario
M2J 4T1
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